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Abstract

The era of emerging wireless communication systems demand high data-rate and
highly reliable communication strategies. A UWB system is well-known for their
exploitation of a huge frequency band of 3.1 to 10.6 GHz, which provides great
potential for increasing data transmission rates according to the Shannon theorem.
This made a visible trend for products/services based on short-range WBANs,
WPANs etc. However, due to the limitations in their power spectral density by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the data transmission rate will be
limited. Incorporating the MIMO technique into UWB provides a viable solution
for the bottleneck problem of power limit. A multi-antenna system can provide
high spectrum efficiency and improved quality of service for next generation
wireless systems. Inspired by these factors, this thesis presents the valuable
insights in the design of compact, novel antennas for efficient UWB-MIMO
communications.

In the course of present research work, two coplanar UWB antennas have been
proposed, and using those UWB antennas three co-located UWB-MIMO antennas
has created. The thesis examines the potential and credibility of the co-located
UWB antennas for the operation in a MIMO communication system with the
help of certain figures-of merit which evaluates the antenna’s MIMO/diversity
performances and channel performances. The thesis also demonstrates the efficient
methods of isolating the antenna-elements within the space constraints as well as
for wide band operation, which is a challenge. Further, this thesis investigates
the transfer properties and stability performance of the antenna in the required
3.1 — 10.6 GHz UWB band, in order to check their suitability for portable
pulsed-UWB systems. The ultimate aim of this thesis is to investigate and
enhance the MIMO/diversity performance of multiple antenna systems for future
UWB communications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The birth of communication network happened in the pre-industrial age, where
information was transmitted over line-of-sight distance (later extended by tele-
scopes) by using smoke signals, flashing mirrors, torch signalling, signal flare or
semaphore flags. Combinations of these rudimentary signal were used to convey
complex messages. These early communication networks got outdated with the
invention of the telegraph network by Samuel Morse [181] in 1858 and later
with the telephone by Alexander Graham Bell [181] in 1876. However, the term
‘wireless’ was originated after the demonstration of electric wave communication
mechanism by Henrich Rudolf Hertz [181] in 1888, who experimentally proved
the unified theory of electricity and magnetism formulated by his teacher James
Clerk Maxwell. This inspired Guglielmo Marconi to establish the first radio link
between a land-based station (Isle of Wight) and a tugboat 18 miles away [181]
(in 1895), and thus the radio communication was born. Later in 1901, Marconi
performed the historic Transatlantic experiment, by transmitting the letter S
(three dots in Morse code), over a distance of 700 nautical miles, by drawing
inspiration from the works of Jagdish Chandra Bose [28] and Hertz. By this,
the era of wireless communication networks started. Since then, the wireless
communication systems have evolved substantially with a furious pace.

Out of all wireless services, the birth of mobile communication network
changed our day-to-day life tremendously with its continuing phases of evolution.
Its first generation (1G) allowed only analogue voice communication, while the
second generation (2G) realized the digital voice communication, along with
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Fig. 1.1 Evolution of the wireless communication technologies

text messages, picture messages and multi-media messaging services. The third
generation (3G) provided video telephony, Internet access, digital voice services as
well as video/music download services. Currently, the fourth generation (4G) can
provide on demand high quality audio & video services, global mobility support,
integrated wireless solutions and is known as true mobile broadband. In the near
future, the fifth generation (5G) will be able to offer TV programs with HD quality,
large clarity audio/video and interactive multimedia, voice, streaming video,
Internet & others. A brief evolution of the wireless communication technologies
from 1G to 5G is shown in Fig. 1.1.

On the other hand, wireless networks enabled people to communicate and
access applications & information without wires. This realized the freedom of
movement and enabled data transfer to different parts of the building, or city, or
anywhere in the world. Based on the range in which communication takes place
and on the mode of end users, the wireless networks can be classified into four:
WPAN (Wireless Personal Area Network), WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network),
WMAN (Wireless Metropolitan Area Network) and WWAN (Wireless Wide Area
Network). Fig. 1.2 depicts the corresponding IEEE standards used in accordance
with each type of wireless networks. Wireless networking standards like IEEE
802.11 (WLAN) and IEEE 802.16 (WMAN) typically focus on proving PC-to-PC
or PC-to-ISP connectivity, over the range of a building or a metropolitan area,
respectively. However, many applications will have shorter range requirements,
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Fig. 1.2 Classification of the wireless networks

like connecting peripherals to mobile devices or PCs, without using wires etc.
WPANs, which provide a wide variety of data rates, are a perfect fit for these
applications.

The proliferation of wireless communication devices in our daily life shows no
sign of stagnation. The ever-growing demand for higher quality media and faster
content delivery drives the quest for higher data rates in the wireless communica-
tion networks. Even though the number of wireless applications continues to grow,
bandwidth is still limited as in the days of Marconi. This limitation in available
bandwidth has motivated the development of novel transmission techniques, out
of which two that have gathered a lot of research interest in recent years is
ultra-wideband (UWB) technologies and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO).
To meet the demand for higher data rate and capacity, the IEEE 802.15.3 task
group employed Ultra Wide-Band (UWB) technique for WPAN communications.
UWB radios take a different approach from 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) & 802.15.4
(ZigBee). Both the latter transmit signals over a long period using a small part
of the spectrum, while UWB uses short pulses over a very large bandwidth.
According to Shannon-Hartley theorem [148], a wide channel bandwidth can
guarantee a good channel capacity, without invoking a high transmitted power.
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Thus, UWB is able to provide high channel capacity for the wireless communica-
tion systems as it has an extremely wide bandwidth. Moreover, UWB offers a
promising solution to the RF spectrum drought by providing the co-existence
of new services with the current services, with minimal or no interference. On
the other hand, MIMO technology established a breakthrough in the wireless
communication systems by exploiting the multi-path scattering. It uses multiple
transmitting and receiving antennas to increase the capacity and reliability of the
communication systems, without invoking additional power or bandwidth. MIMO
utilizes the multiplexing technique to improve the system transmission capacity
by spreading the same total power over the antennas and thereby enhances the
spectral efficiency. Moreover, the capacity scales linearly with the number of
antennas used at the transmitter and receiver.

1.1 UWB Basics

UWB differs substantially from the conventional narrow band Radio Frequency
(RF) and Spread Spectrum (SS) technologies because it uses extremely wide band
of RF spectrum to communicate between transmitters and receivers. In doing
so, UWB is able to transmit more data in a given period than the traditional
technologies do. This makes UWB to offer several advantages such as large
throughput, covertness, robustness to jamming and co-existence with current
radio services.

1.1.1 History & Background

UWB is not a new technology; in fact its concept was initially employed by
Marconi, in 1901, in his famous Transatlantic experiment using spark gap radio
transmitters. However, the benefits of this large bandwidth were never consid-
ered at that time. Also, the communication world abandoned this wideband
communications in favour of the narrow band or tuned communications. It is
sixty years after Marconi the impulse radio technologies started being developed
for Radar and military applications. However, this technology was restricted to
such highly secure communications. Due to the advancement in microprocessing
and fast switching in semiconductor technology, interest in the commercialization
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of UWB has increased over the past several years. This made the developers
of UWB systems to pressurize the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
to approve UWB for commercial use. As a result, in February 2002, the FCC
amended the Part 15 rules (governing the unlicensed radio devices) to include the
operation of UWB devices and approved the First Report and Order (R&O) for
commercial use of UWB technology under strict power emission limits for various
devices and countries [64]. Since then, UWB technology have advanced rapidly
as a promising high data rate wireless communication technology for various
applications. Although, all types of wireless services and devices, in India, fall
under the licensing authority of WPC (Wireless Planning and Coordination), they
haven’t described any stringent frequency band limitations for UWB applications.

Fig. 1.3 Spectrum Utilization showing the co-existence of UWB signals with other
services

1.1.2 UWB Concepts

According to FCC, a UWB communication system is any radio system whose
spectrum occupies more than 20% of the center frequency, i.e.,its fractional
bandwidth

(
2(fH−fL)

fH+fL

)
is at least 20%, or whose 10dB bandwidth (fH − fL) is at

least 500 MHz. This radio system can co-exist with the current narrow band and
wideband services and therefore, its power spectral density is strictly limited by
relevant regulatory authorities. Fig. 1.3 illustrates the spectrum utilization of
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UWB signal and conventional narrow band & SS signals [48]. UWB gleans the
benefits of the high bit rate that it can handle due to its extremely wideband
spectrum. According to Shannon-Hartley’s theorem, the channel capacity C is
given by,

C = BW ∗ log2(1 + S

R
), (1.1)

where, BW is the bandwidth and S
R

is the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR). Equa-
tion 1.1 shows that the capacity (bit rate) is increased linearly with BW and
logarithmically with S

R
. Thus, the bit rate can be easily increased by increasing

the BW , instead of the transmitter power. Range of operation of such systems
are defined by the Friss-Transmission formula,

D ∝
√

Pt

Pr

, (1.2)

where, D is the distance between transmitter & receiver, Pt is the transmitted
power and Pr is the received power. Equation 1.1 & 1.2 together depicts the
trade-off between bit rate (capacity) and range of operation (distance). Thus,
for higher data rate lesser will be the achievable transmission distance, and vice
versa. As a matter of fact, UWB is mainly used for high-bit rate short-range
applications.

1.1.3 FCC Regulations & Emission Limits

On 14 February 2002, the FCC amended their Part 15 rules to open up an
extremely large amount of bandwidth for the commercial development of UWB
technology [64]. FCC defined the UWB bandwidth as “the frequency band
bounded by the points that are 10dB below the highest radiated emission”. Later,
FCC placed operating restrictions for UWB in many countries in order to make
the co-existing users unaffected by the UWB signals.

In USA, the FCC spectral mask specified 7.5 GHz of usable spectrum band-
width between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz for communication devices. FCC protected
the existing users operating within this spectrum by limiting the power spectral
density levels (EIRP) of UWB signals to -41.3 dBm/MHz or 75 nW/MHz, which
is the same level as unintentional radiators such as television and computer
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Fig. 1.4 FCC allocated spectral mask for UWB communications

monitors. Fig. 1.4 shows the spectral mask limitation of the power spectral
density measured in a 1 MHz bandwidth at the output of an isotropic transmit
antenna, for indoor and outdoor environments. The primary difference between
indoor and outdoor operations is that the degree of attenuation required for the
out-of-band region for outdoor operations will be higher compared to indoor
operations. According to FCC, the indoor activities should be restricted to
peer-to-peer operations inside buildings. In Europe, FCC provided a further wide
frequency band from 1.6 to 10.6 GHz, but with a strict spectral mask than that
specified for USA, as shown in Fig. 1.4.

Based on the present FCC regulations the UWB devices are categorized in
to three: Communication, Imaging and Vehicular Radar. Both the indoor and
outdoor communication devices fall under the communication section. Imaging
deals with UWB-based through-wall imaging devices, whose operation are con-
strained to law enforcement and rescue teams. Whereas, vehicular radar deals
with radar devices which are mounted on terrestrial transportation vehicles and
are activated either while the vehicle are moving or while they are stationary.
Table 1.1 summarizes the FCC emission limits for various UWB applications in
each operating band.
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Table 1.1 Emission limits in each operation band for different UWB applications

Application
Operation Band (GHz)

0.96-
1.6

1.6-
1.99

1.99-
3.1

3.1-
10.6

10.6-
22

22-
29

EIRP
Communica-

indoor -75.3 -53.3 -51.3 -41.3 -51.3 -51.3

(dB/
tions

outdoor -75.3 -63.3 -61.3 -41.3 -61.3 -61.3

MHz)

Imaging -53.3 -51.3 -41.3 -41.3 -41.3 -51.3

Vehicular
radar -75.3 -63.3 -63.3 -63.3 -41.3 -41.3

1.1.4 UWB Standards & Transmission Schemes

IEEE established the 802.15.3a and 802.15.4a task groups to define a new physical
layer concept for short-range high data rate WPAN and long-range low data rate
WPAN applications, respectively. 802.15.3a is proposed to support a data rate
of 110 Mbps with a distance of 10 meters. Whereas, the technical requirements
for 802.15.4a include low data rate (>250 Kbps), low cost, low complexity and
low power consumption (long battery-life). However, IEEE 802.15.3a has two
competing proposals: Single-Band (SB) and Multi-Band (MB) approach. The SB
approach is an Impulse Radio (IR)-based scheme, which is the original approach
to UWB. This scheme uses very short duration pulses (typically of the order of
several tens of picoseconds) that occupies a wide spectrum of several Gigahertz
bandwidth, to convey informations. This pulse train can be directly transmitted
without any carriers. Here, data is modulated using Pulse Amplitude Modulation
(PAM) or Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) methods and for the multi-user
access to the UWB channel two techniques are employed: Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum (DSSS) and Time Hopping Spread Spectrum (THSS) [207]. The UWB
spectrum utilization in the case of SB approach, for both DSSS & THSS, are
illustrated in Fig. 1.5.
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(a) Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

(b) Time-hopping Spread Spectrum

Fig. 1.5 Single-Band approach of the UWB spectrum

Fig. 1.6 Multi-Band approach of the UWB spectrum (Frequency-hopping)
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Table 1.2 UWB advantages, disadvantages and applications

UWB
property Advantages Disadvantages Applications

Wide
fractional
bandwidth

High data rate
communications,

potential for
gain-processing,
Wall & ground

penetration (low
frequencies)

Interference
to/from existing

systems

High data rate
WPAN, indoor

localization
Multiple access,

low power stealthy
communications

Very short
pulse

transmission

Direct resolvability
of discrete
multipath

components,
diversity gain

Large number of
multipath

propagation, long
synchronization

times

Low power
combined

communications
and localization

Persistence of
multipath
reflections

Low power
transmission, low

fade margins

Scattering in angle
of arrival

NLOS
communications on
ships and indoors

Carrier-less
transmission

Hardware
simplicity

Inapplicability of
super-resolution

beamforming

Smart sensor
networks

The MB approach is a recent scheme, where the available band (3.1-10.6 GHz)
is divided into several smaller and non-overlapping sub-bands with bandwidth
not less than 500 MHz, to satisfy the FCC definition of UWB. Carrier-based
modulation methods like BPSK, QPSK, OFDM etc. are used for the data
modulation in this scheme and for multi-user access frequency hopping method
is employed, as shown in Fig. 1.6.

The main advantage of SB approach is the simplicity in the transceiver
structure, as no up- and down-mixers are needed. But in MB approach the
implementation of up- & down-mixers and OFDM makes the transceiver design
complicated. SB approach is very sensitive to multipath interference. But, better
multipath resolution can be achieved by the discontinuous transmission of short
pulses, whose pulse duration is shorter than the multipath delay. On the other
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hand, the OFDM technique used for MB approach provides high spectral efficiency,
inherent resilience to RF interference and robustness to multipath. Besides MB
scheme has co-existence properties i.e., it can avoid transmission over the in-use
bands, thus prevents the potential interference. To achieve this in SB scheme
notch filters have to be employed, which may increase the system complexity and
distort the received signal transmission. Table 1.2 summarizes the advantages and
disadvantages for different UWB properties and their corresponding applications.

1.2 MIMO Principle

People’s demand for faster data rate transmission seems endless and this have
been the driving force behind the progress of modern wireless technologies. The
application of diversity techniques using two or more antennas can enhance data
rate & reliability of the communication systems, without invoking additional
spectrum or transmit power in rich scattering environments. This multi-antenna
systems with MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) technology plays a pivotal
role in providing a peak data rate of 1 Gbps with high spectrum efficiency (more
bits per second per Hertz of bandwidth). MIMO is one of the smart antenna
technology to improve the performance of communication systems.

1.2.1 History of MIMO Technology

MIMO finds its roots in the antenna diversity, a remarkable technological innova-
tion, whose evolution started back in 1920s. The idea behind antenna diversity
technique originated after the experiments conducted by Harold. H. Beverage &
Harold. O. Peterson, who noticed entirely different received signal strengths from
two radio broadcast stations located about a half mile apart [30]. They called
this phenomenon as fading which was a result of the multipath propagation of
radio waves. To overcome this fading they developed a diverse system in which
the two different received signals were combined effectively to obtain improved
signal quality [26, 72]. Due to the difficulty in implementation of dedicated and
costly receivers for each antenna, F. A. Bartlett proposed a new technique in
1941, in which a single radio receiver is switched alternatively between two an-
tennas for effectively presenting an average signal to the receiver, thus, providing
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some immunity to fading [25]. Although antenna diversity was employed in
large number of radio systems, it was limited to a technique used at receivers
to encounter the impacts of multipath fading. However, the birth of MIMO
technology changed the landscape for multi-antenna systems operating in multi-
path channels. The primary ideas in this field was given by A. R. Kaye & D. A.
George (1970), Branderburg & Wayner (1974) and by W, Van Ettan (1975, 1976).
Later, Jack Winders & Jack Salz at Bell laboratories published several papers
on beamforming related applications in the mid eighties (1984, 1986). The two
researchers, Arogyaswami Paulraj and Thomas Kailath were the first to propose
the concept of spatial multiplexing using MIMO, in 1993. However, the pioneer
of MIMO technology were Gerard J. Foschini [65] and Gregory G. Raleigh [155],
who configured the co-location of multiple antennas at one transmitter to improve
the link throughput effectively (1996, 1998). This was a breakthrough for the
proliferation of MIMO communication systems. Since then, MIMO technology
have been implemented in various areas of communication.

1.2.2 Need for Multiple Antenna systems

Initially, the wireless communication systems were used for voice and small
data rate transfer while most of the high data rate transfer were through wired
communication systems. In the last few decades the landscape have changed
with the need of high quality video communications and high speed data transfer
among the wireless systems. As a result, numerous highly efficient wireless
networking technologies have been developed and are widely deployed. Such
wireless communication systems are likely to guarantee some attributes such as
high data rate & good capacity (spectral efficiency), high Quality of Service (QoS),
Low Bit Error Rate (BER), wide coverage range and low deployment, operation
& maintenance costs. Assurance of all these requirements is very contentious
by nature, particularly in Non-Line Of Sight (NLOS) propagation which have
become common in wireless communication systems as a result of the massive
introduction of radio communication in indoor and urban environments. This is
because, in the case of NLOS propagation the signal is reflected along multiple
paths, before finally being received at the receiver, and each of these rebounds
can produce phase shifts, time delays, and distortions that can destructively
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interfere with one another at the receiving antenna, as shown in Fig. 1.7. This
detrimental impairment of transmitted signal is known as signal fading, one of
the most crucial NLOS propagation phenomena.

Fig. 1.7 Typical wireless propagation channel representation with random objects
between Txr and Rxr

Basically, signal fading is the rapid fluctuations of received signal strength
over short time intervals and/or travel distances. In a wireless communication
system the data that is transferred from transmitter (Txr) to receiver (Rxr)
through a propagation channel takes different paths on its way to the receiving
end. Thus, the signal strength at the receiving end will vary according to the
distance they travelled, as shown in the right side of the Fig. 1.8. This signal
level variation is an after effect of the combination of three major factors, such as,
Path loss, Shadowing and Multipath effect, which is illustrated well in Fig. 1.8.

• Path Loss : Basically path loss is the difference (in dB) between the trans-
mitted power and received power. This difference is due to the reduction
in power density of an electromagnetic wave or signal as it propagates
through the environmental space between transmitter and receiver.Fig. 1.9
shows a typical block diagram representation of a wireless communication.
As observed on the left side of Fig. 1.8, for path loss the signal power
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Fig. 1.8 Superposition of path loss, shadowing and multipath in the fading profile

Fig. 1.9 A typical wireless link
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gradually decreases with distance without much of fluctuations. This can
be expressed empirically as [180],

PL = Pr(d0)
Pt

= k

(
d0

d

)α

, (1.3)

where, α is the path loss exponent, PT is the transmitted power, PR(d0) is
the received power at a distance d0 (reference distance) from the transmitter,
k is the transmission constant and d is the distance between Txr and Rxr.
And finally path loss can be expressed in dB as,

PL(d) = PR(d0)
PT

= PL(d0) + 10 log
(

d

d0

)α

, (1.4)

where, PL(d0) is the mean pathloss in dB at distance d0.

• Shadowing : In real life situation there would be lot of obstacles, such
as buildings, hills, trees etc., present between Txr and Rxr. Due to the
presence of these obstacles along the path of the signal propagation, some
portions of the transmitted signal are lost through reflection, absorption,
diffraction and/or scattering. This effect is known as shadowing, and the
so called name came because the obstacles in the middle of Txr and Rxr
castes a shadow on the Rxr antenna, if we assume Txr as a light source. So
the net path loss can be expressed as

PL(d) = PR(d0)
PT

= PL(d0) + 10 log
(

d

d0

)α

+ γ, (1.5)

where, γ represents the effect of shadowing and is a normally (Gaussian)
distributed random variable (in dB) with standard deviation σ. Both α

and γ values are determined empirically. However, for free space α is kept
as 2.

• Multipath : This type of fading occurs as the transmitted signal takes
multiple paths to reach the receiver, due to the reflections from various
objects present in the propagation environment. Each path is unique with
distinct amplitude, phase and delay. These multiple replicas of transmitted
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signal arrive at receiver with different time delays and are combined to
reconstruct the original transmitted signal. This constructive and destruc-
tive combination of multipath signals at receiver causes sudden variation of
signal power which may cause the degradation of SNR, resulting in a poor
or fictional communication link between the Txr and Rxr.

Fig. 1.10 depicts the effect of these three factors on a transmitted signal. Generally,
fading can be classified into two: Large-Scale (Slow) fading and Small-Scale (Fast)
fading. The path loss and shadow fading comes under large-scale fading. It is the
long term variation in the mean signal level caused by the mobile unit moving
into the shadow of surrounding objects. So it is also known as slow fading. On

Fig. 1.10 Signal fading with distance

the other hand, small-scale fading is due to te multipath effect on the transmitted
signal. This fading is concerned with the short term fluctuations in the signal
amplitude caused by the local multipath. Thus the name fast fading.

Day-by-day the propagation environment is getting more complex and so
do the number of propagation paths, that the transmitted signal have to take
before reaching the receiver. This will increase the degree of signal fading and
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thereby results in a poor communication system,which is a serious drawback for
the modern era of wireless communication who are thirsty for high data rate
and reliable communications. This raised the necessity to develop new wireless
communication architecture that work well, not only in LOS (Line-Of-Sight)
conditions but also in NLOS scenarios.

The conventional communication systems, where we have one antenna at
the transmitter and one antenna at the receiver (Single-Input Single-Output,
SISO), were not able to reduce the effects of multipath and interferences in
NLOS scenarios. Thus, in 1998, Foschini and Grans [66] examined the possibility
of using multiple-antennas or arrays to improve the reliability and capacity of
communication systems by mitigating these vulnerable multipath fading problems.
In a broader sense, multiple antenna systems are referred to the communication
systems which consists of more than one antenna at the receiver (Single-Input
Multiple-Output, SIMO) or at the transmitter (Multiple-Input Single-Output,
MISO) or at both of them (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output, MIMO). Generally,
we often refer SIMO (receiver diversity) and MISO (transmitter diversity) systems
as the particular types of MIMO configurations. Fig. 1.11 illustrates the afore
mentioned four types of antenna configurations. Out of all, MIMO systems
shows commendable capacity performance and high data rate as the number
of antennas increases, compared to the other multiple antenna systems. This
is depicted in Fig. 1.12 which shows a linear increment in channel capacity
for MIMO and a logarithmic increment for SIMO & MISO, as the numbers
of antenna-elements are increased. Unlike the single-antenna systems (SISO),
MIMO systems makes it possible to combat the detrimental multipath fading
problem through appropriate coding technology and signal processing. Thus,
MIMO takes the advantage of multipath propagation and improves the reliability
and data throughput of communication systems, without sacrificing additional
bandwidth or transmit power.

To see the benefits of MIMO, let us investigate the system performance of
the MIMO compared with that of SISO, SIMO and MISO, for narrowband
wireless communication systems operating with frequency-flat channels. Since the
Signal-to-Noise power ratio (SNR) determines most of the system performance
criteria such as, channel capacity, data rates, bit error rates etc., it is justifiable
to investigate the SNR gain of the different multi-antenna configurations for a
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(a) SISO (b) SIMO

(c) MISO (d) MIMO

Fig. 1.11 Different antenna configurations of a communication system

Fig. 1.12 Channel capacity comparison of MIMO & SIMO/MISO
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valid comparison. In order to make the comparison fair, assume that the transmit
power of the multi-antenna systems are same as that of the SISO.

Fig. 1.13 Input-Output relationship of SISO

First, consider the case of single transmit antenna and single receive antenna
(SISO), as depicted in Fig. 1.9. The input-output relationships of such a system
is shown in Fig. 1.13 and can be formulated as

y(t) = h x(t) + n(t) , (1.6)

where, x(t) & y(t) are the transmitted and received signals, respectively. h is
the channel response and n(t) is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
with zero mean and variance σ2

N . The maximum possible data rate of such SISO
systems are fundamentally limited by its channel capacity, which can be expressed
as [174]

C = log2(1 + SNR); for a bandwidth of 1Hz, (1.7)

where, C is the channel capacity in bits/sec.
As seen from the above equation it is clear that the SNR plays a crucial role

in the system performance. For the improvement of spectral efficiency multiple
antennas are employed at transmitter or receiver ends or at both. Let, NT and
NR be the number of antennas at transmitter side and receiver side, respectively.

For a SIMO case, where there is a single transmit antenna and NR receiver
antennas, the input-output relationship can be expressed as

yi(t) = hi x(t) + ni(t), (1.8)

where i = 1, 2...NR and hi is the channel fading from transmitter to each receiver.
The Channel State Information (CSI) represents the state of a communication

link from the transmitter to the receiver. It describes how a signal propagates
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from the Txr to the Rxr and represents the combined effect of scattering fading
and power decay with distance. If the Rxr does not have the CSI the received
signals can be combined with an equal gain, like

ySIMO(t) =
NR∑
i=1

yi(t) =
NR∑
i=1

hi x(t) +
NR∑
i=1

ni(t) (1.9)

Then, the SNR of the combined signal is

SNRSIMO =
E


[∑NR

i=1 hi x(t)
] [∑NR

i=1 hi x(t)
]∗


E


[∑NR

i=1 ni(t)
] [∑NR

i=1 ni(t)
]∗


=
∑NR

i=1 σ2
hi

NR

E
[
|x(t)|2

]
σ2

N

=
∑NR

i=1 σ2
hi

NR

SNRT ,

(1.10)
where, SNRT denotes the SNR at the transmitter side. From equation 1.10, we
can see that there is no gain in SNR if receiver does not know the CSI. On the
other hand, if the receiver has the knowledge about CSI then the received signals
can be combined using the maximum ratio combiner (MRC) as follows:

ySIMO(t) =
NR∑
i=1

h∗
i yi(t) =

NR∑
i=1

|hi|2 x(t) +
NR∑
i=1

h∗
i ni(t) (1.11)

Thus the SNR gained is

SNRSIMO =
E


[∑NR

i=1 |hi|2 x(t)
] [∑NR

i=1 |hi|2 x(t)
]∗


E


[∑NR

i=1 h∗
i ni(t)

] [∑NR
i=1 h∗

i ni(t)
]∗


=
2∑NR

i=1 σ4
hi

+∑NR
i1=1

∑NR
i2=1,i2 ̸=i1 σ2

hi1
σ2

hi2∑NR
i=1 σ2

hi

E
[
|x(t)|2

]
σ2

N

=
∑NR

i1=1 σ4
hi∑NR

i1=1 σ2
hi

+
NR∑

i1=1
σ2

hi

SNRT

(1.12)
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In the third step of the derivation of above equation the property E
[
|hi|4

]
is

replaced with 2σ4
hi

as for complex Gaussian random variables [74, 94]. From the
equation 1.12, it is clear that the SNR has increased exactly NR fold (i.e., the
SNR of SIMO is (NR + 1) times that of SISO) by using the MRC, when receiver
knows CSI and all the links in SIMO have same fading power as that of SISO.

Next, consider MISO systems with NT transmit antennas and single receive
antenna. In this case the input-output relationship can be expressed as

y(t) =
NT∑
i=1

hi xi(t) + n(t), (1.13)

where, i = 1, 2...NT and hi is the channel fading from each transmitter to the
receiver. In this case also we make similar assumption as that of SIMO, except
that E

[
|xi(t)|2

]
= E[|x(t)|2]

NT
, where E[|x(t)|2] is the transmitted signal power for

the SISO case.

If the transmitter does not know the CSI, then the SNR achieved at receiver
will be

SNRSIMO =
E


[∑NT

i=1 hi xi(t)
] [∑NT

i=1 hi xi(t)
]∗


E{|n(t)|2} =
∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

NT

E
[
|x(t)|2

]
σ2

N

=
∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

NT

SNRT

(1.14)
It can be seen that there is no power gain at the receiver SNR.

On the other hand if the transmitter has CSI it will pre-process the transmitter
for each transmit antenna so that some gain is achieved in the SNR at the receiver.
As a part of the pre-processing let us assume that the transmitted signal of each
transmit antenna is weighted by its channel fading as

xi(t) −→ h∗
i√∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

xi(t) (1.15)

Here, E
[
|xi(t)|2

]
= E[|x(t)|2] for the current situation. Then the overall transmit-

ted power will be the same as that of SISO case and the received signal is given
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by

y(t) = 1√∑NT
i=1 σ2

hi

NT∑
i=1

hih
∗
i xi(t) + n(t) (1.16)

Thus the received SNR for MISO is

SNRMISO =

(
1∑NT

i=1
σ2

hi

)
E

{[∑NT

i=1 |hi|2xi(t)
] [∑NT

i=1 |hi|2xi(t)
]∗
}

E{|n(t)|2}

=
E
[∑NT

i=1 |hi|4|xi(t)|2
]

+ E

{[∑NT

i1=1 |hi1 |2xi1(t)
] [∑NT

i2=1,i2 ̸=i1
|hi2 |2xi2(t)

]∗
}

σ2
N

∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

(1.17)

By properly manipulating the received signals one can improve the SNR of
the communication system. One method is by adding up the received signal from
different transmit antennas coherently (in-phase) and by allocating more power
to the transmit antenna with better gain. This technique of aligning the transmit
signal as needed is called beamforming. Two more methods are there, in order to
analyse those two methods, let us assume two cases in the equation 1.17.

In the first case xi1(t) & xi2(t) are different steams of symbols for i1 ̸= i2

and are mutually independent with zero mean. This corresponds to the case of
multiplexing. Thus, equation 1.17 can be written as

SNRMISO =
2∑NT

i=1 σ4
hi
E
[
|xi(t)|2

]
σ2

N

∑NT
i=1 σ2

hi

=
2∑NT

i=1 σ4
hi∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

E
[
|xi(t)|2

]
σ2

N

=
2∑NT

i=1 σ4
hi∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

SNRT

(1.18)
From the above equation it is clear that the received SNR is doubled as compared
with the SISO case, considering that all the links have the same fading power
as the SISO link. Moreover, in this case the data rate of the MISO is NT -times
that of the SISO.
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For the second case, let xi1(t) = xi2(t) for all i1 &ß2 and all are of zero mean.
This corresponds to the case of diversity combining. Here, we have

SNRMISO =
E
[∑NT

i=1 |hi|4|xi(t)|2
]

+ E

{[∑NT

i1=1 |hi1 |2xi1(t)
] [∑NT

i2=1,i2 ̸=i1
|hi2 |2xi2(t)

]∗
}

σ2
N

∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

=
E
[∑NT

i=1 |hi|4
]
E
[
|xi(t)|2

]
+ E

{[∑NT

i1=1 |hi1 |2
] [∑NT

i2=1,i2 ̸=i1
|hi2 |2

]}
E
[
|xi(t)|2

]
σ2

N

∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

=
2
∑NT

i=1 σ4
hi

+
∑NT

i1=1
∑NT

i2=1,i2 ̸=i1
σ2

hi1
σ2

hi2∑NT

i=1 σ2
hi

E
[
|xi(t)|2

]
σ2

N

=
(∑NT

i1=1 σ4
hi∑NT

i1=1 σ2
hi

+
NT∑

i1=1
σ2

hi

)
SNRT

(1.19)
Thus, the result shows the same as for the SIMO case, i.e., the SNR is increased

exactly NT -fold, by using the pre-processing technique and if the transmitter
knows CSI and all the links in MISO have same fading power as that for SISO.
These three methods of signal manipulation are explained in detail in the coming
section (Section 1.2.3).

In both the SIMO and MISO antenna configurations, the usage of multiple
antennas at either Txr or Rxr increases the system performance, but with a
limitation in number of antennas (refer Fig. 1.12). In order to overcome this
limitation one has to use multiple antennas at both Txr & Rxr (MIMO).

Fig. 1.14 Input-Output relationship of MIMO

For a MIMO case the input-output relationship can be schematically expressed
as in Fig. 1.14 and can be formulated as

Y (t) = H X(t) + N(t), (1.20)
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where, H ∈ CNT ×NR is the channel matrix, where its entries have the magnitude
and phase information of the propagation paths between the NT transmitter ports
and NR receiver ports, X(t) ∈ CNT ×1 are the transmitter symbols, Y (t) ∈ CNR×1

are the received symbols and N(t ∈ CNR×1) are the AWGN noise components.
Notice that the channel matrix H is of the form

H =


h11 . . . h1NT

... . . . ...

hNR1 . . . hNRNT


where, hij describes the channel coefficients between the jth transmit and ith

receive ports. If we are expressing H in the singular value decomposition form
[75], then

H = UΣV ∗, (1.21)

where, U ∈ CNR×NR and V ∈ CNT ×NT are unitary; Σ = [σij] is an (NR × NT )-
dimensional non-negative and diagonal matrix (Σ ∈ RNR×NT ) in the sense of σij =
0 for all i ̸= j. The properties of diagonal entries are σ11 ≥ σ22 . . . σNT RNT R

≥ 0,
where, NT R = min{NT , NR} is the rank of channel matrix H and the diagonal
entries of Σ (i.e., σ11, σ22 . . . σNT RNT R

) are the non-negative square roots of the
eigen values of HH∗, the columns of U are eigen vectors of HH∗ and the columns
of V are the eigen vectors of H∗H. If the knowledge of CSI (i.e., H) is available at
both the Txr and Rxr, the pre-processing and post-processing of the transmitted
signal and receive signal, respectively, can be done in the following way.

X̄(t) = V ∗X(t), Ȳ (t) = U∗Y (t), (1.22)

where, X̄(t) & Ȳ (t) are the processed transmit and receive signals, respectively.
Then

Ȳ (t) = ΣX̄(t) + U∗N(t) (1.23)

It is clear from the above equation that, the new MIMO channel is equivalent to
NT R independent channels each having the same bandwidth. By using spatial
multiplexing data transmission rate can be increased NT R-fold with the SISO
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channel. The channel capacity of an instantaneous MIMO channel when the
transmitter does not have the knowledge of CSI is given by

C = log2

∣∣∣∣∣I + SNR

NT

HH∗
∣∣∣∣∣, (1.24)

where, I ∈ CNR×NR is the NR-dimensional identity matrix. When the CSI is
known to the receiver then equation 1.24 can be expressed as

C =
NT R∑
i=1

log2

(
1 + SNR

NT

σ2
ii

)
(1.25)

Thus, from above equations we can see that the ergodic channel capacity of
MIMO channel is increased NT R-fold compared with the SISO channel. Thus,
the MIMO technology can yield a considerable gain in the system performance
compared with the SISO system.

1.2.3 MIMO Communication Techniques

Fig. 1.15 A wireless communication system using MIMO technology

A block diagram of a typical MIMO based wireless communication system is
shown in Fig. 1.15. As observed from the figure, multiple antennas are employed
at both transmitter and receiver (MIMO). Here, the information streams from
a particular information source are given to transmitter section where these
data streams undergoes proper encoding and modulation and are then passed
to the different antennas for transmission. These transmitted data streams are
transferred to the receiver through a propagation channel, where the signal is got
effected by some AWGN. Due to the presence of many obstacles in the propagation
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environment the data streams undergoes multiple reflections, refractions etc. and
takes multiple paths for their way to the receiver. Thus, each streams will have a
unique signature for the channel path it takes, which can be distinguished at the
receiver using adequate signal processing. These multiple data streams will be
received by multiple antennas at the receiver and are demodulated and decoded
in order to reproduce the original information data.

The MIMO communication system improves the performance of a wireless
link by using some antenna techniques. Mainly, there are 3 flavours of antenna
techniques with respect to how data is being transmitted across the given channel.
These are:

1. Diversity

2. Spatial Multiplexing

3. Beam-forming

Diversity Technique

The principle of diversity technique is to send the same information across
independent fading channels to combat fading i.e., it will provide the receiver
with multiple versions of the same signal. When multiple uncorrelated copies
of the same data are sent across independent fading channels, the amount of
fade suffered by each copy of the data will be different. This guarantees that
at-least one copy will suffer less fading compared to the rest of the copies. Thus,
the chances of properly receiving the transmitted data increases. In effect, this
reduces the signal degradation considerably, and effectively increases the link
robustness by improving the reliability of the entire system. This also reduces
the co-channel interference significantly. One can classify the existing diversity
techniques into three categories:

• Temporal Diversity : This is also known as time diversity. Here, multiple
copies of information are sent on different timeslots. This time slots
are designed in such a way that the delay between the signal replicas
should be greater than the Coherence Time (TC) of the channel. Where,
Coherence Time (TC) is the statistical measure of the time duration over
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which the channel impulse response is essentially invariant, and quantifies
the similarity of the channel response at different times. This condition
will produce uncorrelated data copies in uncorrelated channels over those
time slots. In particular, time diversity uses error-correcting coding &
interleaving techniques which breaks the channel memory into multiple
chunks there by spreading and minimizing the effect of deep fade. But this
technique consumes extra transmission time.

• Frequency Diversity : In this technique signal replicas are sent across
different frequency bands. In order to create uncorrelated channels for
transmission, each frequency bands should be separated by at-least the
Coherence Bandwidth (BC) of the channel. Where, Coherence Bandwidth
(BC) is the range of frequencies over which two frequency components have
a strong potential for amplitude correlation. Thus, the level of fading
experienced by each frequency bands are different and at-least one of the
frequency bands will experience less amount of fade. Orthogonal Frequency-
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Spread Spectrum uses this principle for
data transmission. The main drawback of this technique is that it requires
extra bandwidth for an effective data communication.

• Antenna Diversity : The main idea behind antenna diversity technique
is to produce different replicas of the transmitted signal to the receiver by
incorporating multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or receiver. This
produces statistically independent signals from each antenna and when one
or two of them fades, it is less likely that the other copies will be in deep
fade simultaneously. Antenna diversity can be classified according to which
physical mechanism is used to produce the uncorrelated signals from each
antenna elements. Generally, there are 3 kinds of antenna diversity, which
exploits the inherent Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of multipath propagation
environment, however, are inherently interrelated:

– Spatial Diversity

– Polarization Diversity

– Angle (Pattern) Diversity
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Spatial diversity employs multiple antennas at transmitter and/or re-
ceiver, usually with same characteristics, that are physically spaced apart by
a particular distance. Thus, the magnitude of the radiation pattern at each
antenna port is essentially the same, but the phase patterns relative to a
common co-ordinate system are such that the resultant radiation patterns of
each antenna elements become orthogonal. In order to achieve statistically
uncorrelated signals i.e., to experience a different fading pattern in the
radio environment, a minimum distance is required between the antenna
elements, which is determined by the fading environment through which
the signal propagates.

Fig. 1.16 Different antenna diversity techniques

Polarization diversity combines pairs of antennas with orthogonal polar-
izations (i.e., horizontal/vertical, ±slant 45°, left-hand/right-hand circular
etc.) to radiate energy. This principle is based on the fact that the propa-
gation characteristics of a wireless medium will not be same for differently
polarized waves. Moreover, the reflections of the transmitted signal can
undergo polarization changes depending on the medium through which they
are travelling, thus, dispersing some of its energy to the other polarized
signals. Due to this, a linearly polarized transmitted waves can come at the
receiver end with an additional non-trivial orthogonal component. Thus,
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by pairing two complementary polarizations, this technique can immunize
a system from polarization mismatches that would otherwise cause a signal
fade. Additionally, such diverse schemes has proven valuable at mobile
and radio communication base stations since it is less susceptible to the
near random orientations of transmitting antennas. The utilization of dual-
polarized antenna (or multi-polarized antenna), in which the same antenna
has two orthogonal components (co-polarized & cross-polarized), made
this technique very popular since antenna installation space is minimized
and mobile terminals can experience reliable communication in-spite of the
angle of tilt of the handset.

Angle/Pattern diversity is an antenna diversity technique which imposes
orthogonality by producing spatially disjoint radiation patterns. This is
done by shaping the radiation patterns associated with different antenna
elements. Usually, this technique consists of two or more antennas with
different directive radiation patterns, that are physically separated by some
distance. The radiation patterns of each antenna will be directed towards
different directions, thus producing statistically independent replicas of
the transmitted signal. Collectively, they are capable of discriminating a
large portion of angle space and can provide a higher gain compared to
a single omni-directional radiator. To generate pattern diversity, one can
use: multi-mode antennas, where the antennas do not necessarily need to
be separated by a physical distance; or external beam-forming networks
(which will be discussed in the coming section).

All these three antenna diversity techniques and their corresponding radia-
tion pattern appearances are depicted in Fig. 1.16. This classification is
rather arbitrary and for most cases a combination of all these techniques
may present on antenna diversity systems. This thesis mainly focuses on
the design & development of antennas comprising these antenna diversity
methods and its corresponding characteristic analysis.

In general, a MIMO communication system employing the diversity technique
transmits the same information across different independent fading channels
in order to reduce the probability that all the data copies undergo deep fade,
simultaneously. As a result, the Symbol Error Rate (SER) of data transmission
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Fig. 1.17 Diversity based MIMO communication system

will be reduced considerably. The block diagram of such a diversity based
MIMO system is shown in Fig. 1.17. As observed from the figure, the data to
be transmitted undergoes the conventional ways of error-correction coding and
modulation before it follows any diversity technique for transmission. Here, the
diversity transmission and reception using Space-Time Coding (STC) is discussed
(refer Fig. 1.17). STC ia a well-known diversity technique in which both the
space and temporal diversity methods are being utilized in order to achieve the
maximum gain and lowest error probability [196]. To do so, an STBC (Space-
Time Block Coding) encoder sends multiple copies of data symbols from different
antennas in different time slots. At the receiver, the multiple receiving antennas
will receive these independently faded multiple data streams and loads it to the
STBC decoder, where, it will undergo some linear combining and decision-making
process. Followed by this the conventional demodulation and error-decoding
procedures will take place to decode the original data bits. It is assumed that the
CSI is known at the receiver and in most cases, it can be assumed as a perfect
channel. But, in reality, CSI is obtained through channel estimation technique
[165] or by some other methods [80].

In diversity method, it is less likely happened that all the data streams undergo
deep fade, simultaneously. So these data streams are effectively combined (in the
STBC decoder) using any of the following combining techniques:

• Switched Combining (SWC)

• Selection Combining (SC)

• Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC)
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• Equal Gain Combining (EGC)

SWC method picks an antenna and uses it until the SNR falls below a
threshold value. If the signal drops below the threshold, it switches to the next
antenna that satisfies the threshold criteria. This method does not monitor all
the branches, hence, it is cost effective as only one RF chain is needed at a time,
but is less efficient as there is a possibility of a higher SNR branch goes unchecked.
SWC is the only combining method that does not require the knowledge of CSI
at the receiver. On the other hand, SC picks the signal branch with the highest
SNR by monitoring all the branches simultaneously, and hence, it needs NR RF
chains [81]. MRC is a most widely adopted combining method, in which, the NR

signals are combined coherently at the receiver [222]. These signals are previously
weighted with its complex conjugates, according to their SNR, in order to get a
constructive combination. Thus, for MRC also NR RF chains are needed for an
effective combination. EGC method is a variant of MRC, where each signal chain
is weighted with the same factor, irrespective of the signal amplitude. However,
co-phasing of all signal is needed to avoid signal cancellation. MRC outperforms
EGC, although it is easier and cheaper to implement than MRC. The main
difficulty in MRC is the need of a perfect channel information estimation (both
magnitude & phase), which is difficult to attain in practice.

Spatial Multiplexing (SM) Technique

According to Shannon’s Channel Capacity theorem (refer equation 1.1) there is a
limit on the capacity of a channel for a given bandwidth. The capacity is also
limited by the SNR of the received signal. However, by using higher modulation
scheme we can certainly increase the channel capacity, but for that we need
to have high SNR. This trade off is difficult and expensive to be compromised.
Therefore, it is necessary to look at other ways of improving the data throughput
of the wireless link. Using Spatial Multiplexing (SM) one can effectively improve
the link capacity and spectral efficiency. In this technique, multiple antennas
are used at both Txr & Rxr to maximize the throughput of the system. Here,
the data stream to be transmitted is multiplexed (or divided) among the several
antenna branches to transmit via several independent channels. Thus, each
spatial channel carries independent information and thereby increases the data
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rate of the system under comparable SNR conditions. This can be compared to
the Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), where, different
frequency sub-channels carry different parts of the modulated data.

(a) Block diagram representation

(b) Basic spatial multiplexing scheme [68]

Fig. 1.18 Spatial Multiplexing based MIMO communication system

Here, in SM, if the scattering by the environment is rich enough, several
independent sub-channels are created in the same allocated bandwidth and
these channels carry the different parts of the modulated data. Thus, a better
multiplexing gain is attained at no additional cost on bandwidth and/or power.
In a system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas, often known as
NT × NR spatial multiplexing system, the peak multiplexing gain is proportional
to min(NT , NR). This multiplexing gain in a MIMO configuration governs the
overall capacity (data rate) of the system. A block diagram of such a SM based
NT × NR MIMO communication system is shown in Fig. 1.18. As observed from
the figure, the error encoded information bits are multiplexed (divided) into
NT -parallel data streams using a serial-to-parallel converter and are individually
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modulated before transmitting it over different antennas. To recover the original
data at the receiver it is necessary to perform some amount of signal processing.
This is done by a SM decoder or Spatial demultiplexer. First, SM decoder will
estimate the individual transfer characteristics (hij) to determine the channel
transfer matrix. Once this has been estimated, the matrix [H] are produced and
the transmitted data streams can be reconstructed by multiplying the receive
vectors with the inverse of the transfer matrix ([H]−1). These data streams are
then demodulated individually and are combined appropriately to reconstruct
the original information bits.

One can increase the link capacity by performing spatial multiplexing with and
without the knowledge of CSI at the transmitter (i.e., closed-loop and open-loop,
respectively). If CSI is not known to the Txr, the channel capacity increases
linearly with the number of antennas, whereas, if the CSI is known to the Txr,
the channel capacity can be further increased by some power allocation (using
water-filling method) to the transmit antennas [39, 47].

Beamforming Technique

Beamforming is one of the advanced MIMO technique to enhance the throughput
significantly. With the development of more adaptive systems and greater level of
processing power it is possible to utilize this antenna beamforming technique to
increase the coverage of transmitter. This enables directional signal transmission
or reception without manually steering the antennas; and the antennas utilizing
this technique is known as smart antennas. In this technique, several transmitters
are set apart from one another, and they transmit same signal with different
phase and delay. Here, a digital signal processor located at the receiver plays
a crucial role by working in conjunction with antenna array to select the desire
communication path. This enables the system to focus the radiation pattern
in the desired direction and/or directions. The principle of beamforming is to
weight the transmit signals in such a way that the receiver obtains a constructive
superposition at different signal parts. For a feasible beamforming to happen,
the knowledge of CSI is essential, both at the transmitter and receiver. At
the receiver, based on the time delays of the impinging signals on the antenna
elements, the digital signal processor computes the Direction-of-Arrival (DoA)
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of the Signal-of-Interest (SoI) and it adjusts the gains & phases of the signal to
produce a radiation pattern focusing on the SoI while tuning out the interferers
(i.e., Signal-not-of Interest (SnoI)). This increases the SNR level at the receiver
and will increase the area that can be covered by the transmitter.

(a) Switched Beam pattern coverage (b) Adaptive Array approach

Fig. 1.19 Different smart antenna concepts [23]

This beamforming can be accomplished in a wireless communication system
by utilizing two major configurations of smart antennas [164].

• Switched Beam Antennas

• Adaptive Array Approach

A switched beam method is the simplest smart antenna technique. It forms a
finite number of fixed beams with an increased sensitivity in particular directions.
Such an antenna system chooses one of the several predetermined fixed beams by
detecting the signal strength and switches from one beam to another as the user
moves throughout the sector, as shown in Fig. 1.19a. This method is based on a
typical switching function and is able to select the beams that gives strongest
received signals (with high SNR). Another way to realize the beam-switching
is by phased array method. Here, by changing the phase differences of the
signal fed to the antenna elements or received from them, the main beam can
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be driven in different directions throughout the space. Thus, the switched beam
system combines the pattern multiple antennas in such a way as to form narrow
directional beams with greater spatial selectivity than can be achieved with
conventional (single-element) approach.

Although, switched-beam method is simple and cost-effective, it lacks flexibil-
ity as only a limited number of fixed directions can be selected. Thus, there is a
risk that the exact direction with highest SNR goes missing. Also, it does not
fully reject the direction of SnoI or interference.

Adaptive antenna approach provide more degrees of freedom, since it can
customize an appropriate radiation pattern in real time for each individual
user. They can direct the main beam towards the SoI, while, suppressing the
antenna patterns in the direction of interferers or SnoI, as illustrated in Fig. 1.19b.
Adaptive arrays utilize sophisticated signal processing algorithms to continuously
track the desired signals and interfering signals, and thereby dynamically adjusts
the antenna patterns such that the main beam is in the direction of desired
user and the nulls in the direction of interferers. Due to this accurate tracking
and robust interference rejection capabilities multiple users can share the same
conventional channel within the same cell. As a result, the capacity of the
overall system will be enhanced effectively. Fig. 1.19b shows an adaptive antenna
approach, where two users uses the same cell on the same conventional channel,
simultaneously.

Fig. 1.20 Coverage patterns for Switched Beam & Adaptive Array approach [23]
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Fig. 1.20 illustrates the relative coverage area for conventional sectorized,
switched-beam and adaptive antenna systems. Both the switched beam and
adaptive antenna technique provides significant gains over the conventional
sectorized systems in the low-level interference scenario. However, for a high-level
interference environment the interference rejection capability of the adaptive
systems override the coverage area that either the conventional or switched beam
systems can attain.

1.3 State-of-the-Art UWB-MIMO
The wireless communication is always an ever growing child which keeps on
evolving with the advance technologies, standards and algorithms. This evolu-
tionary race is the main motivation behind the entire research persons in the
world to go ahead with new outcomes. The high data rate within a reliable
wireless link is always the primary area of concern in the modern era of wireless
communications. Day-by-day the people are becoming greedy and are in need of
more-and-more data rate. Such a situation can be handled by using some more
advanced technologies like UWB-MIMO, a combination of UWB & MIMO, [92].

We had already discussed the UWB systems and MIMO technologies in detail,
in the previous sections. As is well-known, a UWB system as such is potential to
increase the data transmission rate, because as per Shannon-Hartley theorem a
wide channel bandwidth can guarantee a good channel capacity and high data
rate. So there arise a question on the need of combining the UWB with MIMO, yet
another potential technology which improves data rate & capacity of the wireless
link. A simple answer to this question is that it is all due to the general greed of
the people who needs even higher data rate and best quality of communication.
But this is not the whole picture of the problem. UWB technology is mainly
devoted for WPAN & WBAN communications, which will mostly occur in rich
scattering indoor environments. Although, the UWB itself offers rich diversity
due to its abundant multipath, the dense multipath propagation along with its
transmit power limitation (by FCC) will make things difficult. An intelligent
remedy for this problem is to exploit these scattering environments in such a
way that it avoids the detrimental Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) to a great
extent and improves the data rate and reliability of the communication link,
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effectively. This can be accomplished by employing multiple antennas at both
the transmitter and receiver side, which is termed as MIMO.

Generally, UWB systems are limited to short distance communications due
to its very low transmission power limitation, allocated by FCC. Incorporating
MIMO with the UWB extends the communication range as well as offers a
reliable & robust wireless link. Moreover, the power limitations for UWB systems
further limits the data transmission rate, which is not appreciable. Combining
the MIMO technique into UWB provides a viable solution to this bottleneck
problem [191]. By using STC (Space-Time Coding) technique in UWB systems,
the power for a specific transmitted symbol can be strengthened, while keeping
the overall transmitted power same as that of a single transmit antenna system,
thus satisfying the FCC power regulation. And, if a beamforming technique
is utilized, we can increase the signal power in a specific direction and may
violate the FCC power spectral mask in that direction, but the power in all other
directions will be the same as that without using the beamforming technique.

According to Edholm’s law of data rate, within a couple of years several
gigabits/second of indoor data rate will become a reality. Although, UWB itself
provides an enormous bandwidth and thereby a rich time domain diversity, even
more bandwidth will be required to fulfil the needs of near future. Therefore, if
we are able to prove that the channel capacity of the UWB systems is directly
proportional to the number of antennas employed at transmitter and/or receiver,
data rate can also be increased further, without sacrificing additional bandwidth
or power. This points out that the combination of UWB and MIMO will be a
breakthrough in the modern wireless communication. Thus, the major benefits
of a UWB-MIMO communication system can be summarized as, [36, 43], :

• Interference mitigation

• Higher data rate

• Improved link quality

• Extended coverage

• Reduced analogue hardware requirements

• Concurrent localization
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1.4 Motivation & Scope of the Research

Wireless communication is one of the most vibrant areas in the communication
field today. Although, it has been a topic of study since 1960s, the past few
decades has seen a surge of research activities in this area. This is due to the
demand for a robust and highly reliable wireless link, which can replace the
conventional wired communication service, effectively. This can happen with
the confluence of several factors like commendable data rate, good spectral
efficiency (channel capacity), high Quality of Service (QoS), low Bit Error Rate
(BER), low interference,wide coverage range and low deployment, operation &
maintenance cost. The research community keeps-on contributing their efforts, in
full-hand, to fulfil these requirements. Shannon-Hartley theorem made a brilliant
breakthrough in the way communication theory was viewed in the early days and
described the possibility for a high rate error-free digital data transmission over
the communication channel with a specific bandwidth, in the presence of noise.
According to this theorem, a wide channel bandwidth can guarantee a good
channel capacity & high data rate, without invoking a higher transmitted power.
This gave birth to the UWB systems which is a promising technology for many
applications, due to its extremely wide bandwidth from 3.1-10.6 GHz (by FCC).
However, its limitation in the power spectral density subsided the maximum
possible data transmission rate and reduced the SNR level at the receiver, which
deteriorated the communication in rich scattering environments. As a remedy
to this problem researchers incorporated MIMO technology into UWB systems.
It is a well known fact that MIMO mitigates the vulnerable multipath fading
problem by taking advantage of the rich scattering environment. This helps to
achieve a reliable high-rate error-free data transmission in a UWB communication
system, even in the harsh wireless propagation environments. However, UWB-
MIMO is still in its research infancy. This is because, the literature is scant of
UWB-MIMO studies, as compared to the volumes of literature available for the
narrowband MIMO research. Some researchers have considered the UWB channel
measurements [95] and the full characterization of the spatial correlation of UWB
channels [137] for multi antenna systems. But these studies only investigated the
systems from either isolation or capacity perspective. Consequently, design of
multi-antenna systems for UWB applications is extremely challenging especially
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in low profile devices, where the size is a big constraint. In the context of such
devices the size, bandwidth and inter-element isolation are so stringent that often
efficiency and gain are sacrificed to fulfill the specifications. Thus, providing a
UWB-MIMO system with low profile terminal devices having multiple antennas
in it, which offers a good gain and efficiency by retaining low mutual coupling
between the antenna elements in the entire operating band is a tough question
to be addressed. Motivated by this, the thesis focuses on the design of compact
& efficient UWB-MIMO antennas which provides high isolation between antenna
elements. It aims at the development and detailed analysis of such novel antennas
which is suitable for UWB applications.

1.5 Thesis Organization
This thesis presents an exhaustive study of the multiple-antenna systems devoted
for UWB applications. This includes the design & development of such antennas,
and also the detailed analysis to check the adaptability of those antennas for a
UWB-MIMO communication system.

Chapter 1 brought forward the overall introduction to a UWB-MIMO technol-
ogy. This chapter presented some basic trends in wireless communications, which
lead to the invention of two leading technologies in wireless history : UWB and
MIMO. Further, it explained about the basics of UWB systems and the principle
behind the MIMO technology. Moreover, this chapter discussed the need for a
combination of UWB & MIMO systems and its concern in the present wireless
communication era.

Chapter 2 showcases the chronological history of both UWB & MIMO an-
tennas. It also deals with a survey of the previous works done in the area of
UWB-MIMO antennas, for understanding various approaches used in the past
for achieving considerable isolation between antenna elements. This chapter also
points out the novelty of the present work along with trending analysis techniques
dedicated for UWB & MIMO systems.

Chapter 3 highlights the methods adopted to characterize the antennas
employed in this thesis. These include the pre-fabrication studies, fabrication
method, measurement facilities and different analysis strategies used for the
antennas. In addition to the conventional frequency-domain parameters, the
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transient transmission/reception characterization of antenna with the adequate
time-domain parameters are also included in this chapter, to get knowledge on
the pulse handling capability of the designed antennas. Moreover, the pulse
correlation method of analysing the pattern stability of the antenna is detailed
with corresponding spatial-domain parameters. To get a better understanding
of the antennas in terms of its performance in a MIMO communication system,
adequate figures-of-merits which projects the suitability of an antenna in such
systems are also presented in this chapter. Further, this chapter witnesses
the exploitation of Agilent SystemVue to evaluate the channel performance of
communication system using the designed UWB-MIMO antennas.

Chapter 4 deals with the whereabouts of two novel compact coplanar antennas
designed for UWB operation. Their optimized designs along with the conventional
reflection/transmission coefficients and radiation characteristics are presented in
this chapter. Also, the transient response of the antenna when subjected to an
input pulse of specific standards and the corresponding time-domain analytic
parameters are discussed in this section. The information regarding pattern
stability analysis of the UWB antennas in spatial-domain are also included in
this chapter. This section portrays both theoretical and experimental conclusions
of the above mentioned analytic outcomes of the antennas.

Chapter 5 is the essence of this thesis, which discusses the several aspects of
collocated multi-port UWB antenna for MIMO operation. Initially, it discusses
the isolation mechanism or diversity technique adopted to lower the mutual
coupling between the different antenna elements of a multi-port UWB antenna.
This chapter includes the details of three different multi-port UWB antennas:
two-port, three-port & four-port UWB-MIMO antennas. In addition to the
conventional frequency-domain analysis, the transient response and the pulse
correlated pattern analysis of the antennas to check the credibility of them in
ultra-wideband operation is also showcased in this chapter. Further, this chapter
presented various figures-of-merits portraying the MIMO/diversity performance
of the antennas employed in this, along with their adequate comparison. All
the experimental and theoretical investigations of the designed UWB-MIMO
antennas are discussed in detail with appropriate validations.

Chapter 6 is an add-on to the chapter 5, as it portrays the channel performance
evaluation & comparison of the various designed UWB-MIMO antennas with
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respect to their channel behaviour. For the channel evaluation a two-stage Over
The Air (OTA) method is utilized, where the radiation patterns obtained in a
Single-Input Single-Output communication system can be used. This chapter
introduces the exploitation of a new software named Agilent’s SystemVue from
Keysight Technologies as a channel emulator to create a real channel faded signal,
for obtaining various MIMO channel parameters.

Chapter 7 summarizes the major findings came out of the study conducted on
different antennas presented in the thesis and also shares some thoughts about
the future scope of the work.

In the Appendix, details of a modified Bow-tie antenna designed for Digital
Video Broadcasting-Handheld (DVB-H) applications and an open stub loaded high
gain Asymmetric Coplanar Stripline (ACS) antenna compatible for IEEE802.11a,
HIPERLAN2, HiSWANa, WiMAX (IEEE802.11e) & ISM 5.8 application bands
are discussed.





Chapter 2

Literature Review

Ultra-WideBand (UWB) technology became very popular and gained a com-
mendable interest during the early decades of the wireless communication era.
The history of UWB antennas commenced with the introduction of various
huge UWB antennas by Oliver Lodge in 1898, which includes spherical dipoles,
square plate dipoles, triangular or bow-tie dipoles and bi-conical dipoles. Out
of those, Lodge’s bi-conical antenna, [129] that is shown in Fig. 2.1a, got used
up in transmit-receive links in early days. After his inventions, different types
of UWB antennas were developed in the coming years. P.S. Carter, in 1939,
[35] rediscovered the Lodge’s bi-conical antenna & conical monopole, to improve
its broadband performance by incorporating a tapered feed (refer Fig. 2.1b).
After that, in 1941 N. E. Lindenblad proposed the design of a coaxial horn [126],
which became a well-known antenna for UWB performance during those peri-
ods. To improve its wideband performance Lindenblad implemented a continued
impedance change in the antenna, by adopting the sleeve dipole design, as shown
in Fig. 2.1c. Later, Lee Paulsen developed a similar antenna [113] and named
it volcano smoke antenna (refer Fig. 2.1d), which found significant role as the
cornerstone of television development. Investigations on this antenna pointed
out that the bulging-monopole like structures yields an impedance bandwidth
ratio of 5:1.

The development in the conventional UWB antennas continued with works
of many researchers such as omni-directional and directional coaxial horn by L.
N. Brillouin [29], bow-tie antenna which is originally proposed by Lodge and
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later rediscovered by G. H. Brown & O. M. Wood Ward, inverted triangular
dipole (diamond antenna) by R. W. Masters [141], elliptical monopole and dipole
antennas by W. Stohr [185], vivaldi antenna (tapered slot antenna) by P. T.
Gibson [69] etc.. These types of conventional UWB antennas found application
in broadband communication areas, but are not very suitable for some high
frequencies modern communication applications due to their bulky structures,
manufacturing cost & integration difficulties. This made the researchers to
invent some novel types of omni-directional UWB antennas from the principles
of conventional UWB antennas, having small profile and wider operational
bandwidth. They were mainly classified into two as : Planar & Printed UWB
monopole antennas. Both of them succeeded in providing wider bandwidth and
same radiation performance as that of the conventional UWB antennas, but with
much smaller volumes.

The research on planar monopole antenna was initiated by G. Dubost & S.
Zisler in 1976 [57], by replacing a conventional wire monopole with a planar
monopole, which is located above a ground plane and usually fed using a coaxial
probe. Some basic planar monopole antenna structures are depicted in Fig. 2.2.
Agrawall et al [145] carried out a bandwidth comparison of these different planar
monopoles such as, circular, elliptical, rectangular & trapezoidal monopoles and
found that circular & elliptical monopoles exhibit much wider impedance band-
width (circular: 1.17—12 GHz, elliptical: 1.21—13 GHz) than other geometries.
Later, Evans et al [63] proposed that trapezoidal planar monopole structures
were also capable of exhibiting good bandwidth ratio of 11:1. In addition to the
basic geometries, Suh et al [172] presented a new interesting structure named
as planar inverted cone antenna (PICA) which offers an impedance bandwidth
ratio of 10:1 (Fig. 2.2d). Out of these various planar monopole structures, square
monopole is the simplest one and is flexible in terms of its impedance matching,
i.e., its impedance matching bandwidth can be varied by incorporating several
techniques such as notching (Su et al [166]), bevelling (Peyrot-Solis et al [182]),
double feeding (Antonino-Daviu [58]), trident-shaped feeding (Wong et al [102])
etc., as listed in Fig. 2.3.

These afore mentioned planar monopole UWB antenna need a perpendicular
ground plane for their proper working which will be an inconvenience factor while
dealing with the Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs). For such
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(a) Lodge’s bi-conical antenna,
[129] (b) Carter’s bi-conical antenna, [35]

(c) Lindenblad’s coaxial horn, [126] (d) Volcano smoke antenna, [113]

Fig. 2.1 Different conventional UWB antennas

(a) Circular (b) Elliptical (c) Trapezoidal (d) PICA

Fig. 2.2 Basic geometries of planar monopole antennas, [123]

portable wireless device applications these planar monopole structures seems to
be bulkier and difficult to integrate. Moreover, introduction of source pulses in
the UWB wireless communication systems, in 2003, made the antenna design
considerations to effect significantly. At this point, the printed UWB monopole
structure came into being, commonly with a monopole and a ground plane printed
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(a) Square (b) Notching (c) Beveling

(d) Double feed
(e) Trident-shaped
feed

Fig. 2.3 Various wideband techniques, [123]

(a) Circular (b) Octagonal (c) Spline-shaped (d) U-shaped

Fig. 2.4 Basic printed monopole structures, [123]

on the same or opposite side of a dielectric substrate, and having a microstrip
or Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) feed-line to excite the monopole patch. Choi
et al [171] were the first to introduce these types of printed monopole antenna
with wideband characteristics, in 2004. Some printed monopole structures are
depicted in Fig. 2.4. Out of all the representative structures, the printed circular
monopole antenna [88] is the simplest and commonly used one, because of its
satisfactory radiation performance and an impedance bandwidth ratio of 3.8:1
(2.69-10.6 GHz). However, other monopoles such as octagon monopole [61],
spline-shaped monopoles [114], U-shaped monopole [85], Knight’s helm shaped
monopole [224] and two-step circular monopole [12] also performed well with
considerable impedance and radiation characteristics.

Later, many ground modification techniques were also implemented in the
UWB antennas for improving the radiation characteristics of the antenna [150,
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211]. These include: cutting a notch at the ground plane (Huang et al. [76])
to improve the impedance bandwidth depending upon the size & position of
notch, implementing saw-tooth truncated ground (Azim et al. [151]), employing
rounded truncated ground plane (Melo et al. [56]). Trapeziform ground plane
[211] was another interesting ground modification technique which helps the
printed monopole antennas to achieve an impedance bandwidth similar to that
of a discone antenna. Many other printed monopoles and feed structures with
trapeziform ground were also studied at that time to improve the bandwidth
performance further [87, 177, 210, 212].

Miniaturization came into being as a crucial factor in the antenna design
as the wireless portable devices went smaller and smaller. One of the creative
miniaturization approach is introduced by Sun et al [142], who produced a 40%
size reduction in the overall area by simply making use of the structural symmetry.
In this work they took only half of the symmetrical structure, relying on the
principle that miniaturized half structures of the symmetrical planar monopoles
can achieve similar bandwidth as the un-miniaturized full structures. In addition
to this , incorporating staircase-shape either in the patch [62], or in the ground
plane [106], or in both [173] to make the antenna size smaller and to improve the
impedance matching bandwidth to comply with the FCC standards of UWB,
became a common trend in those days.

Apparently, there came a usual tendency to make everything ‘coplanar’, i.e.
ground and patch on the same side of the substrate, due to the advantages
gained of being uni-planar. Some advantages of being coplanar over microstrip
structures are: low dispersion & radiation loss, simple realization due to etching
on one side, broadband performance as it does not need via holes for shunt
and series elements etc.. An antenna can achieve this co-planarity by using
either CPW or Co-Planar Strip (CPS) transmission line for feeding. The CPW
transmission line was first proposed by Wen et al. [204]. It consist of a middle
metallic strip on the surface of a dielectric substrate and two ground planes
running adjacent & parallel to the strip on the same surface. Whereas, in a CPS
transmission line only two metal strips will be there on the same surface of a
dielectric substrate. This configuration was first analysed by A. E. Luna, [132],
who experimentally verified the characteristics of co-planar strips. Both the CPW
& CPS lines were capable of widening the impedance bandwidth of the antenna
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effectively. Thus incorporating these co-planar feeding techniques for UWB
antennas made them to achieve enhanced impedance bandwidth. Literature has
abundant CPW-fed UWB antennas [19, 90, 147, 215], but is scant of CPS-fed
antennas for UWB applications. Some available CPS-fed UWB structures are
discussed in [116, 140, 218]. Apart from these two co-planar transmission lines
there came another transmission line named as Asymmetric Co-planar Strip
(ACS) line, in which the two metallic strips on the surface of a dielectric substrate
will be of different size and may be of different structure. Sun et al [142] and
Liu et al [219] used this feeding method to reduce the overall area of the UWB
antenna as well as to improve the impedance bandwidth.

Like omni-directional UWB antennas, directional UWB antennas with high
Gain performance were also found important to meet various applications. As
a result, researchers found that using wide-slots and/or tuning stubs connected
with the feed-line could realize the high gain directional property of a UWB
antenna. This also improved the impedance bandwidth within a small profile.
Jang et al. proposed two microstrip-fed rectangular wide-slot antennas in [83, 84],
with a cross-shaped stub and a Π-shaped stub, respectively. The impedance
bandwidth of these antennas could be tuned depending upon the length of the
horizontal & vertical feed-lines as well as on the offset position of the feed-line.
Later, researchers noted that the shape of the slot effects the antenna bandwidth
more, than the shape of the tuning stubs. Subsequently, several wide-slot shapes
other than the typical rectangular-slot were studied, such as tapered-slot [158],
circular-slot [49], elliptical-slot [17] etc.. These wide-slot antennas provided much
wider bandwidth than those with rectangular-slot. Some special geometries of
printed slot antennas , other than the regular shapes mentioned above, were also
introduced for UWB applications. These include a tapered-slot-fed annular-slot
antenna [136], a semi-elliptic-slot antenna [70] etc..

Eventually, there came a need of rejecting some frequency bands, used by
some existing narrow-band wireless services, which occupy the FCC specified
UWB band (3.1-10.6 GHz). These include, IEEE802.11a WLAN (5.15-5.35
GHz), HIPERLAN/2 WLAN (5.725-5.825 GHz) and WiMAX (3.3-3.6 GHz).
These existing wireless communication services may cause interference with the
UWB systems. As a matter of fact, various UWB antennas with band-notched
techniques have been introduced to survive from this electromagnetic interference.
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Some existing band-notched techniques are: Embedding slot, Parasitic stubs,
Band-stop transmission line and Hybrid techniques. Etching (or embedding) slots
on the radiation patch or ground plane is the common and simplest way to reject
particular frequency bands. By inserting V-shaped [101], inverted U-shaped [109],
inverted Π-shaped [230], double L-shaped [86] slots or by using periodic structure
slots [127, 188] on radiating element and/or ground plane, frequency-notched
response can be achieved. Like embedding slot technique, placing parasitic stubs
in the aperture area or nearby the radiating element (to form resonant structure)
is also a common technique. Many such notched UWB antennas were studied
like placing fractal tuning stub [130], sticking two arc stubs [40] etc.. Using
a transmission line with bandstop characteristics to feed the UWB antenna,
like the one discussed in [226] and [217], will also give a band-notch response
without affecting the antenna radiation. Sometimes, it will be needed to reject
more than one bands simultaneously, such as WLAN & WiMAX, WiMAX &
HIPERLAN/2 etc.. In these cases different notched-band techniques have been
used together, and were called as hybrid techniques, to realize the dual or triple
band-rejection. Zhou et al. combined the embedding slot and parasitic stub
band-rejection techniques to realize a dual-notched band on a annular ring UWB
antenna, [223]. A triple band-notched UWB antenna was realized by Kim et al.
[100], by incorporating a meander-shaped stub, two rectangular Complementary
Split Ring Resonator (CSRR) on the feed-line and an inverted U-shaped slot in
the center of the patch.

This thesis concentrates on the design and analysis of CPS-fed UWB antennas,
which utilize the staircase-shaped structures to reduce the overall area as well
as to enhance the impedance bandwidth. The core objective of this thesis is
to incorporate MIMO technology into UWB systems and to investigate them
thoroughly.

MIMO technology have their roots at the innovations regarding the antenna
diversity techniques which started back in 1920s. But, the history of MIMO
systems actually started when Jack Winters [208] proved the establishment of
M-independent channels in the same bandwidth, if there are M-transmit & M-
receive antennas. He also investigated the data rate limits that multiple-antenna
system will have, while operating in a Rayleigh fading environment. The growth
of the MIMO technology began after the pioneering works by two researchers:
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Gerard J. Foschini [65] & Gregory G. Raleigh [155]. Former addressed the
digital communication strategy in a Rayleigh fading environment when CSI is
known to the receiver & unknown to the transmitter, and latter showed the
improvement in the channel capacity with the number of multipath components
or antennas at transmitter and/or receiver. They also showed that the co-location
of multiple antennas at one transmitter/receiver is possible to effectively improve
the throughput of the MIMO wireless link. These studies were a breakthrough for
the MIMO communication and transformed them from an academic concept to a
major component of modern wireless communication systems. MIMO technology
is now consistently included in many sophisticated mobile wireless standards
such as IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE 802.11ad, 3GPP LTE, WiMAX etc..
Although studies on various aspects of MIMO systems were conducted so far, the
importance of proper antenna usage and its influence on MIMO systems were
revealed by Waldschmidt et al. [33], in 2002.

Later, more focus was given in the designing of planar MIMO antennas
as they are easier to mount at the terminals of the wireless communication
systems. Researchers mainly concentrated on the co-location of two or more
antenna elements to make the size of the antenna module compact, at the
transmitter/receiver terminals. Fig. 2.5 shows some of such MIMO antennas,
with their corresponding frequency range of operation.

Ko et al. introduced a two-port compact integrated antenna [103], with good
isolation of 20 dB between the antenna elements, which can be utilized as a
diversity antenna or as a duplexer to isolate receive and transmit signals. Here,
two patch antennas were merged in combination with capacitive loading, as seen
in Fig. 2.5a, to operate in 2.1-2.2 GHz frequency band.

Eventually, many papers showcased the different methods of isolating the
closely-packed radiating elements of MIMO antennas. Etching slots on ground
or modifying the ground plane were used in many MIMO antennas to reduce
the mutual coupling between the antenna elements. Chiu et al isolated the
two parallel PIFA elements by embedding slits on the ground plane, [41] (refer
Fig. 2.5b). This antenna were capable of operating in 2.27-2.35 GHz band, with
a good isolation of 20 dB between the antenna elements. Similarly, [11, 14, 144]
embedded slots on the ground plane for better isolation between the antenna
elements (refer Fig. 2.5c). Some MIMO antennas placed T-shaped & dual inverted
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(a) 2.1–2.2 GHz, [103] (b) 2.27–2.35 GHZ, [41]

(c) 1.8–2.9 GHz (WiFi & LTE),
[14]

(d) 803–823 MHz & 2.22–2.9 GHz
(LTE), [175]

Fig. 2.5 Different planar MIMO antennas

L-shaped branches on the ground [53], or ground stubs [202] for better isolation.
In [175], Defective Ground Structure (DGS) were utilized to isolate two 4-shaped
antenna elements, as in Fig. 2.5d, which are capable of covering the two LTE
bands (803-823 MHz & 2.440-2.9 GHz). Placing parasitic elements [10, 18] or
neutralization line [24, 52] between antenna elements also reduces mutual coupling
between them effectively.

Yet another method of reducing inter-element coupling is by making use of the
spatial, polarization and/or pattern diversity techniques in the co-located MIMO
antennas. Sánchez et al., in [131], utilized the polarization diversity along with
EBG (Electromagnetic Band Gap) resonators to enhance the isolation between
the two dual-band proximity coupled patch antenna. This made the antenna
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to achieve an isolation of 55 dB at 2.1 GHz band and 40 dB at 2.4 GHz band.
Later, a tri-port MIMO antenna, in [202], provided good pattern diversity for a
MIMO system by using ground stubs and offered a wide band operation covering
the WiMAX and 2.4 GHz WLAN application bands. Also, many 4-port MIMO
antennas came up with arranging their antenna elements in differently polarized
way to reduce the mutual coupling between them. These include: [209], in which
four magneto-electric dipoles are arranged in a ring configuration to reduce the
inter-element coupling, and [93, 124, 133, 162, 167], that realized the polarization
diversity by arranging the antenna elements in a square-loop way to improve the
isolation among the antenna elements. A few of these antennas also utilized the
spatial separation between the radiating elements to gain better isolation among
them.

Moreover, many multi-band MIMO antennas were studied to produce a single
antenna, operating for various application areas such as WLAN, WiMAX, LTE,
UMTS etc., simultaneously. A two-port MIMO antenna in [53] succeeded in
producing a dual-band operation at UMTS (1.92-2.17 GHz) and 2.4 GHz WLAN
bands. The MIMO antennas discussed in [10, 11, 144] were capable of performing
dual-band operation by covering both the 2.4 GHz & 5.6 GHz WLAN. Likewise,
[228] and [54] discussed MIMO antennas that can simultaneously operate in both
domestic LTE700 & global LTE2600 bands. Apart from these dual-band antennas,
one quad-band MIMO antenna was studied in [93], which has four F-shaped
slot antennas operating in 2.28-2.66 GHz, 3.35-3.65 GHz, 5.07-5.3 GHz & 5.75-
5.85 GHz, covering the WLAN as well as WiMAX application bands. Another
hepta-band antenna covering GSM850/900/1800/1900/UMTS/LTE2300/2500
standards were configured as a two-port MIMO, in [24]. Literature also has
MIMO antennas that are coplanar in nature, like [232] and [167], which utilized
the CPW transmission line to feed the antenna elements. There are abundant
volumes of such research articles available, which operates in the above mentioned
application bands and perform good MIMO characteristics.

Recently, researchers found interest in merging the MIMO technology with the
ever-green UWB systems. The keen interest behind the UWB-MIMO combo is due
to the reduction in the bandwidth requirement if two or more antennas were placed
(instead of one) at the transmitter and receiver. This will thereby increases the
data rate and/or robustness of the UWB communication system. The early stages
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of this research were solely focussed on the coding and channel characterization
of the UWB-MIMO systems. In 2004, Enzo Baccarelli et al [20] anticipated
the architecture of a transceiver by combining both multiple-antenna and pulse
position modulation (PPM) IR UWB techniques and tested its performance in
flat-faded application scenarios, typically in broadband 4G WLANs. The analysis
on the channel capacity of a UWB-MIMO systems were found in [138, 178, 231].
These papers evaluated the improvement in the information rate and robustness
of such systems. The first report on the space-time coding for a MIMO-UWB
transmission was in [216], where they developed ST codes for an analog modulated
multi-antenna UWB system with two transmitting and one receiving antennas.
In [194], a spatial multiplexing coherent scheme for a 2 × 2 configured pulse
based UWB-MIMO radio was discussed and experimentally investigated. A
general multi-band OFDM coding frame work for UWB-MIMO systems was
proposed in [179], where they combined the space-time frequency (STF) coding
with the hopping multi-band OFDM modulation to exploit the available spatial
& frequency diversities inherent in UWB environments. In addition to this, an
approach of increasing the spatial/temporal diversity of a pulse-based UWB-
MIMO system by selecting antennas across the data frame was introduced in
[120], and was experimentally shown in [95].

UWB beamforming has gained much importance due to its ability of indoor
localization within the UWB systems. Some reports on the UWB beamforming
can be found in [77, 78, 159]. An experimental test-bed set-up, using optical delay
lines, for studying the multiple-antenna beamforming over realistic UWB channels
was discussed in [50]. An adaptive beamformer for ultra wideband wireless systems
was discussed in [203], which shows that the signal bandwidth has little influence
on the beamwidth and hence on the beam-focussing also. Moreover, the transient
response of a uniform linear UWB array was experimentally investigated in [206],
where it shows a good response without any sidelobes.

One of the crucial aspect of a UWB-MIMO study is the channel measurement
and its characterization. Few important research works done on the channel
measurement & characterization of a UWB-MIMO system were reported in
[95, 137, 143]. Later, Thomas Kaiser et al, in [191], gave a brief overview of the
available UWB-MIMO wireless technologies until then, which covered the channel
capacity calculations, space-time coding (STC) and beamforming techniques. In
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(a) 3.6–8.5 GHz, [154] (b) 3.1-5 GHz, [170]

(c) 3.1–5.15 GHz, [227]

Fig. 2.6 Planar UWB-MIMO antennas designed at the beginning

[43], the system concepts , requirements & measurement set-ups for UWB-MIMO
in home environment, in automotive environment and in public transport were
discussed. This report also summarized the major benefits of incorporating
MIMO technology into UWB systems.

Then came the days of co-located antenna designing for UWB-MIMO commu-
nication systems. Fig. 2.6 depicts some initial co-located planar MIMO antennas
having UWB operation. A design of a vector antenna for a UWB-MIMO system
operating in the frequency range of 3.6-8.5 GHz was discussed in [154]. The
antenna consist of a center-fed loop antenna and two orthogonal bow-tie antennas
that are in-plane with the loop antenna, as in Fig. 2.6a. Its channel capacity
was also calculated in a rich scattering environment, resulting in a good spectral
efficiency. Another UWB antenna with a combinational structure of two crossed
exponentially tapered slots and a star-shaped clot, capable of operating in the
FCC assigned band of 3.1-10.6 GHz was described in [89]. The transient response
and polarization stability of the UWB antenna was also verified, and the possi-
bility of that antenna to work in a MIMO configuration was also investigated in
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[46]. However, the MIMO operation could be accomplished only in the frequency
band from 2.4 GHz to 4.8 GHz.

In [192], a planar 2-port UWB diversity antenna which has a suspended square
patch with a thick stem underneath, operating in 3.1-5.2 GHz band was proposed.
It utilized both pattern diversity and partial polarization diversity to achieve
an isolation of 13.5 dB within the operating band. Another planar 2—port
UWB diversity antenna, having an overall volume of 37 × 45 × 0.8mm3, with two
notched triangular radiating elements on one side and a modifies ground on the
other side was proposed in [170]. This antenna achieved an impedance bandwidth
of 3.1-5 GHz (lower UWB band), and an isolation of 20 dB was obtained between
the antenna elements because of a central vertical strip extension on the ground
plane (see Fig. 2.6b).

A dual-orthogonal polarized antenna which is suited for polarimetric UWB
radar and UWB-MIMO applications (for 3.1-10.6 GHz band) was presented in [9].
The antenna consist of two elliptically shaped dipoles, which are kept orthogonal
to each other and encircled by a ground plane. For both polarizations a spatial
separation of the feeding is obtained, as the feeding is placed on the outer side
between the single ellipse and ground plane. Although, the radiation plane is
of size 40 × 40mm2, with a minimum isolation of 20 dB between the antenna
elements, it has the input impedance matching better than -6dB only.

In [226], a tree-like structure is extended from the ground plane to enhance
the wideband isolation between the two elements in a 35 × 40mm2 UWB-MIMO
antenna, with two radiating elements having shape similar to that in [170]. This
antenna showed good impedance matching and better isolation (about 20 dB)
across the band of 3.1-10.6 GHz.

In 2012, S. Zhang et al proposed a compact closely-packed 2-port UWB-MIMO
antenna of sized 25 × 40mm2 (refer Fig. 2.6c), for USB dongle applications [227].
This antenna utilized both pattern & polarization diversities to enhance the
isolation of 26 dB between the antenna elements, but was able to operate only
in the lower UWB band (3.1-5.15 GHz). This paper reported various MIMO
performance evaluation parameters such as Envelope Correlation Coefficient
(ECC), diversity gain and multiplexing efficiency (these parameters will be
explained in detail in Chapter 3). In the same year, another UWB-MIMO
antenna for mobile devices with WLAN band-rejection was presented in [112].
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This antenna has a printed folded monopole coupled with a parasitic inverted
L-element to attain the UWB operation (3.1-10.6 GHz) and a parasitic meander
line to improve the isolation (of 17 dB) between the two antenna elements. The
antenna has a radiating area of size 13.5 × 55mm2 and a ground plane of size
86.5 × 55mm2.

In 2013, Liu et al [121] realized a 2-port UWB-MIMO antenna by simply
placing two microstrip fed square monopole antenna orthogonal to each other.
The overall area of the antenna is 26×40mm2 with a common ground for both the
antenna elements, and two long protruding stubs are added to ground plane to
achieve an isolation of 15 dB between the antenna elements, in the operating band
of 3.1-10.6 GHz. Later, Li et al. proposed a compact 2-element UWB-MIMO
antenna [117], with an overall area of 27 × 30mm2 only, which was smaller than
most of the 2-port UWB-MIMO antennas available until then. The antenna has
an impedance bandwidth of 3-11 GHz with two rejection bands at 3.30-3.7 GHz
and 5.15-5.85 GHz. The antenna has a microstrip fed U-shaped patch and a
rectangular metal strip, with two protruded ground parts to improve the input
impedance and enhance the isolation for frequencies ≥ 4 GHz as it increases
the distance between two feed ports. In the same year, Bybi et al. realized an
uni-planar UWB-MIMO antenna with two CPW fed arc-shaped radiator elements
placed orthogonal to each other, in [31]. This antenna (of size 50 × 50mm2) has
a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of 2.76-10.75 GHz with a rejection band at 4.75-6.12
GHz and good transient response & diversity performance. This uni-planar
configuration makes the antenna to be integrated easily with MMICs and have
low dispersion & radiation loss. An inter-element isolation of 15 dB was achieved
due to the presence of a diagonal strip between the ports in the ground plane.

In 2014, Yetisir et al. [60] presented a UWB-MIMO antenna having a
collocated pair of dipole antennas, with an isolation of 40 dB between the
elements. This high isolation was achieved by using orthogonal polarization
arrangement with Resistive sheets (R-cards) placed between the antenna pair.
Although, the antenna won good isolation among the radiating elements, it failed
to lie on the FCC specified frequency range for UWB communication systems, as
its operating range was from 700 MHz to 2.7 GHz. Moreover, the manufacturing
of this MIMO antenna is a bit tedious due to the need of embedding R-cards for
proper isolation. After the uni-planar MIMO antenna from Bybi et al., a compact
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co-planar UWB diversity slot antenna was presented in [67] with a notched-band
at 5.5 GHz. It consist of two CPW-fed staircase-shaped radiating elements for
UWB operation, which were kept orthogonal to each other, and a decoupling
rectangular stub placed at 45◦ between the two radiators to ensure high isolation.
This antenna has a size of 48 × 48mm2 and are capable of operating from 2.5
GHz to 12 GHz, with a band-notch from 5.1 GHz to 6 GHz, due to the presence
of the Split Ring Resonator (SRR) slots on the radiator.

A butterfly antenna using genetic algorithm design optimization was presented
in [13], which shows low correlation between the antenna elements and have
high diversity gain. It used four arm-shaped self-grounded monopole radiators
to achieve the UWB-MIMO operation and the array arrangement made the
radiation pattern of the four antennas different with different polarizations. Then,
one two-port UWB-MIMO antenna came up with dual band-notched operation
at WiMAX (3.4-3.7 GHz) and WLAN (5.15-5.35 GHz & 5.725-5.825 GHz) over
the UWB band (3.1-10.6 GHz), [189]. To reduce the mutual coupling between
the radiating patches two decoupling structures were extended from the ground
plane and shorted to the respective patches. To realize the notches, two extra
branches were connected with these decoupling structures.

Mao et al., in [139], introduced a two-port UWB-MIMO antenna in which
the radiator was shared by two antenna elements, to reduce the overall size
of the structure. Moreover, etching a T-slot in the radiator & extending a
stub on the ground made high isolation possible, and exciting the pentagonal
radiator with perpendicular feeding structure realized dual polarization among
the antenna elements, which again added isolation between them. This 2-port
co-radiator UWB-MIMO antenna (40 × 40mm2) covered the FCC specified UWB
band and can also be configured as a 4-port antenna with size 48 × 48mm2. In
the same year, a UWB-MIMO antenna utilizing two Quasi-Self-Complimentary
(QSC) monopoles with an additional 2.4 GHz WLAN coverage was proposed
in [219]. This antenna achieved an isolation of 20 dB between the antenna
elements without using any other decoupling structures. The complementary
and asymmetrical nature of the monopole benefited to obtain good isolation
within the operating band of 2.19-11.07 GHz. Another UWB-MIMO antenna
utilizing the QSC radiating structures is presented in [122], which was compact
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than the one discussed above. For proper isolation, two rectangular slots were
cut symmetrically on the ground plane between the antenna elements.

Another compact two-port UWB antenna of size 32×32mm2 was discussed in
[157], which placed the two open L-shaped slot antenna elements perpendicular to
each other to obtain considerable isolation. In [156], a cross-configured directional
UWB antenna for multi-directional pattern diversity was presented. It has a wide
range of operation from 1.3 GHz to 20 GHz due to the asymmetric curve-shaped
CPW fed directional antenna elements. The cross arrangement of the radiating
elements were done in such a way that none of the antenna elements were in direct
contact with each other and thereby achieved multi-direction pattern diversity
characteristics.

A novel miniaturized two-layer Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) structures
are utilized in [119] to reduce the mutual coupling between two UWB monopoles,
operating in 3-6 GHz frequency band. This slit-patch EBG structure has two
closely coupled arrays, one with linear conducted patches and other with slits on
the ground plane.

Saleem et al., in [163], introduced an eight-element UWB-MIMO antenna with
three distinct isolation mechanisms. The isolation mechanism consist of placing
three types of structures: one closed-loop Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) for
side-by-side element isolation, circular arcs for orthogonal element isolation and
a set of four parallel strips that connect the circular arcs for isolation between
antenna elements placed across each other. These structures provided 20 dB
isolation over most of the desired UWB spectrum.

In 2015, Tripathi et al. used koch fractal UWB antennas to realize the
multi-antenna operation, [176]. The antenna have four octagonal shaped fractal
antennas placed in a square loop form to obtain better inter-element isolation of
17 dB within the 2-10.6 GHz band. In addition to that, this antenna possessed a
notched-band at 5.15-5.85 GHz (WLAN) due to the presence of a C-shaped slot
on the monopoles, and has an overall size of 45 × 45mm2 only. In [183], a dual-
polarized vivaldi antenna or tapered slot antenna with a wide bandwidth of 0.7-3.6
GHz was presented. Although it failed to possess FCC specified UWB operation,
the configuration of the antenna is interesting and it gained a high isolation of 30
dB between the antenna elements. This dual-polarized configuration is achieved
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by inserting two orthogonal vivaldi antennas in a cross-shaped form without a
galvanic contact.

Kang et al. utilized two offset microstrip-fed antenna elements that are placed
perpendicular to each other, to get a UWB-MIMO antenna with good isolation,
[111]. Here, a parasitic T-shaped metal strip was placed between the radiating
elements to further suppress the mutual coupling between them. And, for a
rejection-band of 5.03-5.97 GHz from the operation band of 3.08-11.8 GHz, a
pair of L-shaped slits were etched out from the ground plane.

In [37], Defective Ground Structure (DGS) were utilized to reduce inter-
element coupling and improve impedance matching. A T-shaped slot and a
line slot were etched out from the ground plane to get an isolation of 18dB
within 3.1—10.6 GHz band. This two-port UWB-MIMO antenna has a very
compact size of 22 × 26mm2 and was smaller than most of the two-port UWB
antennas available then. Inter-element isolation can also be attained by using
neutralization lines between the antenna elements, like the one discussed in [229],
which consist of two metal strips and a metal circular disc with a circular slot in
it. This neutralization line created an isolation of 22 dB between the antenna
elements, in 3.1-5 GHz operation range.

In [105], Stepped Impedance Resonator (SIR) principle is adopted to reduce
the mutual coupling between the antenna elements. Using four SIRs a square-ring
Defective Ground Structure (DGS) was formed and two microstrip-fed SIRs were
placed on the other side of the substrate to realize a two-port UWB-MIMO
antenna. In addition to this, a slot stub and a metallic stub were also combined
with the DGS to obtain 20 dB isolation within the band of operation (3-12 GHz).

The method of placing the antenna elements orthogonal to each other, to
attain polarization diversity for the multi-port UWB antenna have been used
by many researchers, [15, 98, 193]. In [193], two identical elements, each of
which has a planar radiator with microstrip fed over half size ground plane,
were placed orthogonal to each other to get an isolation of 20 dB between the
elements in 3.1-12.3 GHz band. In [15], again two identical UWB antennas were
placed perpendicular to each other to attain considerable isolation. In this, a
hybrid geometry (using half-circular ring and half-square ring) was used as an
antenna element. Ground plane was curved & defected to improve bandwidth
and an extended ground stub was also added to widen the bandwidth even more.
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Similarly, in [98], to realize polarization diversity two antenna elements were kept
orthogonal to each other, but with two different geometries. One was the typical
microstrip-fed step rectangular monopole antenna and for the other a U-shaped
slot was inserted in a step-rectangular monopole antenna. It also consists of a
quarter-wave stub connected to the ground plane via pin diodes to introduce an
on-demand WLAN band-rejection feature. Both the antenna elements operated
in the 2-12 GHz frequency range with a 20 dB of inter-element isolation. An
extension of this two-port UWB antenna to a four-element antenna was presented
in [97].

Another QSC based UWB-MIMO antenna was discussed in [233], in which the
antenna elements were kept orthogonal to each other and fed perpendicularly to
obtain polarization diversity. The inherent decoupling ability of QSC structures
and the orthogonal arrangement made an isolation of 20 dB possible in the 3-12
GHz frequency band. By etching a bent slit on the radiating element a WLAN
notched-band was also realized.

Zhang et al. introduced a novel Asymmetric Co-planar Strip (ACS)-fed UWB-
MIMO antenna, in [225], which composed of a radiator shared by two antenna
elements to reduce the overall size of the antenna to 26 × 26mm2. An I-shaped
slot in the radiator and a metallic strip on the back broadened the bandwidth
from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz and improved the isolation to 15 dB within the whole
operating bandwidth.

In 2016, Srivastava et al. [184] proposed a very compact four-element UWB
antenna of size 42 × 25mm2, which used stepped slot antennas as each radiating
element for the UWB operation, having impedance bandwidth from 3.2 GHz to
12 GHz. The antenna elements were arranged in such a way that an inter-element
isolation of 22 dB was achieved over the entire UWB spectrum, without the
need of any decoupling network. Dhar et al. presented one Radio-Frequency
(RF) amplifier-integrated UWB-MIMO antenna, in [51]. They co-designed a
two-element semi-ring UWB-MIMO antenna with a commercially available UWB
amplifier without the 50Ω interface impedance requirement, so that an improved
wideband matching and total radiation efficiency can be achieved, over 1.8—5.5
GHz band.

In [82], a two-element non-planar 3-Dimensional (3D) UWB-MIMO antenna
was realized by mounting the chamfered radiator patches in back-to-back or in
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orthogonal (corner installation) configuration on a polystyrene block. Apart from
this, a decoupling structure consisting of four C-shaped strips in between three
vertical stubs were placed at the rear side of each antenna element, to reduce
the inter-element coupling to about 20 dB within the UWB spectrum. Similarly,
another non-planar 3D quad-element UWB-MIMO antenna was proposed in [27],
in which four spline-shaped antenna elements were wrapped around a cuboid
polystyrene block. To provide an isolation of 20 dB an inverted-L structure with
an array of slotted Y-shaped FSSs were employed, and to retain the impedance
matching over the entire band of 3.1—10.6 GHz a square spiral parasitic element
was etched on the rear side.

A new method of isolating UWB antennas configured in a MIMO arrangement
was introduced by Lin et al., in [125]. A carbon black film, which absorbs the
electromagnetic signals, was coated on the feed-lines of two disc-shaped monopole
UWB antennas to get an isolation of 15 dB in the 2.5-11 GHz band. No other
decoupling structure were used in the afore mentioned UWB-MIMO antenna.

Liu et al. introduced a compact printed differential UWB-MIMO antenna with
both notched-band and common mode suppression, in [128]. This was a quad-
element antenna and each element consists of differential U-shaped microstrip
feed-line on the bottom and a stepped-shaped slot on the top of the substrate.
To obtain a rejection-band of 5.10-5.95 GHz from 2.95-10.8 GHz UWB spectrum,
a half-wavelength resonant stub was embedded in the stepped-shaped slot. In
addition to this, staged slots were embedded between the antenna elements to
enhance the differential isolation to 15.5 dB.

Another UWB-MIMO antenna, in [99], utilized the CSRR unit to suppress
the interference of RF currents flowing through its ground plane. The antenna
was very compact (23 × 29mm2) and consists of two counter facing monopoles
along with corresponding inverted-L stubs and one CSRR unit on the ground
plane. These L-stubs and CSRR enables the tight packing of the antennas and
good isolation, simultaneously. This antenna operates from 3 GHz to 12 GHz,
thus covers the entire UWB spectrum, with an isolation of 15 dB and very low
Envelope Correlation Coefficient (ECC).

This thesis deals with the design and analysis of compact UWB-MIMO
antennas which are co-planar in nature and have commendable UWB and MIMO
performances. For that, two novel, compact UWB antennas are proposed and
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verified its operation in MIMO configuration. These two UWB antennas are
co-planar in nature and is smaller than most of the co-planar UWB antennas
available in the literature. Moreover, it covers the entire UWB spectrum that was
allocated by FCC, and also have good transient responses within the spectrum. In
this thesis, these antennas are co-located in different ways to get different MIMO
configurations. In addition to this, simple decoupling methods are incorporated
in the proposed UWB-MIMO antennas to get effective inter-element isolation,
which include embedding parasitic strips and adopting spatial, polarization and/or
pattern diversity methods. Chapter 4 & 5 details the entire antenna designs
along with their decoupling strategies, frequency- & time-domain analysis and
MIMO performance evaluation.



Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter points-out the pre-fabrication studies, fabrication procedures and
experimental analysis performed for characterizing the UWB-MIMO antennas
discussed in the following chapters. The pre-fabrication studies like designing
& optimizing the antennas are carried out using the CST Microwave Studio®[5].
Using this simulation software, the antennas are parametrically analysed to
provide physical knowledge of their radiation behaviour and to optimize the
designs to achieve the desired performance. The optimized antenna designs are
then fabricated on microwave substrates by using Photo-lithographic process.
After the fabrication of the antenna prototypes, its experimental analysis are
carried out in the anechoic chamber using Vector Network Analyzer. More-
over, an in-depth study of the frequency-domain, time-domain & spatial-domain
analysis and MIMO performance evaluation techniques, in concern with the
UWB-MIMO antennas , are presented in this chapter. In addition to this, the
Over The Air (OTA) performance analysis technique for multiple-antenna wireless
communication systems are also explained in this chapter.

3.1 Pre-fabrication Studies

The designing and modelling of the proposed antennas are conducted using
the 3D-ElectroMagnetic (EM) simulation software, CST (Computer Simulation
Technology) STUDIO SUITE®. This 3D EM simulation software offers accurate
& efficient computational solutions for electromagnetic design and analysis. It is
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an user-friendly software and helps in the proper designing and optimization of
devices operating in a wide range of frequencies. CST STUDIO SUITE®comprises
many simulation modules. Out of all the CST MICROWAVE STUDIO®(CST
MWS) module is used here, as it is a leading edge tool for fast and accurate
analysis of high frequency devices such as antennas, filters, couplers, planar &
multi-layer structures, and SI & EMC effects. This module gives a quick insight
into the EM behaviour of the high frequency designs with its variety of available
solver technologies. It consists of seven different solvers, out of which the transient
solver (time-domain solver) is utilized for the antenna analysis in this thesis. The
transient solver is a general purpose 3D EM simulator for examining the field
propagation through a component or along the traces of a PCB, and also for
delivering various frequency-domain results of planar or wideband antennas.

The first step in the antenna designing procedure is the construction of
antenna geometries in the drawing plane of CST MWS. The antenna structure
can be modelled by specifying the appropriate co-ordinates corresponding to
the size of each component, along with their correct material assignations. The
metal components in the antenna are assigned as copper with a finite thickness
of 0.01mm and the dielectric substrates are assigned with appropriate materials
either from the material library of CST MWS or by manually defining.

CST MWS has variety of in-built project templates corresponding to different
application areas. The user can either select one of these templates so that the
mesh size, mesh type, boundaries etc. can be assigned automatically, or defined
manually.

For the studies in this thesis, planar antenna template is selected and specified
the proper units, desired frequency range of operation, filed monitors required
for the analysis and adequate solver. The solver used here is the time-domain
solver as this thesis deals with ultra wideband antennas, and in this template the
boundaries at all faces of the radiation box are set as ‘open’. Appropriate ports
are then assigned to excite each antenna elements, in the case of MIMO antennas.
The CST MWS has the ability of multi-signal functionality for simultaneous
or subsequent excitation of multiple ports, which is an essential feature for the
MIMO antenna design.

After setting the solver parameters, the time-domain calculations are started.
The antenna parameters like reflection & transmission coefficients, VSWR (Volt-
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age Standing Wave Ratio), input impedances, radiation patterns, gains, current
& field distributions etc. of each antenna elements can be obtained from the
simulated results. The modeled antenna can then be optimized accordingly to
meet the desired antenna parameters, by changing the dimensions, positions,
materials etc. of the components. CST MWS can study the Electric Fields
around the antenna geometry in the near/far field by inserting virtual probes
at the problem space, which is essential for the transient analysis of the UWB
antennas.

3.2 Antenna Prototype Fabrication

The microwave antenna prototypes must be fabricated on low-loss, thermally
stable substrates with constant permittivity for the frequency range of operation.
The antenna prototypes discussed in this thesis have been realized on FR4 Glass
Epoxy, which is economic and easily available. The FR4 dielectric substrate used
in this thesis has a dielectric constant of 4.3, loss tangent (tan(δ)) of 0.02 and
thickness of 1.6 mm.

The antenna structure are then fabricated on the selected dielectric substrate
using the Photo-lithographic procedure. The first step in the fabrication process
is to create a negative photo-mask corresponding to the antenna structure to be
fabricated. Then, a single/double-sided copper clad FR4 substrate with suitable
dimensions are cleaned properly using Acetone or Chloroform to remove the oxide
coating or any impurities present on its surface. This coper clad is then dipped
in a negative photo-resist, and dried using a high speed spinner to get a thin
layer coating of the photo-resist on it. It is then exposed to UV-radiation fro
two minutes, through the negative photo-mask. The photo-resist in the portions
that are exposed to light will get hardened, and the unexposed photo-resist will
get washed off when agitating the copper clad sheet in the developer solution
for few minutes. This sheet will be rinsed with water and then treated with the
Ferric Chloride (FeCl3) solution to remove the unwanted copper portions. FeCl3

dissolves the copper coating on the FR4 substrate except the parts underneath the
hardened photo-resist layer. At last, the hardened photo-resist on the fabricated
antenna prototype is removed by wiping it with Acetone solution.
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3.3 Antenna Analysis
Generally, the antenna are characterized by analysing parameters like input
impedance, gain, efficiency, radiation pattern, reflection & transmission coef-
ficients and polarization properties [21]. For antennas with narrow band of
operation, these parameters are analysed at the resonant/center frequency. But
for antennas having wider bandwidth of operation these parameters are highly
frequency dependent, so that the straight-forward evaluation of these electrical
properties as function of frequency will not be sufficient to characterize their
transient radiation behaviour. One proper approach is to conduct the transient
analysis also, by modelling such antennas as an Linear Time-Invariant (LTI)
system. Transient response analysis of an antenna can be performed either by
direct time-domain measurements or by frequency-domain measurements followed
by Fourier transformation. Measurements in time-domain can be faster than
frequency-domain measurements as it uses very short pulses or step functions
as driving voltage. However, frequency-domain measurements take advantage of
high dynamic range with the standardized calibration of Network Analyzer, and
is accurate like the direct time-domain measurements [205]. So in this thesis the
frequency-domain way of analysing transient response is adopted.

In addition to these frequency-domain and transient analysis, the analysis in
spatial-domain is also necessary to study the variation of antenna properties with
respect to different directions around the antenna. This gives a clear picture of
antenna’s behaviour to its surroundings in space. Moreover, as the studies in
this thesis are about co-located UWB-MIMO antennas, MIMO/diversity as well
as the channel performance evaluations must also be considered. The diversity
performance evaluation of a particular MIMO antenna gives an insight towards
how the co-located antenna elements were correlated to each other during their
individual performances. In order to have a keen knowledge about the effect of
AUT on the channel capacity and the throughput of communication system, the
channel performance must be evaluated systematically.

3.3.1 Antenna Measurement Facilities

All the radiation characteristic measurements of the proposed antennas are
carried out using the test facilities available in the CREMA Lab, Department
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of Electronics, CUSAT. These include Performance Network analyzer (PNA),
Anechoic chamber, Automated turn-table assembly and power meter.

Network Analyzer

Network analyzer is the heart of all antenna measurements accomplished in this
thesis. It is a versatile instrument used to characterize the antenna behaviour
precisely, in terms of network scattering parameters or s-parameters. The Network
Analyzer used for the studies in this thesis is the Agilent PNA (Performance
Network Analyzer) E8362B [4]. This PNA provides the perfect combination of
speed and precision for the demanding needs of high frequency, high-performance
component test requirements. In addition to this, it have the right combination of
fast sweep speeds, wide dynamic range, low trace noise and flexible connectivity.
The key specifications of Agilent PNA E8362B Network Analyzer are:

• Frequency Range of 10 MHz to 20 GHz

• 123 dB of dynamic range at 20 GHz

• <0.006 dB of trace noise at 1 kHz IFBW

• <26 µsec/point measurement speed

• 32 measurement channels with up to 16,001 points per channel

• Supports TRM/LRM calibration for the most accurate on-wafer, in-fixture,
and wave-guide measurements

Fig. 3.1a shows the Agilent PNA E8362B Network Analyzer used for the
antenna measurements in this thesis. It has two ports, and prior to all the
measurements these ports will be calibrated using the known standards (open,
short & matched load) with appropriate calibration kit, over the desired frequency
range. This is done to eradicate the losses or errors associated with the cables,
connectors and other circuits used in the measurements.

Anechoic Chamber

Anechoic chamber is a big room (compared to the wavelength of operation)
which simulate the free space environment required for the far field antenna
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(a) Network Analyzer (b) Anechoic chamber

Fig. 3.1 Antenna Measurement Facilities of department of Electronics, Cochin
University of Science of Technology

measurements. A photograph of the anechoic chamber available in the department
is shown in Fig. 3.1b. This chamber can provide a ‘quiet zone’ and Antenna Under
Test (AUT) is placed at this region. This quiet zone is achieved by spreading the
walls, ceilings and floor with microwave absorbers made up of high quality, low
density foam in pyramidal shape and impregnated with dielectrically/magentically
lossy medium. Specifically, this pyramidal absorbers are carbon black impregnated
Poly-Urethane foam. Its pyramidal shape gives geometrical impedance matching
to the signals impinging on it and the carbon provides required attenuation for
the waves incident on it. This chamber is surrounded by thin Aluminium sheets
to shield it from the spurious EM interferences from outside. It is designed with
an average reflectivity of -35 dB in the frequency range from 2 GHz to 18 GHz.

Automated turn-table assembly

An automated turn-table assembly placed in the anechoic chamber is used for
plotting the radiation patterns of AUT. It consists of a stepper-motor driven
rotating platform, where the AUT is mounted, and a micro-controller based
antenna positioner interfaced with a Personal Computer (PC), for rotating the
AUT. The PC controls the positioning and movement of AUT and synchronizes
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the measurements through Network Analyzer. The AUT (on the turn-table) acts
as a receiver. The transmitter is a standard wideband (≈1–18 GHz) ridged Horn
antenna and placed at the other end of the chamber. Both the AUT & standard
Horn antenna will be connected to the PNA using low loss shielded cables.
Moreover, to ease the measurement procedures a proprietary software, which is
indigenously developed in the lab is also used. This software communicates with
Network Analyzer using Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments
(SCPI) and collects data at the ports through Ethernet communication. A serial
connection using DB9 connector to the turn-table assembly controls the antenna
rotation in a user-defined angle and direction.

3.3.2 Frequency-domain Analysis

The parameters that fall under the frequency-domain analysis of an antenna are
reflection/transmission coefficients, VSWR, radiation pattern, gain and efficiency.
In this section, these parameters and how they are measured for the studies in
this thesis will be discussed in detail.

Reflection/Transmission Coefficient & VSWR

An antenna serves as an impedance matching device between a transmission line
(coming from the transmitter) and the propagating medium (usually free space),
within its operating frequency range. When there is an impedance mismatch
between this transmission line and the antenna, a part of the incident energy will
be reflected back to the source. A figure-of-merit to quantify this mismatch is
called as Reflection Coefficient (Γ). It is the ratio of reflected voltage (current) to
the incident voltage (current) and is same as the S11 if the antenna is connected
to the port 1 of a two-port network. If the reflection coefficient is expressed in
dB, it is termed as Return Loss (RL), i.e.,

RL = −20 log10(|Γ|) = −20 log10(|S11|) (3.1)

Thus, if the antenna and transmission line is perfectly matched (Γ = 0) RL =
∞ dB, i.e., no reflected power, and if it is not at all matched (Γ = 1) RL = 0 dB,
i.e., all incident power is reflected back. These two conditions are ideal cases,
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which are unrealistic. This antenna mismatch can also be quantified using another
parameter termed as Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR). It is the ratio of
maximum voltage (Vmax) to minimum voltage (Vmin) of the standing wave formed
on the transmission line due to the presence of reflected power. This can be
expressed as,

V SWR = Vmax

Vmin

= 1 + |Γ|
1 − |Γ| (3.2)

A VSWR value of 2, which gives the return loss (RL) ≈ 10dB is considered as a
tolerable limit for a matched antenna, [44].

A part of the incident power, that are not reflected back, will be transmitted
to the propagation medium. The ratio of transmitted voltage (current) to the
incident voltage (current) is termed as Transmission Coefficient (T ) and is similar
to S21 of a two-port network. Thus, the Insertion Loss (IL), often expressed in
dB, can be formulated as,

IL = −20 log10(|S21|) (3.3)

Prior to the measurement of these parameters the network analyzer must
undergo a full-port calibration using the standard open, short, matched and
thru loads, for the desired frequency range. To make sure that the reference
plane is absolutely at 0° for all measurements in the desired frequency band,
proper phase delay is introduced while calibrating, thus taking care of probable
cable length variations. After that, the antenna is connected to the ports of the
network analyzer. For a single-port antenna, either Port 1 or Port 2 of network
analyzer need to be used for the measurement of S11 or S22, respectively. But
for a multi-port antenna, two ports of the corresponding antenna elements will
be connected to the ports of network analyzer, and the remaining ports (if any)
will be terminated with matched load, in the case of a two-port network. The
magnitude and phase of the S-parameters (i.e., S11, S21, S12 & S22) can then
be measured directly from the network analyzer. Here, S11 & S22 indicate the
return loss at the two ports of the antenna geometry and S21 & S12 indicate the
isolation between the ports of the antenna. The 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of the
antenna can also be checked, by pointing the markers on the return loss curves
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where the value goes below the -10 dB level. By changing the trace format we
can also collect the informations regarding VSWR, input impedance etc..

Radiation Pattern

The radiation pattern is a graphical representation of the spatial distribution of
radiation from an antenna as a function of space co-ordinates. Usually, far-field
patterns of the antenna are considered for the study, which are measured at a
distance, d > 2D2

λ
, where D is the largest dimension of the antenna and λ is the

operating wavelength. Even though an antenna radiation pattern is assumed to be
three-dimensional (3D), in its conventional way of measurement only the far-field
patterns at the principal planes of the antenna are taken into consideration, due
to the complexity in the experimental setup needed for a 3D pattern.

Fig. 3.2 Radiation pattern measurement set-up

The conventional way of radiation pattern measurement is carried out in an
anechoic chamber, as depicted in Fig. 3.2, with the help of a network analyzer
and the turn-table assembly. The AUT is mounted on the turn-table assembly,
which is kept inside the quiet zone of the anechoic chamber as shown in Fig. 3.2,
and is connected to the Port 2 of network analyzer with proper cabling. Here, for
the pattern measurement, the AUT is operated in the receiving mode. Port 1 of
the network analyzer is connected to a standard wideband ridged Horn antenna
(1–18 GHz) and acting as a transmitter. This Horn antenna is kept at the far-field
of AUT (> 2D2

λ
), inside the anechoic chamber, and is fixed intact with the help
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of an antenna holder mechanism. The AUT is then bore-sighted by adjusting
their height, angle of reception and polarization. Thus, the network analyzer
is set to measure S21 in the required frequency band and number of points. A
Thru calibration is performed, which calibrates the |S21| data to 0 dB for every
frequency point in the band. In order to exclude the counterfeit reflections from
the neighborhood, which deteriorates the actual response, the time-domain gating
feature of network analyzer is utilized with a gate-span slightly greater than the
largest dimension of the AUT. Before commencing the measurement, the antenna
positioner is set to home, which automatically sets the turn-table position at 0◦.
The in-house developed software in the PC then invokes the radiation pattern
routine and measures the normalized |S21| data at the specified step-angles till it
reaches the stop-angle, for the desired frequency points, all in one-take. Finally,
the data can be saved in the PC at the specified location. Measurements are
then repeated to get the patterns at other principal planes for both co-polar and
cross-polar orientations of AUT and Horn, with proper gating.

Antenna Gain

One of the most important figure-of-merit that describes the performance of an
antenna is its gain. The gain (G) of an antenna is defined as ‘the ratio of power
radiated by the antenna, in the direction of maximum radiation, to the power
radiated by the reference antenna, in the same direction, when both are fed with
same input power’, [21]. If an isotropic radiator is taken as the reference antenna,
gain is often expressed in dBi.

Generally, there are two basic methods to measure the gain of an antenna:
Absolute-gain and Gain-transfer (Gain-comparison) measurement methods, [21].
The absolute-gain method is used to calibrate antennas that can then be used
as standards for gain measurements, and it requires no prior knowledge of the
gains of the antennas. Whereas, gain-transfer methods must be performed in
conjunction with standard gain antennas (reference antennas) to determine the
absolute gain of AUT. For the gain measurement in thesis, the gain-transfer
method is adopted, using a wideband ridged horn antenna as the reference
antenna, with known gain Gref (dBi) and which operates in the same band as
AUT. The experimental setup of this method is similar to that of a radiation
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Fig. 3.3 Experimental setup for antenna gain measurement

pattern measurement. Initially, relative gain measurements are performed, which
when compared with the known gain of the reference antenna, yield absolute
gain of AUT.

This gain-transfer method requires two sets of measurements. An arbitrary
antenna is connected to the port 1 (transmitter) and the reference antenna to the
port 2 (receiver), of the network analyzer with required stimulated parameter in
S21 mode. The antenna is bore-sighted and a Thru calibration is performed. This
is saved in the analyzer and acts as the reference gain for AUT. In the second set,
the reference antenna is replaced by the AUT and the transmission coefficient
|S21|AUT (dB) is recorded, which is the relative gain of AUT with respect to
reference antenna. In both sets, the geometrical arrangement is maintained
intact (other than replacing the antennas at receiver side) and the input power is
managed to be same. Fig. 3.4 shows the two sets of gain-transfer measurement
method. Finally, the absolute gain, G (dBi), can then be calculated as,

G = Gref + |S21|AUT , (3.4)

where, Gref is the known gain of the reference antenna, in dBi, and |S21|AUT is
the relative gain of AUT, in dB.

Radiation Efficiency

According to IEEE, the antenna radiation efficiency is defined as the ratio of
total power radiated by the antenna to the total power accepted by the antenna
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Fig. 3.4 Experimental setup for efficiency measurement, [Schantz, 2002]

at its input terminals, during radiation, [1]. A further acceptable definition of
antenna efficiency would include reflected power, due to the mismatch at input
terminals, as an explicit loss and define efficiency as the ratio of total power
radiated by the antenna to the total power applied at it’s input terminals (i.e.
η ≡ Prad

Pin
). Schantz, in 2002, presented a method for evaluating the UWB antenna

efficiency that explicitly include reflected power due to mismatch as a loss term,
[168]. This method is a modification of the conventional Wheeler Cap method,
which is being used to measure the radiation efficiency of narrow band antennas.
Rather than restraining radiations from the antenna to a radiation sphere of
radius r ≈ λ

2π
(as in the narrow band approach), the modified Wheeler Cap

method for UWB allows the antenna to radiate freely and then receive its own
transmitted, reflected signal. Fig. 3.5 shows the efficiency measurement setup for
such a Wheeler Cap approach.

The power budget for a transmitting antenna can be expressed in terms
of power fractions, like, a fraction of the incident energy dissipated in losses
(l ≡ Ploss

Pin
), a fraction reflected back due to mismatch (m ≡ Prefl

Pin
) and a fraction

radiated (η ≡ Prad

Pin
). Thus, averaging over a suitable time interval and applying

conservation of energy, yields:

l + m + η = 1 (3.5)
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The spherical shell (radiation sphere) enclosing the AUT enforces a near ideal
time reversal of the transmitted signal. Thus, the antenna receives the reflected
signal with negligible structural scattering, and the antenna mode scattering term
is simply the mismatch fraction (m = |S11−F S|2). By the reciprocity principle,
the transmit and receive efficiencies (η) are identical. The scattering coefficient
inside the UWB Wheeler Cap can be expressed as,

|S11−W C |2 = m + η2 + η2m1 + η2m2 + η2m3...

= |S11−F S|2 + η2
∞∑

n=0
|S11−F S|2n

= |S11−F S|2 + η2 1
1 − |S11−F S|2

(3.6)

Solving equation (3.6), radiation efficiency can be obtained as,

η =
√

(1 − |S11−F S|2)(|S11−W C |2 − |S11−F S|2) (3.7)

For measuring the radiation efficiencies of the antennas proposed in this thesis,
a metallic chamber having diameter of about 40cm is used. Initially, the AUT is
connected to the port 1 of the network analyzer and measures the return loss
(S11−F S), in the free space scenario. The AUT is then placed at the center of the
oblate metallic chamber (Wheeler Cap) and measures the return loss (S11−W C).
The results in both the cases (i.e. free space and with Wheeler Cap) are saved in
the network analyzer. Finally, by substituting the values for S11−F S and S11−W C

in equation (3.7), the radiation efficiency of the AUT is calculated.

3.3.3 Time-domain Analysis

For UWB antennas, the conventional design parameters like reflection/transmission
coefficient, gain, radiation pattern etc. become strongly frequency dependent,
which complicates the analysis of the link budget via Friss transmission formula,
[79]. Thus, a straight forward evaluation will not be sufficient to characterize
the radiation properties of a UWB antenna. Therefore, proper methods must
be considered to analyse the transient response of UWB antennas, as they are
intended for remarkable pulse-handling capabilities. The transient analysis of
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Fig. 3.5 System model of a UWB radio link

the antenna can be performed either by direct time-domain measurements or by
a frequency-domain measurement followed by the Fourier Transformation. The
time-domain measurements are much faster than the frequency-domain measure-
ments as they uses very short pulses or step functions as driving voltage,[152].
The frequency-domain plus Fourier Transformation method is equally accurate
as the direct time-domain way of transient analysis and also it take advantage of
the high dynamic range and the standardized calibration of the network analyzer,
[200, 205]. Also, the measurement can be done by making use of the existing
test facilities available for narrow band antennas. This thesis follows the latter
method, and for that the antenna is modelled as a Linear Time Invariant (LTI)
system characterized by its spatio-temporal transfer function (gain and phase) &
its associated impulse response [234].

Transient Transmission/Reception

Fig. 3.5 portrays a system model (LTI) to characterize a UWB radio link with
two antennas in free space under the approximation of far-field and line-of-sight
propagation [213, 214]. It consists of three blocks: the Transmit (Tx) antenna,
the free space channel and the Receive (Rx) antenna. Each block is characterized
by its transfer function H⃗T x(ω, θ, φ), HCh(ω) & H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ), and its associated
impulse responses h⃗T x(t, θ, φ), hCh(t) & h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ), respectively. Thus, the free
space transmission of the UWB system depicted in Fig. 3.6 can be expressed in
frequency-domain as,

S21(ω) = URx(ω)
UT x(ω) = H⃗T x(ω, θ, φ)HCh(ω)H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ) (3.8)

where,
HCh(ω) = c

2rω
e−jωr/c (3.9)
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is the free space channel transfer function. H⃗T x(ω, θ, φ) is the transfer function
that relates the transmitted signal UT x(ω) to the radiated electric field strength
E⃗rad(ω, r, θ, φ) at a certain distance r from the transmit (Tx) antenna (see
equation (3.10)) and, H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ) is the transfer function that relates the received
signal URx(ω) to the incident electric field strength E⃗inc(ω, θ, φ) at the receive
(Rx) antenna (see equation (3.11)) [205].

E⃗rad(ω, r, θ, φ)√
Z0

= e−jωr/c

r
H⃗T x(ω, θ, φ)UT x(ω)√

Zc

(3.10)

URx(ω)√
Zc

= H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ)E⃗inc(ω, θ, φ)√
Z0

(3.11)

Here, Zc (assumed to be frequency independent) & Z0 are the characteristic
impedances of the Tx/Rx antenna ports and free-space, respectively. Likewise,
the corresponding time-domain version of the equation (3.8) can be expressed as,

uRx(t)
uT x(t) = h⃗T x(t, θ, φ) ∗ hCh(t) ∗ h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ) (3.12)

And, equations (3.10) and (3.11) respectively becomes,

e⃗rad(t, r, θ, φ)√
Z0

= 1
r

δ

(
t − r

c

)
∗ h⃗T x(t, θ, φ) ∗ uT x(t)√

Zc

(3.13)

uRx(t)√
Zc

= h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ) ∗ e⃗inc(t, θ, φ)√
Z0

(3.14)

Here, the h⃗(t, θ, φ) denotes the transient response corresponding to the transient
transmission/reception, when the Tx antenna is excited with an impulse. Thus,
by taking the inverse Fourier Transform of equations (3.10) & (3.11) the impulse
responses of the antenna in transmission and receiving mode can be generated,

respectively. The convolution with the Dirac-delta function δ
(
t − r

c

)
, in equa-

tion (3.13), represents the time retardation due to the finite speed of light c. It is
to be noted that, the antenna factors like transfer function & transient response
are spatial vectors, which depends on the regarded direction of radiation (θ, φ)
and the polarization vector properties (co- and cross-polarization) of the modeled
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antenna. The relation between the receiving and transmitting mode of operation
in frequency- & time-domain can be yielded by applying reciprocity theorem to
the equations (3.13) & (3.14) [107] as,

H⃗T x(ω, θ, φ) = jω

2πc
H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ) (3.15)

h⃗T x(t, θ, φ) = 1
2πc

∂

∂t
h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ) (3.16)

Equation (3.16) points out that transmit impulse response h⃗T x(t, θ, φ) is directly
proportional to the time derivative of the receive impulse response h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ) .
By substituting equation (3.16) in (3.13) and exchanging derivative function ( ∂

∂t
)

and convolution (∗), the transient radiation (equation (3.13)) can be rewritten
as,

e⃗rad(t, r, θ, φ)√
Z0

= 1
2πrc

δ

(
t − r

c

)
∗ h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ) ∗ ∂

∂t

uT x(t)√
Zc

(3.17)

This represents the formulation for radiated fields of a Impulse Radiating Antenna
(IRA) [32] and denotes the ideal antenna case with h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ) = ±δ(t) which
radiates an electric field pulse that is proportional to the first-order time derivative
of the input voltage pulse. This simply means that the ideal receiving antenna
will have a Dirac-delta impulse response (i.e. independent of incident angle)
which implies that the received voltage pulse will always have the same shape as
the incident field pulse on the antenna. In the frequency-domain this corresponds
to an antenna transfer function with a constant amplitude response and a linear
phase response (or constant group delay).

Choice of Source Pulse

Generally, all the pulses which has a spectrum wider than 500 MHz and stipulated
by FCC can be used as a source pulse for UWB transmission. However, the
selection of proper source pulse with appropriate shape is a crucial design for
UWB systems. Moreover, it is desirable for UWB signals to efficiently utilize the
bandwidth and power allocated by FCC to maximize the received SNR under
the stringent transmission power limitations.
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The Gaussian monocycle has been the earliest proposal as the source pulse for
UWB radar and communication systems [190]. But its Power Spectral Density
(PSD) has direct current offset and for that reason it will not radiate effectively.
Also, its PSD does not fall under the emission mask specified by FCC for any
pulse width values chosen. One possible solution is to shift the centre frequency
and adjust the bandwidth accordingly to meet these requirements. This can be
accomplished by modulating the monocycle with a sinusoid to shift the centre
frequency and by varying the pulse width. But, this modulation will increase the
cost and complexity of the impulse radio system due to its carrier-less behaviour.

An effective method of pulse-shaping is by fine-tuning the higher-order deriva-
tives of the Gaussian pulse. A family of differentiated Gaussian pulses which
resemble sinusoids modulated by a Gaussian envelope vn(t) is broadly used as a
source pulse for UWB systems due to its unique temporal and spectral properties.

vn(t) = dn

dnt

[
e−( t

τ
)2] (3.18)

where, t denotes the time, τ is the time decay constant that determines the
temporal width of the pulse and n is the order of differentiation. Fig. 3.6
showcases the Gaussian pulse with its family of derivatives (Rayleigh pulses) and
their corresponding PSD plots. As noticed from the figure, the Rayleigh pulses
up to the third order are not getting fit in to the FCC spectral mask, mainly
those peaking at lower UWB frequencies. It is also to be noted that, the energy
(peaks of PSD) moves to higher frequencies as the order of derivative increases.
Hence, by choosing the suitable order and pulse width one can find a pulse which
falls under the FCC spectral mask and this can be used as a source pulse for
the UWB radio link. Some higher-order Rayleigh pulses like, 4th-order Rayleigh
pulse with 67ps < τ < 76ps and 5th-order Rayleigh pulse with 67ps < τ < 76ps

can match the UWB band directly [38]. For the pulse distortion analysis in this
thesis, the 4th-order Rayleigh pulse, whose PSD peaks at ≈ 6GHz, is chosen as
the source pulse (uT x(t)) and is expressed by,

uT x(t) = v4(t) =
[16

τ 8 (t − 1)4 − 48
τ 6 (t − 1)2 + 12

τ 2

]
e

−
(

t−1
τ

)2

(3.19)
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Fig. 3.6 Gaussian Pulse and its derivatives in time domain, and their PSDs

Implementation in CST

For the transient response analysis of the UWB antennas studied in this thesis
the virtual probe feature of CST is utilized. Fig. 3.7 shows the virtual probe
arrangement adopted for the time-domain study of an antenna in this thesis.
As noticed from the figure, the probes are arranged in the two principal planes
of an antenna at a distance (r) according to the AUT’s far-field range. The
probe-orientation (vertical or horizontal) and the gap between each probes are
selected with respect to the orientation of AUT and the required data-resolution,
respectively.

Here, probes are placed at a distance of r = 15cm and the antenna is excited
with an input pulse uT x(t) whose frequency spectrum covers the antenna’s band-
width and conforms the FCC spectral mask. For the analysis in this thesis the 4th

derivative of Gaussian pulse is chosen as the input pulse given by equation (3.19)
and with τ = 67ps. The radiated electric field pulses e⃗rad(t, r, θ, φ) are then
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Fig. 3.7 Virtual probe arrangement in CST Microwave studio

probed directly over a wide range of angles in the two principal planes using
the virtual probes, as in Fig. 3.7. After taking the Fourier Transform of uT x(t)
& e⃗rad(t, r, θ, φ), and using equation (3.10) the transfer function H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ) is
deduced. The impulse response h⃗T x(t, θ, φ) can be calculated from this transfer
function by simply taking its Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT).

Realistic Approach

In reality, the transfer functions of both the Transmitting and Receiving antennas
can be deduced from simply measuring the S21 in frequency-domain. By using
two identical horn antennas oriented for bore-sight transmission/reception and
considering equation (3.8), the following expressions for corresponding transfer
functions can be derived, as

HT x(ω, θ, φ) =

√√√√jω

c

S21(ω, θ, φ)
HCh(ω) (3.20)

HRx(ω, θ, φ) =

√√√√ c

jω

S21(ω, θ, φ)
HCh(ω) (3.21)

where, HCh(ω) is given by equation (3.9). This characterizes the reference antenna
(Txr antenna) and thus, by replacing the Rxr antenna with AUT, its transfer
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(a) Transmitting & receiving Transfer Functions

(b) Transmitting & receiving Impulse Responses

Fig. 3.8 Measured characteristics of wideband horn antenna

function (HAUT (ω, θ, φ)) for multiple orientation can be expressed as

HAUT (ω, θ, φ) = S21(ω, θ, φ)
HT x(ω, θ, φ)HCh(ω) (3.22)

The phase of transmission coefficient S21 should be unwrapped properly in order
to get appropriate physical results. In this thesis the Txr and Rxr antennas are
kept at a distance of r = 15cm and appropriate calibrations are carried out to
eliminate the dispersive effects of connecting cables.
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The impulse responses (⃗hT x(t, θ, φ) & h⃗Rx(t, θ, φ)) can be easily deduced from
their corresponding transfer functions by taking their Inverse Fast Fourier Trans-
form (IFFT), but with adequate zero-padding and forming conjugate frequency
response S∗

21 [213]. Specifically, before taking IFFT the conjugate of the zero-
padded data is reflected to the negative frequencies to get a spectrum which is
symmetric around DC, to conform to a real signal spectrum. Thus, IFFT of this
resulting double sided spectrum gives a real impulse waveform.

Fig. 3.8 shows the measurement results of two identical wideband antennas
at transmitting and receiving sides. The measured transfer function is depicted
in Fig. 3.8a and the corresponding impulse response is shown in Fig. 3.8b, which
denotes they are different from each other by a derivative function.

UWB Antenna Quality Measures

The antenna model of Fig. (3.5) enables the study of dispersive effects due to
a particular antenna structure, radiation outcome of arbitrary input waveforms
and also influences of frequency-dependent matching and losses. Therefore, the
quality measures of the efficiency of a dispersive UWB AUT can be derived
directly from the transient response of the AUT. Mainly there are two important
aspects to be considered: the antenna’s ability to effectively transmit and receive
power and the distorting influence on the waveform to be transmitted or received
[205]. These measures are accomplished with the help of some frequency-domain
and/or time-domain parameters, discussed below. For the sake of simplicity
co-polarization is considered for all the formulations.

• Frequency-domain parameters The effective Continuous-Wave (CW)
gain pattern Geff can be calculated from the transfer function [213] as

Geff (ω, θ, φ) = 2ω

c
|H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ)|2

= 2c

ω
|H⃗T x(ω, θ, φ)|2

(3.23)

The IEEE standard gain G of the antenna, which excludes mismatch losses,
can be easily derived from the Geff using the antenna’s input reflection
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coefficient S11(ω) [205] as

G(ω, θ, φ) = Geff (ω, θ, φ)
1 − |S11(ω)|2 (3.24)

In order to quantify the measures of distortion in frequency-domain, the
antenna’s transfer function is denoted as H(ω) = |H(ω)|ejφ(ω), with the
magnitude |H(ω)| in meters and the phase angle φ(ω) in radians. Thus,
the group delay τg(ω) of a transfer function is defined as

τg(ω) = −dφ(ω)
dω

= −dφ(f)
2πdf

(3.25)

where, φ(f) is the frequency dependent of the received signal. The delay
that may encountered by a portion of the spectral energy at a given ω

(angular frequency), during its transmission through a filter is termed as
the group delay. For minimal distortion, the group delay should be constant
within the frequency band of interest, i.e.,the phase should increase linearly
with frequency.

• Time-domain parameters The way in which an antenna effects on the
pulse distortion can also be investigated in time-domain by analyzing the
envelope of the transient response. This envelope localizes the distribution
of energy versus time and is a direct measure of the dispersion of antenna
[201, 205]. The envelope of the analytical response defined in the frequency
domain [149] can be expressed as,

H+
n (ω) =

2Hn(ω) for ω > 0
0 for ω ≤ 0

(3.26)

The Fourier transform of (3.26) gives the complex analytical response h+
n

in time-domain and the real valued antenna transient response is given by

hn(t) = ℜ{h+
n (t)} (3.27)

According to equation (3.14), the peak output voltage from an incident
wave depends on the peak value p(θ, φ) of the antenna’s transient response
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and is given by,
p(θ, φ) = max

t
|h+

n (t, θ, φ)| (3.28)

The envelope width gives the measure of linear distortion of an antenna
and is defined as the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the magnitude
of the transient response envelope:

τF W HM(θ, φ) = τ0.5(θ, φ) = t2||h+
n (t2,θ,φ)|=p/2 − t1||h+

n (t1,θ,φ)|=p/2, t1<t2
(3.29)

The time until the envelope has fallen from the peak value p(θ, φ) below
a fraction α of the main peak (i.e., αp(θ, φ)) is defined as the duration of
ringing, τr and is calculated as

τr=α(θ, φ) = tα|h+
n (tα,θ,φ)=αp(θ,φ) − tp|h+

n (tp,θ,φ)=p(θ,φ), tp<tα
(3.30)

The lower bound for α is selected according to the noise floor of the antenna
measurement. For the comparison of ringing of antennas with different
gains under the constraint of constant noise floor, the α is chosen to be
equal to 0.22 (-13 dB).

• Pulse-distortion analysis: Fidelity The pulse distortions introduced
by an antenna along different orientations can be analysed from its spatio-
temporal impulse response. In the case of UWB systems, the receivers
are based on pulse energy detection or correlation of received pulse with
a template waveform stored in the receiver. The received pulse uo(t) can
be obtained by convolving the impulse response h⃗n(t, θ, φ) with the input
pulse ui(t):

uo(t) = h⃗n(t, θ, φ) ∗ ui(t) (3.31)

Therefore, we need to examine the pulse distortion by calculating the fidelity
factor [110]. This factor measures the faithfulness of a system to reproduce
the time shape of the input signal and thereby quantifies the pulse handling
capability of an antenna. Thus, the fidelity between ui(t) and uo(t) is
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formulated as,

F (θ, φ) = max
∫+∞

−∞ ui(t).uo(t − τ)dt√∫+∞
−∞ |ui(t)2|dt.

∫+∞
−∞ |uo(t)2|dt

(3.32)

where, τ is the delay which can be varied to maximize the numerator.
Fidelity F yields the maximum of the cross-correlation function between
two waveforms and compares its shapes only, not amplitudes. The F reaches
unity as the shape of both waveforms are exactly same, which denotes a
distortion-less pulse from the antenna. The measurement of F is conducted
for different spatial orientations of the antenna [134].

3.3.4 Spatial-domain Analysis

Spatial-domain analysis of an antenna yields the knowledge of its radiation
properties with respect to the surrounding directions. Some parameters under
this analysis helps to characterize and quantify the performance of UWB antennas.
By combining the concepts of pulse fidelity, time-domain correlation patterns
and frequency-domain correlation patterns, the concept of frequency domain
correlation patterns and a figure-of-merit called Pattern Stability Factor (PSF)
are derived to characterize the pattern stability of wideband antennas [55].
Usually, an antenna is represented by a single transfer function in the UWB
system design and optimization schemes. However, this will not be the case for
modern UWB antennas as they are complicated in design and hence their transfer
function depends on the direction. Therefore, for the proper system design and
optimization it is necessary to select a single transfer function (corresponding
to a single reference direction) from those corresponding to infinite number of
directions. Fortunately, the frequency-domain correlation pattern will guide us
to select the best transfer function for a given antenna in a given application,
which is based on pulse correlation concepts but conducted in frequency-domain.

The frequency-domain correlation pattern portrays the relationship between
radiation in a reference direction to radiation in all other directions of interest,
over a specified bandwidth. The selection of this reference direction of an antenna
is so crucial in the analysis in order to get accurate outcomes. Whereas, the
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PSF quantifies the overall pattern stability of a wideband antenna, for a specific
bandwidth and a range of directions. This quantitative measure is useful to

• to compare the pattern stability performance of different antennas quanti-
tatively

• to examine the effect of ground-plane modifications, packaging, integration
of antennas with cases etc. [104]

• to assess the pattern stability improvement methods [16]

• to define the pattern stability bandwidth

Frequency-domain Correlation Pattern

The frequency-domain correlation pattern C(R⃗) represents how the radiated
waveform in a reference direction R⃗ is correlated to all other directions of interest
r⃗ on average and is formulated as

C(R⃗) =

∫
Ω

F 2(R⃗, r⃗)ds

∫
Ω

ds
(3.33)

where, F 2(R⃗, r⃗) denotes the relationship between radiated fields between two
directions, Ω is the range of operating directions of the antenna and integration
is with respect to the direction of interest r⃗. The factor F 2(R⃗, r⃗) is defined in
frequency-domain as

F 2(R⃗, r⃗) =

∣∣∣∣ ∫
BW

E(r⃗, f)E∗(R⃗, f)df
∣∣∣∣2

∫
BW

∣∣∣∣E(r⃗, f)
∣∣∣∣2df ∫

BW

∣∣∣∣E(R⃗, f)
∣∣∣∣2df (3.34)

where, E(r⃗, f) is the radiated electric-field in frequency domain, ∗ stands for
complex conjugate and BW is the bandwidth of interest. If the antenna has a
spherical coverage, then Ω is a sphere and therefore it will be a double integration
over a solid angle of 4π. If the coverage is limited to a plane (i.e., azimuthal or
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elevation), then it will be a line integral. As noted from the equation (3.33), C(R⃗)
reaches its maximum value of unity when F 2(R⃗, r⃗) = 1 in all directions. This is an
ideal condition in which the antenna has an extremely stable pattern throughout
the operating bandwidth and is difficult to achieve in practice. Practically, a
direction R⃗ in which C(R⃗) is maximized will be searched, and is selected as
the best direction for optimization. This unique direction along which C(R⃗) is
maximum is the direction that is best correlated to all other directions on average.
Therefore, the transfer function in this direction will be the best one to represent
the given UWB antenna.

Pattern Stability Factor (PSF)

For an ideal antenna F 2(R⃗, r⃗) = 1 for all R⃗ and r⃗, and C(R⃗) = 1 for all reference
directions R⃗. By taking these observations into consideration, a single figure-
of-merit is defined to quantify the overall pattern stability performance of an
antenna. This figure-of-merit is named as Pattern Stability Factor (PSF) and is
defined for a given frequency band as

PSF =

∫
Ω

C(R⃗)ds

∫
Ω

ds
(3.35)

where, Ω is same as before, i.e., the range of operating directions of the antenna,
but the integration is now with respect to the reference direction R⃗. Thus, for an
ideal antenna with extremely stable pattern the PSF is unity. For a UWB antenna
with considerably good all-round performance, PSF > 0.95 will be desirable.
Selection of Ω solely depends on the direction of interest for a given application.
Only single integrals are required for all calculations if the directions of interest
are limited to one plane. The PSF bandwidth of a given antenna is given by

lim
BW →0

F 2(R⃗, r⃗) = 1 (3.36)

This implies that, within a sufficiently narrow bandwidth any antenna will give
almost perfectly stable patterns. As the operating bandwidth is increased, the
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PSF tends to deteriorate from its ideal conditions. Therefore, it is logical to
describe an antenna bandwidth based on its pattern stability performance.

Theoretical and Experimental Implementation

For the theoretical calculation of PSF [55], initially the range of direction of
interest is discretized accordingly, and in these discrete directions the frequency-
domain radiated electric field values are detected at a fixed distance in the far
field over the operating bandwidth. The detection of radiated electric field E(r⃗, f)
is performed by using the virtual probe facility available in CST. These probes
are oriented and arranged according to the plane of interest, at a fixed distance
as shown in Fig. 3.7. These electric field values are then substituted in (3.34) to
calculate F 2(R⃗, r⃗) for all pairs of discrete directions. Subsequently, from (3.33)
and (3.35) the frequency-domain correlation patterns and PSF are calculated,
respectively.

The PSF calculation can also be performed using experimental data, simply
by substituting the amplitude and phase of measured radiation patterns in (3.34)
just like theoretical data. Here, the absolute field strength is not required rather a
scaled or normalized pattern is sufficient. For antennas with stable phase centers,
the phase values in (3.34) will be cancelled out and hence only amplitude (scalar)
measurements are sufficient. Alternatively, the PSF can also be determined by
measuring the transmission between two identical antennas. In this case, one
antenna is kept stationary and the other antenna is rotated around the fixed
one, and the transmission coefficient S21 is measured using the vector network
analyzer. This measured S21 is then substituted for electric field values E(r⃗, f)
in (3.34) and thereby the PSF is calculated.

3.3.5 MIMO/Diversity Performance Evaluation

According to the SNR level, a multiple-antenna system can be operated in
diversity or multiplexing schemes in a rich scattering environment. When SNR
level is low the antenna diversity technique is used to increase the reliability of a
wireless communication link, by transmitting uncorrelated signals and thereby
reducing the chances of deep signal fading. Whereas for high SNR level spatial
multiplexing technique is employed to achieve maximum data rate, which creates
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several uncorrelated channels by taking the advantage of channel fading. The
conventional antenna performance metrics and parameters such as impedance
bandwidth, radiation pattern, gain, efficiency etc. will not be sufficient for the
complete characterization of a multiple-antenna system. There are some figures-
of-merit which governs the MIMO/diversity performance of such systems. These
parameters helps to gain knowledge about the suitability of a given multi-port
antenna for an effective MIMO system. This is accomplished by analysing the
impact of individual antenna-element performance on to the functioning of other
subsequent elements. Some main figures-of merit used for the MIMO/diversity
performance evaluation in this thesis are discussed below.

Correlation Coefficient

Correlation coefficient is a measure that describes how well the transmitted/received
signals from different ports are independent to each other in a multi-element
system. This parameter can be evaluated in three forms: complex, envelope and
power correlation coefficients. Usually, envelope correlation coefficient (ρe

ij) is
preferred to evaluate MIMO/diversity capabilities of a multi-antenna system.
Under the assumption that the received signals have a Rayleigh distributed
envelope and randomly distributed phase [135], the ρe

ij is related to the complex
correlation coefficient (ρc

ij) by

ρe
ij = |ρc

ij|2 (3.37)

The ρe
ij varies from zero to one, and for a good MIMO/diversity performance

its value should be low, which is a great challenge in low-profile end-terminals
due to their space constraints. However, low correlation can be made possible
by reducing the mutual coupling between the antenna-elements using any of the
isolating techniques: spatial, polarization, angle and/or structural separation.

The common trend of spatial diversity technique follows the rule of allowing
at least a half wavelength separation between antenna elements. This ensures
the envelope correlation to be less than or equal to 0.5, which is fair enough to
produce high diversity gain between the antenna-elements. Assuming that all
the multipath components lie in the horizontal plane, Clarke [42] formulated the
normalized correlation coefficient of the signal envelopes at the terminals of two
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vertical monopole antennas separated by a distance of d, on the mobile receiving
vehicle which is travelling through an isotropically scattered field, as

ρij
∼= J2

0

2πd

λ

 (3.38)

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind with order zero and λ is the
wavelength. This expression is valid for a uniform angle of arrival in azimuth
plane and identically polarized receiving antennas with omnidirectional nature
that co-polarized with the incoming wave. However, (3.38) shows higher values
than in reality (mainly for smaller d) as it does not consider the mutual coupling
factor between the antenna-elements.

Practically, an antenna designer will try to design a multi-antenna system
with minimal coupling between the ports while meeting the input matching
requirements. This implies that the signal correlation should be low as possible
(ideally zero) for a fair MIMO/diversity performance. The conventional way of
computing the envelope correlation for a two-antenna system is given by [198]

ρe
12 =

∣∣∣∣ ∫∫
4π

[
F⃗1(θ, φ) ∗ F⃗2(θ, φ)

]
dΩ
∣∣∣∣2∫∫

4π

∣∣∣F⃗1(θ, φ)
∣∣∣2dΩ

∫∫
4π

∣∣∣F⃗2(θ, φ)
∣∣∣2dΩ

(3.39)

where, (θ, φ) are the elevation and azimuthal angles, F⃗i(θ, φ) is the far-field
radiation pattern of the antenna system when ith port is excited and Ω is the
solid angle. Here, * denotes the Hermitian product. The above expression is
hold true for an isotropic environment with balanced polarizations. However,
computing envelope correlation coefficient in this way is a cumbersome process,
whether it is done experimentally and/or numerically, as it needs to know
the three-dimensional radiation patterns from all the ports. Later, Ko et al.
[103] experimentally showed that the diversity system performance can also be
determined from mutual coupling or direct envelope correlation measurements.
Following this, Blanch et.al. [161] formulated a way to compute the envelope
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correlation from the S-parameter characterisation of the antenna system:

ρe
ij = |ρc

ij|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ S∗

iiSij + S∗
jiSjj√(

1 − (|Sii|2 + |Sji|2)
)(

1 − (|Sjj|2 + |Sij|2)
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(3.40)

where, ρe
ij is the envelope correlation coefficient between ith and jth ports of

a multi-antenna system. Thus, for a N-port antenna system, (3.40) can be
generalized as

ρe
ij = |ρc

ij|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑N
n=1 S∗

inSnj√∏
k=i,j

(
1 −∑N

n=1 S∗
knSnk

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(3.41)

for i, j = 1, 2, 3, ....N (N= no.of antenna elements). This approach has the advan-
tage that it does not require a tedious computation nor any three-dimensional
radiation patterns of the antennas and provides a clear knowledge about the
effects of mutual coupling and input match on the diversity performance of the
antenna system. However, this expression holds true for a diversity system in
a uniform multipath environment with loss-less antennas having high radiation
efficiencies, which is practically not possible. Therefore, calculating signal corre-
lation through this method suffer poor accuracy if the radiation efficiencies of the
antennas are low and correlation of losses is not included in the calculation. This
uncertainty can be avoided by incorporating the radiation efficiencies and worst
cases for the correlation of losses into the expression for complex correlation as
[73],

|ρc
ij|guaranteed = |ρc

ij| + ρloss (3.42)

where,

|ρc
ij| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣ S∗
iiSij + S∗

jiSjj√(
1 − (|Sii|2 + |Sji|2)

)(
1 − (|Sjj|2 + |Sij|2)

)
ηradi

ηradj

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.43)

ρloss =
√√√√( 1

ηradi

− 1
)( 1

ηradj

− 1
)

(3.44)
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Here, ηradi
& ηradj

represents the radiation efficiencies of ith & jth antenna
elements, respectively. For N-port antenna systems, equations (3.43) & (3.44)
can be generalised as,

|ρc
ij| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑N

n=1 S∗
inSnj√∏

k=i,j

(
1 −∑N

n=1 S∗
knSnk

)∏N
m=1 ηradm

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(3.45)

ρloss =

√√√√ N∏
k=1

( 1
ηradk

− 1
)

(3.46)

for i, j = 1, 2, 3...N . Thus, for a Rayleigh-fading channel the envelope correlation
coefficient is given by

|ρe
ij|guaranteed = |ρc

ij|2guaranteed (3.47)

which is the worst case of signal correlation by considering the losses & efficiency,
and the actual values of signal correlation is sure to lie below the level created
by (3.47). Moreover, antenna systems with an envelope correlation coefficient
less than 0.5 are recognized to provide significant diversity performance, [198].

Mean Effective Gain (MEG)

A power imbalance in the multiple channels of a multi-antenna system will
cause significant diversity loss, which is due to the poor antenna efficiency. This
mismatch is a crucial factor to be considered while designing a diversity system
and can be quantified by calculating the Mean Effective Gain (MEG) of an
antenna. MEG can be termed as a single parameter which describes the impact
of an antenna on the link budget of a communication system. It is a statistical
measure of how deterministic an antenna in a stochastic channel. The concept of
MEG was introduced by Taga [187], who defined it as the average power received
by an AUT in the propagation channel of interest to the sum of the average
powers that would be received in that same environment by two isotropic antennas
(vertically and horizontally polarised). Thus, the MEG of the ith antenna element
is the ratio of the mean received power (Prec) to the total mean incident power
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(Pinc) at that element and can be formulated as

MEGi = Prec

Pinc

=
∮ XPR Gθi(Ω)Pθ(Ω) + Gφi(Ω)Pφ(Ω)

1 + XPR

 dΩ
(3.48)

where Ω is the solid angle & dΩ = sinθ dθ dφ, Gθi(Ω) & Gφi(Ω) are the θ and φ

components of the realized active power gain pattern of ith antenna element, and
Pθ(Ω) & Pφ(Ω) are the θ and φ components of the angular density functions of
incident power. XPR represents the cross-polarization power and is formulated
as

XPR = Pθ(Ω)
Pφ(Ω) (3.49)

For a uniform propagation environment, where XPR =1 and Pθ(Ω) = Pφ(Ω)
= 1

4π
, equation (3.48) can be simplified as

MEGi = ηtoti

2 (3.50)

with ηtoti
being the total efficiency of the ith antenna element and is calculated by

taking the product of antenna mismatch efficiency (ηmisi
) and radiation efficiency

(ηradi
) as

ηtoti
= ηmisi

ηradi
(3.51)

The radiation efficiency is calculated by using the Schantz’s method of efficiency
evaluation, discussed in 3.3.2, in transmit mode by exciting the ith antenna
element and terminating all other ports with matched load of 50Ω. Therefore,
the mismatch efficiency is given by, [91]

ηmisi
= 1 −

N∑
j=1

|Sij|2 (3.52)

with N as the total number of ports. For an optimal diversity performance, the
signals received from the antennas must satisfy the criteria of, [103, 198],

MEGi

MEGj

∼= 1 (3.53)
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In order to ensure that the average power received by any two antenna elements
is nearly equal, the ratio of MEG between those two antenna elements should
have a value close to unity.

Diversity Gain

Employing diversity technique in a multi-antenna system is a potential way
to combat channel fading. Different diversity techniques, as discussed under
subsection 1.2.3, can be used to enhance the overall link reliability of the system
by receiving multiple replicas of the transmitted streams at the receiver, through
different channel paths. This guarantees that at-least one copy of the transmitted
signal will suffer less fading as compared to the other copies and provides uncor-
related signals at the receiver. Therefore, a proper combination of the signals at
receiver using appropriate combining techniques will provide higher SNR levels
resulting better signal reception.

The diversity gain (DG) is a figure-of-merit to quantify the diversity per-
formance of a communication system and is the slope of error probability in
a received SNR curve. DG represents the increment in the received SNR of
the combined signals within the diversity antenna system as compared to the
SNR of a single reference antenna (SISO system), at a given Symbol Error Rate
(SER) probability. In other words, DG is the comparison between a combined
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and a reference CDF at a certain level
of CDF. Depending upon the selection of the reference antenna DG can be defined
in three ways: apparent Diversity Gain (DG), Effective Diversity Gain (EDG) &
Actual Diversity Gain (ADG), [197].

In apparent diversity gain the best branch of a multi-antenna system with
strongest SNR level is selected as the reference antenna, at a certain signal
probability. Therefore, the comparison of the combined signal level and reference
signal level can be formulated as, [195]

DG = (γc/Γc)
(γ/Γ)BestBranch

∣∣∣Pγc = 1% or 50% (3.54)

where γc & γ are the instantaneous SNR and Γc & Γ are the mean SNR
of the combined signal & best-branch signal (reference antenna), respectively.
Equation (3.54) holds true for a probability Pγc , typically of the value 1% or 50%.
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However, the performance of this branch gets affected by the presence of other
branches and will decrease its efficiency due to the effect of mutual coupling.
Therefore, another reference antenna with 100% efficiency in free space is taken
into consideration, and introduced another metric named Effective Diversity Gain
(EDG), as

EDG = (γc/Γc)
(γ/Γ)BestBranch

ηBestBranch

∣∣∣Pγc (3.55)

where ηBestBranch is the total efficiency of the best branch (branch with 100%
efficiency) and it considers the losses due to mismatch, material properties and
mutual coupling in the diversity performance calculations.

The diversity combined signal can also be related to an existing single antenna
solution which is to be replaced by the diversity antenna implementation under
test, in the same propagation environment and at a certain level of CDF. This
can be termed as Actual Diversity Gain (ADG) and is formulated as

EDG = (γc/Γc)
(γ/Γ)SingleAntennaSolution

∣∣∣Pγc (3.56)

This metric shows the actual effectiveness of replacing a single-antenna system
with multiple antennas and thus finds crucial role in the practical implementation
of diversity in mobile devices. Fig. 3.9 depicts performance of various diversity
metrics at different CDF levels. In ideal case, the maximum diversity gain for
two uncorrelated antennas with 100% efficiency using selection combiner is taken
to be 10dB with probability level of 1%, where the radio link reliability is 99%.
If the two branches of a diversity system are correlated to each other due to the
lack of cross-polar discrimination at the receiving terminal, the diversity gain
will be reduced resulting in poor MIMO performances. Hence, it is clear that the
correlation coefficient must kept low enough to keep the diversity still effective.
The effect of envelope correlation coefficient (ρe) on diversity gain in [135] points
that, as long as ρe is less than 0.7, the degradation of the diversity gain can be
related to ρe by a factor DF , which is defined as [220]

DF =
√

1 − ρe (3.57)
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Fig. 3.9 Diversity performance of DG, EDG & ADG

Moreover, to attain high diversity gain the signal power levels from the antennas
in a diversity system must not be too different. To illustrate this the ratio of
antenna branch power is analysed by using the MEGs of the antenna and is
formulated as (for two branches i & j)

k = min

MEGi

MEGj

,
MEGj

MEGi

 (3.58)

Thus, the diversity gain (DG) of a multi-antenna system can be expressed as

DG = DG0 · DF · k (3.59)

where, DG0 is the diversity gain in ideal case. DG0 calculated using two ideal
lossless antennas with 100% efficiency and zero correlation, for a radio link of
99% reliability is found to be 10dB in the case of selection combining.

Multiplexing Efficiency

Multiplexing efficiency (ηmux) is a simple and intuitive power-based metric for the
Spatial Multiplexing (SM) mode of operation in MIMO systems, which gives an
approximate closed-form expression to have an insight to the performance impact
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of non-ideal behaviour of multiple antennas [153]. It is defined as the loss of power
efficiency of a non-ideal MIMO antenna system to achieve the same performance
as that of an ideal antenna system with 100% efficiency and zero correlation
between antennas, in the same propagation channel. In another way it is a
generalization of the single antenna total efficiency to the case of a multi-antenna
implementation. Assuming a high SNR performance, the closed-form expression
of ηmux for a two-element MIMO antenna in the case of a reference propagation
channel with uniform 3D Angular Power Spectrum (APS) is given by

ηmux =
√

ηtot1ηtot2(1 − |ρc|2) (3.60)

where, ηtot1 & ηtot2 are the total efficiencies of the two antenna-elements, and
|ρc| denotes the magnitude of complex correlation between them. The geometric
mean of efficiencies (√ηtot1ηtot2) gives the impact of efficiency imbalance, while
the term

√
(1 − |ρc|2) represents influence of power loss due to correlation in the

performance of MIMO antennas. For N-element MIMO antenna (3.60) can be
generalized as [118]

ηmux = N

√√√√ N∏
i=1

ηtoti
det(R) (3.61)

where, ηtoti
stands for the total efficiency of ith antenna-element and R is the

normalized correlation matrix of the MIMO antenna, where Rij is the complex
correlation coefficient between ith and jth antenna-element. The geometric mean
term is intuitive in that the overall efficiency of MIMO antenna should come in
between the efficiencies of the constituent antennas, and the correlation induced
term points out that as the correlation between the ports increases the condition
number of R also get increased, which in turn decreases det(R).

Due to the unique features of ηmux, it is perfect for figuring out the capability
of a MIMO terminal antenna in a realistic user scenario [160].

3.3.6 Channel Performance Evaluation

MIMO technology outcomes many drawbacks of SISO communication by exploit-
ing the rich multipath channel. The major challenge for a MIMO antenna is how
to create a repeatable scenario which accurately reflects its radiation performance
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in a realistic wireless propagation environment. Even though the diversity perfor-
mance of a multi-antenna system can be evaluated by using different isolation &
correlation studies, for the complete investigation of a MIMO antenna behaviour
in a propagation channel Over The Air (OTA) test is necessary.

Numerous studies on different methods of MIMO OTA testing were conducted
by European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) 2100 [6], Cellular
Telecommunication and Internet Association (CTIA) [2] and Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) RAN WG4 [3]. The different methods for MIMO
OTA, adopted by the afore mentioned organizations, fall under four major
categories: the multi-probe anechoic chamber method, the reverberation chamber
method, the two-stage method and the two channel anechoic chamber method.
These methods vary in the way they reproduce a specific MIMO channel model.
In this thesis, the two-stage method of OTA testing is followed to evaluate the
performance of designed UWB-MIMO antennas in a propagation channel.

The two-stage MIMO OTA method follows simpler procedures as compared
to the other methods for OTA testing. It is based on the fact that the three-
dimensional far-field radiation pattern of a MIMO antenna can fully capture the
effect of mutual coupling between the antenna-elements. As the name indicates,
this method consists of two stages of operation:

1. Measuring the far-field radiation pattern of MIMO antenna inside an
anechoic chamber, in the conventional way (SISO OTA method).

2. Convolving the measured radiation pattern with the desired channel model
by using a MIMO channel emulator to produce the real channel faded
signal.

In the first stage, the existing SISO OTA anechoic chamber is utilized for the 3-D
far-field radiation pattern measurements of a multi-antenna system. The multi-
element AUT is placed inside an anechoic chamber, which is set up as described
in 3GPP TS 34.114 [10], and the 3-D radiation pattern of individual antenna
element is measured in the conventional SISO way of pattern measurement.
For the accurate evaluation, both the magnitude and phase informations of the
radiation patterns, at different φ & θ angles, are necessary. In the second stage,
the measured 3-D far-field radiation patterns were convolved with desired channel
model using a commercial channel emulator, to emulate the integrated channel.
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Fig. 3.10 Two-stage MIMO OTA testing method (TR 37.976 [8])

Thus, a real channel faded signal is produced after the convolution, from which
the channel capacity and throughput performance of the MIMO AUT can be
evaluated. The MIMO OTA testing based on the afore mentioned two-stage
method is illustrated in the Fig. 3.10. As observed from the figure, the measured
radiation pattern of the MIMO AUT from the anechoic chamber is loaded to
a commercial MIMO channel emulator, which emulates an integrated channel
model incorporating multi-antenna impact as well as multipath channel effect
[8]. From this, the end-to-end throughput and channel capacity of the wireless
link due to the implementation of MIMO AUT can be evaluated. In this thesis,
the radiation patterns of the designed UWB-MIMO antennas are convolved with
correlation-based and WINNER-II channel models in the Agilent SystemVUE by
Keysight Technologies to obtain the OTA performances.

The main advantages of adopting two-stage method for MIMO OTA testing
are:

• Reuses the existing SISO OTA anechoic chamber for pattern measurements
making it highly cost-effective

• Requires only a two-channel emulator regardless of the channel model
complexity
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• Can be scaled to higher-order MIMO testing due to fewer instruments
necessity as compared to the multi-probe methods

• The channel models are accurate and flexible, as it can altered in accordance
with the desired operating environment such as indoor, outdoor, high or
low Doppler spread, high or low delay spread etc..

3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter portrayed the different methodologies adopted for the investigation
of various antennas mentioned in this thesis. It briefly explained the procedures
followed for the optimization and fabrication of the designed antennas. Moreover,
the concept behind different analysis methods required for a UWB-MIMO antenna
and its theoretical & practical implementation are also discussed in this chapter.
Apart from the conventional ways of analysis used for narrow band antennas,
necessary time-domain & spatial-domain analytic methods for wideband antennas
are also included. In addition to this, different MIMO quality measures in terms
of its isolation and diversity performance as well as the effectiveness of a MIMO
antenna in a channel are also discussed.





Chapter 4

Compact Coplanar UWB
antennas

The rapid progress in the field of wireless communication demanded the need
of low profile mobile devices which uses tiny built-in antennas at the wireless
terminals. For the ease of integration and to attain low dispersive responses
within the wide frequency band, one should opt coplanar-fed radiating elements
for the design of an antenna, [19, 90, 147, 215]. This triggered me to design UWB
band antennas employing co-planar feed.

Compact UWB antennas are found to be used in many small profile commu-
nication gadgets for different applications. This chapter portrays the details and
characteristics of two novel compact UWB antennas that are coplanar in nature
and are suitable for low profile wireless terminals. Out of the two UWB antennas,
first one is a Co-Planar Stripline (CPS) fed antenna whereas the second antenna
is fed by an Asymmetric Co-planar Stripline (ACS). Both the antennas utilized
the staircase-shaped slots on the radiators to attain the wide frequency range
of operation. The detailed geometrical descriptions of the optimized antennas
and the effect of different parameters on the antenna radiation characteristics,
which helped to optimize the structure for the desired range of frequency band,
are illustrated in this chapter. The surface current distributions along with
the corresponding radiation patterns are also studied in detail. The analysis of
the antennas based on various conventional frequency-domain parameters are
interpreted. Also, the transient response of the antenna when subjected to an
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input pulse of specific standards and the corresponding time-domain analytic
parameters are discussed. Moreover, the information regarding pattern stability
analysis of the UWB antennas in spatial-domain are also included in this chap-
ter. Further, the performance of both UWB structures are then experimentally
verified using the fabricated antennas.

4.1 The CPS-fed UWB antenna

This section deals with a co-planar stripline (CPS) fed antenna for UWB appli-
cations. Co-planar feeding technology requires only one side processing of the
substrate, because both radiating elements and ground planes are on the same
side of the substrate. This increases the fringing of the fields in the antenna
which causes the possibility of achieving wider impedance bandwidth for those
antennas. Moreover, fabrication and integration process of co-planar antennas
are much easier as compared to that of microstrip fed antennas.

L g

W

A 

B 

X

Y

Z

(a) Geometry (b) Simulated reflection coefficient

Fig. 4.1 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the CPS-fed dipole antenna;
L=25mm, W=7mm, g=0.4mm

By taking all these factors into consideration, a CPS fed antenna is etched on
a FR-4 substrate of relative permittivity (ϵr) 4.3, loss tangent (tan(δ)) 0.02 and
thickness (h) of 1.588mm. The geometry of the antenna is shown in Fig. 4.1a.
The points ‘A’ & ‘B’ (red dots) corresponds to the location of feeding points (inner
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Table 4.1 Geometric dimensions of the three stages of staircase-shape formation
(values in mm)

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values

F1 1.8 F1 0.5 F1 0.5

W1 1 W1 1 W1 1

F2 1.3 F2 0.5

W2 1 W2 1

F3 0.8

W3 2

and outer conductors of coaxial cable used to feed this antenna, respectively).
It has two radiating rectangular patches of size 12.3mm × 7mm, separated
by a gap (g) of 0.4mm. The antenna is very compact with an overall size of
L = 25mm × W = 7mm. This antenna acts as a normal dipole with coplanar
feed and radiates at 5.6 GHz with a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of 2.5 GHz, as shown
in Fig. 4.1b. Although this antenna has good impedance bandwidth, our aim is
to design an antenna which can be used for the UWB radio systems. For that
the 10 dB impedance bandwidth must be in range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz.

In order to attain further bandwidth, the technique of etching stepped-
slots on the radiating patch is utilized on the afore mentioned CPS-fed dipole
antenna in Fig. 4.1a. These slots on radiating patch are seen in the shape of
steps of a staircase, which can thus be termed as staircase-shaped slots. These
staircase-shaped slots can merge different resonance to achieve wider bandwidth
in the structure, and increases the degree of freedom with which the resonances
could be controlled compared to the antenna with curved slot. Thus, for a
geometry which has space constraints staircase-shaped slots are well suited for
wide bandwidth operation than a curved slot. Wide bandwidth realization with
step-slot is well explained in [173] and [71], where former employed staircase-
shape on radiating patch as well as on ground plane of their antenna, while
the latter etched the stepped-slot on the ground plane only. Both the above
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(a) Stages of staircase-shape on the geometry of the
antenna

(b) Simulated reflection coefficient

Fig. 4.2 Geometric evolution of the staircase-shape and its corresponding sim-
ulated reflection coefficient; refer Table 4.1 for dimensions of the respective
stages

antennas are microstrip in nature and it is very difficult to align the radiating
patch and ground plane properly during manufacturing, to obtain the results.
For the current antenna design,the coplanar geometry is selected for the ease of
fabrication. The introduction of staircase-shape is carried out in three stages
on the dipole antenna, as shown in Fig. 4.2a. Fig. 4.2b shows the reflection
coefficient corresponding to the three stages. It is clear from the figure that
the staircase-shape increases the bandwidth by introducing new resonances, and
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merging it in an adequate way. Different values for the staircase-shaped slots
are tried using the CST Microwave studio to attain the required 2:1 VSWR
bandwidth for UWB operation. The dimensions of the steps at each stages
of evolution are listed in Table 4.1 and the optimized dimensions of the slot
are obtained at Stage 3. The addition of each step increases the bandwidth of
resonant curve further. However, the bandwidth obtained after the third stage
of staircase-shape, which created two resonances at 4 GHz and 8 GHz, is not
sufficient for UWB operation.
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(a) Geometry (b) Simulated reflection coefficient

Fig. 4.3 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the slit loaded antenna; Ls=10mm,
W5=1mm, W6=1mm

Adding a horizontal slit of size Ls = 10mm × W5 = 1mm at the bottom
line of antenna, as shown in Fig. 4.3a, created an additional resonance at 13
GHz with high impedance matching. This is shown in the reflection coefficient
plot of the slit-loaded antenna in Fig. 4.3b. This additional resonance is due to
the new current path formed along the slit edge. But the resonance at 13 GHz
does not contribute to the 2:1 VSWR bandwidth required for a UWB antenna.
Thus, somehow this resonance is needed to be shifted so as to widen the entire
bandwidth. This can be accomplished by adjusting the current path along the
slit edge. A short across the slit will create a current loop and provides the
possibility of shifting the higher resonance at 13 GHz to some lower frequency
region, so as to achieve the required UWB bandwidth. After trying various short
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Fig. 4.4 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the antenna with metal strip short
across the slit; L3=2mm, L2=7.4mm, W7=0.6mm

positions and short dimensions it is found that a metal strip short (vertical metal
strip) of size W7 = 0.6mm × W5 = 1mm at L2=7.4mm realizes the required
resonance shift. This metal strip position shifted the resonance at 13 GHz to
10 GHz and thus, helped to achieve the required bandwidth of 3.1 - 10.6 GHz
for UWB radio communication systems. The modified geometry is shown in
Fig. 4.4a and the corresponding reflection coefficient of the short loaded antenna
is plotted in Fig. 4.4b. Also, by moving the position of this short to and fro,
one can control the occurrence of higher resonance which is created due to the
presence of horizontal slit. This is because, the current path length along the
loop changes with the short position.

In order to study the influence of metal strip short on the performance of
antenna, it is moved through the slit, from its outer end to the inner corner,
thereby changing the length L2. The corresponding change in reflection coefficient
is plotted in Fig 4.5a. To study the effect of one parameter all the other parameters
are kept intact. As discussed above, the position of the metal strip short (i.e., the
length L2) is responsible for the shift of higher order resonance (third resonance)
to a desired frequency point. This is because, the resonance moves to higher
frequency points as the position of the short strip is moved inwards through the
horizontal slit, as seen in Fig 4.5a. It is because of the change in the current path
length along the slot corresponding to L2, caused by the change in strip position.
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(a) Effect of L2 (b) Effect of W5

Fig. 4.5 Change in reflection coefficient as L2 & W5 are varied

An optimized position of L2 = 7.4 mm is selected to conform with the required
bandwidth for UWB operation.

Another important parameter in this UWB antenna is the horizontal strip
width (W5) which creates a higher resonance and gives a fine tuning for that
resonance. Fig 4.5b depicts the effect of W5 on the reflection coefficient of the
antenna and it is clear from the figure that W5 give only a fine tuning of the
higher resonance, while L2 produces abrupt shift of the resonance (see Fig 4.5a).
As the value of W5 decreases there results a small shrinkage for the current path
length causing a fine shifting of higher order resonance to upper frequencies and a
narrow impedance variation causing the matching of second resonance to decline.
Also, if the width (W5) is zero the higher resonance vanishes, as observed from
the Fig 4.5b. Thus, the width W5 is optimized to be 1 mm for this antenna to
attain the desired resonances with adequate impedance matching.

The Fig. 4.6 depicts the optimized geometry of CPS fed UWB antenna (UWB-
I) and the corresponding parameters are listed in the Table 4.2. This whole
structure is etched out on a FR-4 glass epoxy substrate with relative permittivity
ϵr = 4.3, loss tangent tan(δ) =0.02 and thickness h = 1.588 mm. The overall
size of the antenna is 0.25λ0 × 0.07λ0 at 3.1 GHz, which is very compact as
compared to the other available coplanar UWB antennas, [90, 142, 173, 219].
Thus, the coalesced resonances of the staircase-shaped radiator along with the
modified slit, realizes the wide bandwidth of the antenna that covers the UWB
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Fig. 4.6 Geometry of the CPS-fed UWB antenna (UWB-I); refer Table 4.2 for
dimensions

Fig. 4.7 Simulated reflection coefficient of the CPS-fed UWB antenna (UWB-I);
dimensions as in Table 4.2

frequency range specified by FCC. The reflection coefficient of the optimized
UWB-I is shown in Fig 4.7. The antenna offers a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of the
order of 114% (from 3 GHz to 11 GHz), satisfying the frequency range needed
for UWB radio systems as per the FCC guidelines. This wide bandwidth is a
result of the combination of three different resonances at 4 GHz, 8 GHz & 10
GHz. The planes corresponding to φ = 0◦ (X-Z) & θ = 90◦ (X-Y) represents the
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Table 4.2 Geometric parameters of UWB-I (in mm)

Parameters L W L1 L2 L3 F1 F2 F3

Values 25 7 12.3 7.4 2 0.5 0.5 0.8

Parameters W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 g

Values 1 1 2 1 1 1 0.6 0.4

two principal planes of the antenna. The symmetry of the antenna with respect
to the feeding point ensured exact symmetry of antenna currents with respect to
φ = 0◦ plane, irrespective of frequencies. Here, the balanced antenna prototype is
fed directly by a 3.5 mm coaxial connector to make the wideband measurements
simpler. The coaxial connector is modeled in the simulations and verified that
the imbalance current on inner and outer conductors of the coaxial connector is
sufficiently small. Thus the unbalanced feeding does not degrade the expected
balanced antenna performance significantly [115].

Fig. 4.8 Reflection coefficient of the antenna computed on different ϵr; Dimensions
of each antenna are as in Table 4.3

The change in geometrical parameters of the CPS-fed UWB antenna (UWB-I)
when it is etched on different substrates with different ϵr and h are summarized in
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Table 4.3. The corresponding reflection coefficient of each antenna with varying ϵr

and h are compared in Fig. 4.8. Simulation studies on the radiation characteristics
of the antenna have been carried out for three different substrates and in all cases
the antenna succeeded in achieving the required bandwidth for UWB operation.

Fig. 4.9 Surface current distribution of UWB-I ; Dimensions as in Table 4.2

(a) 4 GHz (b) 8 GHz

(c) 10 GHz

Fig. 4.10 Simulated 3D Radiation pattern of UWB-I; Dimensions as in Table 4.2

The reflection coefficient of an antenna can only represent the antenna’s
behaviour as a lumped load at the end of a feeding line. The detailed electromag-
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Table 4.3 Geometric parameters of UWB antenna on different substrates (in mm)

Substrate: FR-4, ϵr=4.3, h=1.588mm

Parameters L W L1 L2 L3 F1 F2 F3

Values 25 7 12.3 7.4 2 0.5 0.5 0.8

Parameters W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 g

Values 1 1 2 1 1 1 0.6 0.4

Substrate: Rogers RT5880, ϵr=2.2, h=1.57mm

Parameters L W L1 L2 L3 F1 F2 F3

Values 30 8.4 14.76 8.8 2.4 0.6 0.6 0.96

Parameters W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 g

Values 1.2 1.2 2.4 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.72 0.48

Substrate: Rogers RO3006, ϵr=6.15, h=1.28mm

Parameters L W L1 L2 L3 F1 F2 F3

Values 22.5 6.3 11.07 6.3 2.16 0.45 0.45 0.72

Parameters W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 g

Values 0.9 0.9 1.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.54 0.36

Substrate: Rogers RT6010, ϵr=10.2, h=0.635mm

Parameters L W L1 L2 L3 F1 F2 F3

Values 20 5.6 9.84 5.6 1.92 0.4 0.4 0.64

Parameters W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 g

Values 0.8 0.8 1.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.48 0.32
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netic behaviour of an antenna can be unveiled by inspecting the surface current
distributions and the radiation patterns.

The simulated surface current distributions of the UWB-I corresponding to
three resonant frequencies are portrayed in Fig. 4.9. It is clear from the figure
that the first resonance, i.e., 4 GHz is due to the half wavelength (λ/2) variation
of current along the length (L) of the structure. At this frequency the current
is mainly focused around the steps-slots as well as along the bottom line of
the antenna, and thus both contributes the electromagnetic radiation at that
frequency. The surface current distribution of second resonance (8 GHz) reveals
the importance of staircase-shaped slots in the antenna, as the current is highly
concentrated on the steps. It was observed from Fig. 4.2 that, the resonance at 8
GHz is due to the addition of step-slots to the radiator and thus they determine
the resonant behaviour of the antenna at 8 GHz. From Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 it
is clear that the resonance at 10 GHz is due to the addition of horizontal slit
and vertical strip on the antenna. This is confirmed after analysing the surface
current distribution at 10 GHz, as the current is concentrated mainly along the
slit corner and around the vertical strip, which in turn becomes the cause for
radiation at that frequency.

Fig. 4.10 shows the simulated three-dimensional (3D) radiation pattern of
the antenna at 4 GHz, 8 GHz and 10 GHz. At 4 GHz the pattern is found to be
omni-directional, which is due to the dipole mode of excitation. The pattern is
partially omni-directional at 8 GHz and goes slightly directive at 10 GHz. These
slight directive patterns at higher frequency regions are due to the action of slit
and the shorted strip, which changes the current distribution from the way it
would be for its fundamental mode of operation.

4.1.1 Experimental Results

The prototype of UWB-I is shown in Fig. 4.11, which is fabricated as per the
optimized dimensions desribed in Table .4.2. The radiation performance of
the fabricated UWB-I is then verified experimentally with the help of Network
Analyzer and anechoic chamber.

Fig. 4.12 depicts the measured reflection coefficient of the antenna along with
its simulated result. It shows a broad impedance bandwidth from 3 GHz to
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Fig. 4.11 Fabricated UWB-I; Dimensions as in Table 4.2

Fig. 4.12 Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of UWB-I; Dimensions as
in Table 4.2

11 GHz for S11 < −10dB and compares well with the simulated results. The
slight discrepancies are the result of mechanical tolerances due to the connector
soldering, which are not accounted in the simulation.

The normalized 2-Dimensional (2D) radiation patterns of UWB-I for three
different frequencies in the operating band are sketched in Fig. 4.13, at two
principal planes (X-Z: φ = 0◦ & X-Y: θ = 90◦ Plane). The planes at which the
patterns were measured are pictured on the antenna geometry and depicted in
the top of Fig 4.13. Here, Eφ and Eθ represents the φ and θ components of the
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Table 4.4 Polarization Isolation of UWB-I (values in dB); Dimensions as in
Table 4.2

Freq. (GHz) φ = 0◦ (X-Z) Plane θ = 90◦ (X-Y) Plane

4 30.38 dB 37.85 dB

8 32.67 dB 38.47 dB

10 33.6 dB 34.30 dB

E-field pattern along the plane of interest, respectively. It is observed that the
polarization of UWB-I is along Y direction, and for the antenna oriented as in
Fig. 4.6 Eφ represents the co-polarization & Eθ denotes the cross-polarization
component of its field pattern. Both the co-polarization and cross-polarization
patterns are compared for the simulated and measured results in the frequency
band of interest. The patterns in the lower UWB band are found to be omni-
directional, whereas in the higher UWB band, the pattern goes slightly directional.
However, the antenna exhibited stable radiation patterns throughout the 3.1-10.6
GHz frequency band.

Polarization purity and polarization stability are two vital factors that need to
be considered in the case of antennas operating for UWB-MIMO communication
systems. Polarization purity of an antenna is defined as the ratio of desired
polarization component to its undesired component, and denotes how purely the
antenna’s polarization is oriented to one direction. It can be calculated by taking
the difference of power levels (in dB) of φ and θ components along the plane of
interest and in the direction of propagation, for a single frequency. Table 4.4
summarizes the radiated power level differences of UWB-I for different frequencies
in respective planes. It is clear from the table that the isolation stood above
30 dB along φ = 0◦ plane and above 34 dB along θ = 90◦ plane. Thus, the
polarization purity between φ and θ components in both planes of interest are
excellent for UWB-I in-spite of its small size.

Stable polarization across the frequency band of interest contributes to attain
a well-defined pulse response by minimizing positioning accuracy errors. The
polarization differences for different frequencies, in Table 4.4, shows that the
proposed antenna has stable polarization through out the operating band, as the
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Fig. 4.13 2D Radiation Pattern of UWB-I for 4 GHz, 8 GHz & 10 GHz; Dimensions
as in Table 4.2

polarization isolation level doesn’t differ much while the frequency of operation
varies. This study confirmed the good pulse-handling capability of UWB-I in
favour for various UWB applications.

The measured gain of the antenna, by Gain Comparison Method and mea-
sured radiation efficiency using Schantz’s Wheeler Cap method are illustrated in
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Fig. 4.14 Measured gain and radiation efficiency of UWB-I; Dimensions as in
Table 4.2

Fig. 4.14. As observed from figure, the antenna exhibits stable gain across the
3.1-10.6 GHz band with a peak gain of 3.1 dBi at 8.5 GHz. The antenna has
an average gain of 2.15 dBi and radiation efficiency >74% in the UWB band of
interest.

4.2 The ACS-fed UWB antenna

This section deals with the study of an Asymmetric Coplanar Strip (ACS) fed
UWB antenna. The ACS is a modification of the slot line in which the width
of both the lateral strips will not be of same size and shape. The ACS feeding
method is well known for its freedom to select feed dimensions based on the
circuit requirements as well as for the antenna miniaturization. Thus, ACS can
be effectively utilized for the design of compact un-iplanar antennas, and here in
this thesis it is used for the design of a compact coplanar UWB antenna.

The design of the antenna started with a simple ACS fed dipole, as shown in
Fig. 4.15a, which consist of two lateral strips of L × W1 and La × W8, separated
by a gap of g. The dimensions of the antenna are included in the caption of
respective figures. These asymmetric strips are etched on an FR-4 substrate of
size L = 25mm × W = 10mm with relative permittivity ϵr of 4.3, loss tangent
tan(δ) of 0.02 and thickness h of 1.588mm. The points ‘A’ & ‘B’ (red dots) in the
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Fig. 4.15 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the asymmetric coplanar fed dipole
antenna; L=25mm, W=10mm, W1=6.6mm, W8=3mm, La=12.5mm, g=0.4mm

geometry corresponds location of the feeding points. The reflection coefficient of
the antenna is plotted in Fig. 4.15b, which shows a well matched resonance at 17
GHz.
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w5
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X
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Z

(a) Geometry (b) Simulated reflection coefficient

Fig. 4.16 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the slot loaded ACS-fed antenna
antenna; L4=6.2mm, W5=2.9mm

In order to realize wider bandwidth a slot of size L4 × W5 is etched out
from the larger strip, as seen in Fig. 4.16a. Fig. 4.16b denotes that this slot
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Fig. 4.17 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the ACS-fed antenna with staircase-
shaped slots; L1=3.5mm, L2=3.5mm, L3=3.1mm, W2=1mm, W3=1.4mm,
W4=1.1mm,

created two resonance at 4.2 GHz and 11.7 GHz, due to the change in current
distribution occurred across the slot placed area. The excitation of resonances by
inserting slots on ground plane of a Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) fed antenna
was well explained by Sujith et al, in [186]. Also, the creation of two resonances
using asymmetric slots on ground plane was discussed in [199]. Sujith et al
claims that a resonance is created if and only if the discontinuity is created
along the propagation path of the transmission line. The principle behind the
geometry of Fig. 4.16a and its resonances in Fig. 4.16b follows that of [186], which
concludes that the slot helps to radiate electromagnetic energy at both 4.2 GHz
and 11.7 GHz. However, the antenna in Fig. 4.16a failed to cover the 3.1-10.6
GHz bandwidth for UWB applications.

In order to increase the 2:1 VSWR bandwidth a staircase-shaped slot of
three consecutive steps is etched out along the propagation path, as shown in
Fig. 4.17a. This will enhance the electromagnetic propagation and thus creates
three resonances at 4.89 GHz, 9.36 GHz and 11.7 GHz, as seen in Fig. 4.17b.
Although, this antenna widened the bandwidth it failed to cover the needed
lower UWB band (from 3.1 GHz). To increase the impedance matching of the
resonance step-slots are created on the upper left corner of the antenna, as shown
in Fig. 4.18a. Fig. 4.18b shows that these step slots improved the impedance
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Fig. 4.18 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the ACS-fed antenna with addi-
tional step-slots; L7=4.5mm, L6=2.8mm, W6=1.1mm, W7=3mm

matching of the resonances as they intensified the electromagnetic propagation
at those frequencies.
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Fig. 4.19 Geometry and reflection coefficient of the ACS-fed antenna with staircase-
shaped slots on smaller strip; Dimensions in Table 4.5

To attain the entire UWB band of 3.1-10.6 GHz bandwidth staircase-shaped
slots are placed on the smaller strip (right strip) as shown in Fig. 4.19a. This
created a resonance at lower frequency at 3.5 GHz, thus realised the required 2:1
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Table 4.5 Dimensions of the staircase-shaped slot in Fig. 4.19a; Values in mm

Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values

L8 2.5 L9 1.5 L10 1.5

L11 1.5 L12 5.5 W9 0.5

W10 0.5 W11 0.6 W12 0.4

VSWR bandwidth for UWB applications. The reflection coefficient of the antenna
depicted in Fig. 4.19b shows that the antenna achieved the UWB bandwidth
requirement. All the dimensions of the staircase-shaped slot is listed in Table 4.5.

Although, large number of parameters define the overall geometry of the
antenna in Fig. 4.19a, three of them have great influence on the UWB performance,
and their size variation brings noticeable changes in the antenna response. The
three parameters which are taken for study are WX (= W1 − (W2 + W3 + W4)),
L7 and L12, which are shown in the inset of Fig 4.20. Fig 4.20a shows the effect on
reflection coefficient of the antenna while changing the size of WX . The portion
of antenna which denotes WX is given in the inset of Fig 4.20a. It is observed
from the figure that, while WX is increased from 1.1mm to 5.1 mm the resonance
at 11.5 GHz is got shifted to higher frequencies due to the change in the effective
electrical length caused by the change in inductance at that point. A close look
on the resonance curve shows that the change in WX also changes the impedance
matching of the resonances in the entire bandwidth, mainly of second resonance
at 5.2 GHz. So the width WX need to be selected carefully to attain the required
impedance bandwidth. It is seen from the figure that, when WX is taken as
3.1mm antenna possessed a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 3 GHz to 12.45 GHz,
which is thus taken as the optimized value for WX for the UWB operation.

Another important parameter needed to be analysed is the L7, which has
noticeable effect on the higher two resonances at 9.7 GHz and 11.5 GHz (of
Fig. 4.19b) . The change in the reflection coefficient as L7 is varied from 2.5mm
to 6.5mm is plotted in Fig 4.20b. It is observed from the figure that a change
in L7 changes the position of the resonances in higher UWB band due to the
variation in the inductance value over that region. This makes the resonances
of the higher UWB band to be merged differently, resulting a change in their
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(a) Effect of WX (b) Effect of L7

(c) Effect of L12

Fig. 4.20 Change in reflection coefficient as WX , L7 & L12 are varied; Dimensions
as in Table 4.6

bandwidth. The reflection coefficient for L7=4.5mm shows the better results
as compared to other curves in Fig 4.20b. Thus, L7=4.5mm is taken as the
optimized value for the current UWB antenna design.

The length L12 is a predominant parameter for this UWB antenna as it has
effect on all the antenna resonances. Fig 4.20c shows the change in reflection
coefficient of the antenna as the length L12 is changed from 2.5mm to 8.5mm.
This L12 contributes electromagnetic propagation in every frequencies and, this
length combined with the staircase-shaped slot near to it has great effect on the
resonances at lower UWB band, as noticed in Fig. 4.19b. This parameter need
to be optimised wisely by considering both lower as well as higher UWB bands,
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as it has significant effect on both. It is obvious that as length L12 varies the
inductance of the strip changes apparently, thus changing the effective electrical
length of the antenna. At lower UWB band this change makes a significant
variation in their impedance matching causing the antenna to lose their 2:1
VSWR bandwidth for UWB application. At higher UWB band this change of
inductance causes the frequencies of the higher harmonics to be unevenly shifted.
This makes some resonances to be spaced apart across the spectrum andreduces
the chances of effective overlapping between them. As a result the impedance
matching becomes worse in these frequency ranges. After a rigorous parametric
analysis the value of L12 is optimized to be 5.5mm for better UWB operation.
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Fig. 4.21 Geometry of the ACS-fed UWB antenna (UWB-II); refer Table 4.6 for
dimensions

The optimized geometry of the ACS fed UWB antenna (UWB-II) is shown in
Fig. 4.21 and the corresponding parameters are listed in Table 4.8. This antenna
is very compact and is etched out on the front side of a L = 25mm × W = 10mm

FR-4 glass epoxy substrate with relative permittivity ϵr = 4.3, loss tangent
tan(δ) =0.02 and thickness h = 1.588 mm. The planes corresponding to θ = 90◦

(X-Y) & φ = 0◦ (X-Z) represents the two principal planes of the antenna for
all measurements. The antenna is found to be polarized along Z-axis. The
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Table 4.6 Geometric parameters of UWB-II (in mm)

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

L1 3.5 L9 1.5 W5 2.9

L2 3.5 L10 1.5 W6 1.1

L3 3.1 L11 1.5 W7 3

L4 6.2 L12 5.5 W8 3

L5 1.4 W1 6.6 W9 0.5

L6 2.8 W2 1 W10 0.5

L7 4.5 W3 1.4 W11 0.6

L8 2.5 W4 1.1 W12 0.4

L 25 W 10 g 0.4

Fig. 4.22 Simulated reflection coefficient of UWB-II Dimensions as in Table 4.6;

simulated reflection coefficient of the optimized UWB-II is plotted in Fig. 4.22.
The simulated -10dB bandwidth appears to span a wide frequency range from 3
GHz to 12.45 GHz thus offers a fractional bandwidth of 135% (from 3 GHz to
12.45 GHz), which satisfies the FCC specified frequency range for UWB radio
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systems. This broad bandwidth is a result of the combination of four different
resonances at 3.5 GHz, 5.2 GHz, 9.7 GHz & 11.5 GHz.

Fig. 4.23 Surface current distribution of UWB-I; Dimensions as in Table 4.6

(a) 3.5 GHz (b) 5.2 GHz

(c) 9.7 GHz (d) 11.5 GHz

Fig. 4.24 Simulated 3D Radiation pattern of UWB-II; Dimensions as in Table 4.6

In order to examine the electromagnetic behaviour of the antenna, its surface
current distributions and corresponding 3D radiation patterns at the resonant
frequencies are plotted in Fig 4.23 and Fig 4.24, respectively. It is observed from
the Fig 4.23a that the staircase-shaped slots on the larger strip as well as on the
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smaller strip contributes the electromagnetic radiation at 3.5 GHz. At 5.2 GHz
smaller strip have larger influence along with the corners of the step-slots at the
upper part of the antenna, as shown in Fig 4.23b. It is noticed from Fig 4.23 that
for 9.7 GHz and 11.5 GHz the upper strip length L7 has significant contribution
to the radiation at those frequencies. In addition to this, the staircase-shaped
slots corresponding to the length L3 + L4 shows significant radiation at 9.7 GHz
and length corresponding to L4 & width W5 contributes the resonance at 11.5
GHz. As discussed earlier, the length L12 of smaller strip has remarkable hand
in all the resonances of the antenna and this is confirmed by analysing it in the
antenna’s surface current distribution of Fig 4.23, which shows its contribution for
every resonances. The 3D radiation patterns, in Fig 4.24, shows that the UWB-II
has partial omni-directional behaviour at 3.5 GHz and has slightly directional
radiation behaviour towards the Y-axis for 5.2 GHz, 9.7 GHz and 11.5 GHz. The
directive behaviour of radiation patterns are due to the asymmetric nature of
the antenna. It is clear from figure that the pattern is directive towards the
Y-direction of the antenna.

4.2.1 Experimental Results

A prototype of the UWB-II of Fig. 4.21, with the dimensions in Table 4.8, is
fabricated and practically verified its performance. A photograph of the fabricated
antenna is depicted in Fig. 4.25.

A comparison of the simulated reflection coefficient with the measured result
of UWB-II is portrayed in Fig. 4.26. The measured reflection coefficient compares
well with the simulated one and offers a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 3 GHz to
12.85 GHz, with a fractional bandwidth of 140%, covering the entire 3.1-10.6
GHz frequency band for a UWB communication system.

The normalized simulated and measured two-dimensional radiation patterns
of UWB-II at two principal planes (X-Z : φ = 0◦ & X-Y : θ = 90◦) are plotted
in Fig. 4.27 for 3.5 GHz, 5.2 GHz, 9.7 GHz and 11.5 GHz. Here, Eφ and Eθ

represents the φ and θ components of the E-field pattern along the plane of
interest, respectively. The polarization of UWB-II is found be along Z-axis and
for the antenna oriented as in Fig 4.21, Eθ represents the co-polarization &
Eφ denotes the cross-polarization components of the field pattern. Both the
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Fig. 4.25 Fabricated UWB-II; Dimensions as in Table 4.6

Fig. 4.26 Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of UWB-II; Dimensions
as in Table 4.6

co-polarization and cross-polarization patterns for four different frequencies: 3.5
GHz, 5.2 GHz, 9.7 GHz & 11.5 GHz are plotted. The simulated and measured
patterns conforms well with each other in the operation band. The planes at
which the patterns were measured are pictured on the antenna geometry and
depicted in the top of Fig 4.27. At 3.5 GHz the patterns are partially omni-
directional whereas, for higher frequencies (5.2, 9.7 & 11.5 GHz) the pattern
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Fig. 4.27 2D Radiation Pattern of UWB-II for 3.5 GHz, 5.2 GHz, 9.7 GHz &
11.5 GHz; Dimensions as in Table 4.6

goes slightly directive towards the 90◦ as a result of the structural asymmetry.
However, the radiation patterns are stable throughout the band of operation for
UWB communication systems.

By analysing the θ and φ components of the field pattern in Fig. 4.27, the
polarization isolation of the UWB-II are calculated and is summarized in Table 4.7,
which shows the power differences (in dB) of φ and θ components along the two
principle planes and in the direction of propagation, for different frequencies. It
is clear from the table that the isolation stood above 31 dB along φ = 0◦ plane
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Table 4.7 Polarization Isolation of UWB-II (values in dB); Dimensions as in
Table 4.2

Freq. (GHz) φ = 0◦ (X-Z) Plane θ = 90◦ (X-Y) Plane

3.5 -36.06 dB -24.68 dB

5.2 -34.5 dB -21.97 dB

9.7 -33.67 dB -21.86 dB

11.5 -31.84 dB -21.9 dB

and above 21 dB along θ = 90◦ plane. Thus, it is clear that the UWB-II offers a
better polarization purity throughout the band of interest in-spite of its small
size. The polarization differences for different frequencies, in Table 4.7, shows
that the proposed antenna has stable polarization through out the operating
band, as the polarization isolation level doesn’t differ much while the frequency
of operation varies. This study confirmed the well-defined pulse transmission
capability of UWB-II for UWB communication systems.

Fig. 4.28 Measured gain and radiation efficiency of UWB-II; Dimensions as in
Table 4.6

Fig. 4.28 illustrates the measured gain and radiation efficiency of UWB-II
The antenna exhibits stable gain across the 3.1-10.6 GHz band with a peak gain
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of 3.5 dBi at 9.7 GHz. The antenna has an average gain of 2.6 dBi and radiation
efficiency >75.9% in the UWB band of interest.

4.3 Time-domain Analysis

In this section the transfer properties of the UWB antennas discussed in the
above sections are investigated and compared. Although the antennas were
matched properly, they may behave differently when non-sinusoidal waveforms
are transmitted/received, and hence this transient studies are very important for
UWB antennas. The analysis setup and the underlying theory followed for the
study are discussed in Section 3.3.3. For measurement & simulation setup both
the receiving antenna & CST virtual probes are kept at a distance of 20 cm in
far-field from the transmitting antenna, respectively. The studies are performed
in the azimuthal(φ = 0◦ plane for UWB-I & θ = 90◦ plane for UWB-II) and
elevation plane(θ = 90◦ plane for UWB-I & φ = 0◦ plane for UWB-II) of the
antennas.

4.3.1 Transfer Function

The magnitude of the simulated transfer function H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ) of both UWB
antennas at their azimuth as well as elevation plane in the frequency band of
interest are depicted in Fig 4.29. The magnitude of transfer function for UWB-I
is symmetrical around 180◦ for all frequencies. The Fig. 4.29a shows the transfer
function of UWB-I along its azimuthal (φ = 0◦) and elevation (θ = 90◦) plane.
Along azimuthal plane, the intensity of transfer function is uniform for lower
frequency range (≈ from 3 GHz to 6 GHz), for all θ angles. This is due to the
omni-directional radiation pattern of the antenna for these frequencies. It was
observed from Fig 4.13 that the radiation pattern of UWB-I goes slightly directive
towards 180◦ for higher frequencies. This is got reflected on its transfer function,
showing maximum values for the angles about 180◦ and minimum values about
0◦. In the elevation plane of UWB-I antenna, the transfer function has maximum
intensity for 0◦ and 180◦ of φ angles whereas, poor transfer function for 90◦ and
270◦, throughout the 3.1-10.6 GHz frequency band. This corresponds to the
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Fig. 4.29 Simulated transfer function in the azimuthal and elevation plane

sharp nulls in the radiation pattern of UWB-I 90◦ and 270◦, along its elevation
plane.

The simulated magnitude of transfer function of UWB-II is plotted in
Fig. 4.29b, for different angles and different frequencies. For UWB-II, the magni-
tude of transfer function along azimuthal plane (θ = 90◦ plane) has maximum
intensity for angles about 90◦ compared to the other angles, mainly in higher
UWB band. However, the transfer function has a kind of uniform amplitude for
lower frequencies (upto 5 GHz), due to their partial omni-directional behaviour.
Whereas, in elevation plane (φ = 0◦ plane) the transfer function has abrupt
magnitude fall at 0◦ and 180◦, corresponding to the radiation pattern nulls of
the antenna.
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Fig. 4.30 Measured transfer function in the azimuthal and elevation plane
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The corresponding measured transfer functions at two principle planes of both
UWB antennas are depicted in Fig 4.30. The intensity variations in magnitude
of transfer function agrees well with the simulations across both azimuthal and
elevation angles and frequencies. Only the magnitude variations at angles 0◦, 90◦

and 180◦ are shown for convenience. The measured transfer function of UWB-I
along its azimuthal and elevation plane is depicted in Fig 4.30a. It is observed
from the figure that, along azimuthal plane the magnitude of transfer function is
similar for the three angles, whereas along elevation plane (θ = 90◦) the transfer
function goes below 60dB at φ = 90◦. This abrupt magnitude fall at 90◦ is due
to the sharp nulls of radiation pattern.

Similarly, the measured transfer function of UWB-II along both the principle
planes are plotted in Fig 4.30a. It is observed from the figure that for the
frequency range of operation from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz, transfer function is flat
in most of the cases, which denotes good transient response for the antenna. For
UWB-II the transfer function along azimuthal plane have similar characteristics
for all the three angles. While along elevation plane(φ = 0◦) there are abrupt
magnitude falls <60dB for θ = 0◦ and θ = 180◦ corresponding to the pattern
nulls, compared to that of other angles.

4.3.2 Impulse Response

From the complex values of simulated transfer function the impulse response of
the antennas are derived and its real values are plotted in Fig 4.31. It is observed
from the respective figures that both the antennas have sharp and well formed
impulse responses at all angular regions, except for those angles in elevation
plane where the magnitude of transfer function have sharp nulls. For UWB-I
the sharp nulls are at 90◦ & 270◦ (refer Fig 4.31a) and for UWB-II nulls are
present at 180◦ & 0◦ (refer Fig 4.31b). The impulse responses from the measured
values of transfer function are depicted in Fig 4.32. It is observed from the figure
that the amplitude of impulse responses has variation along the elevation plane
of both the antennas. The amplitude of the impulse response is minimum for
θ=90◦, φ=90◦ for UWB-I, as seen in Fig 4.32a and for UWB-II it has minimum
values for φ=0◦, θ=0◦ & φ=0◦, θ=180◦, as shown in Fig 4.32b, which corresponds
to their pattern nulls. The measured values of impulse responses conforms well
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Fig. 4.31 Simulated impulse response in the azimuthal and elevation plane

with those of simulated one across both azimuthal and elevation angles in the
frequency band of interest.

4.3.3 Quality Measures of UWB antennas

The simulated and measured transfer properties are quantified with the help
of certain quality measures, as discussed in Section 3.3.3. One of the crucial
parameters to quantify the transfer properties of a UWB antenna is the group
delay, which can be measured using two identical antennas oriented Side-to-Side
or Face-to-Face. The results of group delay measurements of both UWB-I and
UWB-II are plotted in Fig 4.33a and Fig 4.33b, respectively. The arrangement of
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Fig. 4.32 Measured impulse response in the azimuthal and elevation plane

identical antennas for both Face-to-Face & Side-to-Side orientations of UWB-I and
UWB-II are shown on top of the corresponding graphs, in Fig 4.33a and Fig 4.33b,
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(a) UWB-I (b) UWB-II

Fig. 4.33 Measured group delay of both UWB antennas

respectively. For the case of an ideal lossless transmission, the group delay will
be flat denoting a linear variation of phase with frequency. In addition to the
group delay, corresponding values of S21 for the afore mentioned orientations
are also included in the respective figures. The group delay of UWB-I shows a
variation ≤ 0.1nS and that of UWB-II has a variation ≤ 0.8nS throughout the
UWB bandwidth of 3.1-10.6 GHz. Thus, for both the antennas the measured
group delays are within the tolerable range of ±1nS, showing a linear change of
phase with frequency.

The Table 4.8 summarizes the values of FWHM, ringing and fidelity factor
of both UWB antennas, calculated from the simulated and measured transient
responses across their azimuth and elevation planes. These factors gives an idea
about the dispersive behaviour of the UWB antennas. It is clear from the table
that both antennas have narrow FWHM and low ringing, which manifests high
fidelity factor for their respective planes. This shows that the antennas gives
only tolerable distortions to the pulses that are transmitted through them. The
measured and simulated values conformed well with each other in the azimuthal
plane than in elevation plane, as the antennas have partially omni-directional
patterns in that plane.
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Table 4.8 FWHM, Ringing and Fidelity of UWB antennas

Angle FWHM (pS) Ringing (pS) Fidelity (%)

(θ or φ) Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas.

U
W

B
-

I

A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 190.9 175 136.4 130 90.39 95.7

90◦ 177.2 185 122.7 141 96.04 93.62

180◦ 190.9 180 136.4 128 93.38 95.5

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 150 175 149 125 85.78 96.9

90◦ 191.2 180 135.3 136 90.4 95.4

180◦ 150 210 149 155 85.78 87.9

U
W

B
-

II

A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 176.2 165 121.9 135 90.74 96.9

90◦ 170.6 175 108.4 125 96.27 98.1

180◦ 176.1 170 121.9 127 91.06 97.8

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 149.1 190 338.8 150 88.2 90.7

90◦ 176.2 175 121.9 130 90.7 93.9

180◦ 135.5 175 284.5 125 79.97 86.75

4.4 Spatial-domain Analysis

The analysis of an antenna in its spatial-domain will gives a clear picture of the
fluctuations in the radiation properties around the antenna. This analysis can be
performed by calculating the correlation patterns and Pattern Stability Factor
(PSF) of the antenna at its respective planes, in the directions of interests, as
discussed in section 3.3.4.

In this section investigations carried out in the spatial-domain for both UWB-I
and UWB-II are explained in detail, with their simulated as well as measured
results. For simulations, the frequency-domain radiated electric field values
around the antennas are probed out using the virtual probes in CST, kept at
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(a) UWB-I (b) UWB-II

Fig. 4.34 Simulated and measured frequency domain correlation pattern of UWB
antennas

Table 4.9 PSF Values for 3.1 - 10.6 GHz band

φ = 0◦ (X-Z) Plane θ = 90◦ (X-Y) Plane

Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas.

UWB-I 0.9722 0.9612 0.9565 0.9342

UWB-II 0.9721 0.9680 0.8985 0.9071

a distance of R in far-field with a separation of 10◦ between them. While for
experimental part, the S21 between the AUT & a horn antenna is measured at 10◦

intervals around the AUT with a radius of R (refer section 3.3.4). For both UWB
antennas, the probes are kept at a distance of R = 20 cm from their centers and
the respective E-field (or S21) values at azimuthal & elevation planes are detected.
To identify the best reference direction for system design, the correlation patterns
of these two antennas are determined using the afore mentioned input data, over
the azimuth & elevation plane in the frequency range of 3.1–10.6 GHz, and the
results are shown in Fig. 4.34. From the correlation patterns the corresponding
PSF values are calculated and are listed in Table 4.9 . This gives an idea of
the degree of stability the antennas possess in their band of operation. For an
ideal antenna the PSF values will be equal to unity and PSF>0.9 is taken as a
desirable value for a good all-round performing antenna.
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In the case of UWB-I, the correlation pattern over azimuth plane (here,
X-Z plane) is constant, throughout the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz band, as they are more
correlated with all directions on average. Also, in this plane the antenna shows
high values for correlation pattern in all the directions concerned. However,
in elevation plane (here, X-Y plane) the correlation pattern shows dips in the
direction of 90◦ and 270◦, which are due to the presence of nulls in the radiation
pattern at those directions. This indicates that the reference directions in all
the range, other than at these two points at its elevation plane, are the best to
use. The PSF values of UWB-I in Table 4.9 at both azimuth and elevation plane
points out an excellent degree of stability for the antenna, as the values are >
0.93 in the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz frequency band. The PSF value goes a little down
in its elevation plane because of the poor correlation in the patterns at 90◦ and
270◦. But the overall stability stands up to the mark in both planes over the
band of interest. Moreover, both the simulated and measured results conform
very well with each other in the operation band.

For UWB-II, the correlation pattern in azimuth plane (X-Y plane) appears
distorted between 0◦ - 40◦, while remains constant in rest of the band with fairly
good correlation for all other directions. For the case of this antenna also, the
correlation pattern in its elevation plane (X-Z Plane) shows dips in the direction
of 180◦ and 360◦ due to the presence of nulls, which denotes the directions with
less performance level. The PSF values in Table 4.9 at both azimuth & elevation
plane are > 0.907 in the band of interest showing a desirable level of stable
performance for UWB-II.

4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the characteristics of two coplanar UWB antennas are studied.
Both the antennas utilized the step shaped resonators for attaining the wide
bandwidth to cover the required frequency band for a UWB radio communication
system. The radiation pattern of both UWB antennas goes slightly directive in
their higher frequencies. They offered stable gain and good radiation efficiency
across the entire band of interest. The transfer properties of the antennas are also
investigated in this chapter. This study gave an idea about the pulse handling
capability of these UWB antennas. The intensity of transfer function is reduced
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corresponding to the low radiation points around the antennas and the radiation
got reflected in the corresponding impulse responses as a dispersion. FWHM &
ringing quantified the dispersion and fidelity gives the cross-correlation between
transmitted and received pulses. The summarized values of quality measures
reveals that both UWB antennas have minimum FWHM, ringing and reasonably
good fidelity throughout their operation bandwidth. This verifies the good pulse
handling capability of the antennas. In addition to this, the spatial-domain
characteristics of both UWB antennas are also discussed in this chapter. The
frequency-domain correlation patterns of both antennas helped to select the best
reference directions for them which have better transfer properties. Also, the
PSF values revealed that the antennas have good pattern stability over the entire
UWB bandwidth.





Chapter 5

Coplanar Multi-port antennas
for UWB-MIMO Communication

The demand for high data rate and good channel capacity is always the primary
area of concern in the modern era of wireless communication systems. The race
for such a communication system lead to the invention of Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) technology, which utilizes the diversity or spatial multiplexing
technique to improve the reliability or data rate of the communication systems by
mitigating the vulnerable multipath fading problem, where signals may combine
destructively at the receiver. This goal is achieved either by transmitting multiple
replicas of information over the different antennas or by spreading the same
total transmit power over the antennas to improve spectral efficiency. Research
on MIMO antennas had been started many years ago, and tremendous works
focusing on WLAN and WiMAX standards are there in the literature.

According to Shannon-Hartley theorem, a wide channel bandwidth can guar-
antee a good channel capacity, without invoking a high transmitted power. UWB
antennas are a good choice for this, which has been expanding rapidly as a
promising technology for many applications such as ground penetrating radars,
location tracking, data communication, Body Area Networks (BAN) etc.., since
FCC had specified 3.1 – 10.6 GHz as the frequency band for UWB Radio systems.
It transmits data in short pulses and is devoted mainly to short range applications
due to the limitations of the power spectral density of -41.3 dBm/MHz within
the UWB band. One of the biggest advantages of UWB is the immunity against
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fading effects. However, owing to the limitations in the power spectral density,
the data transmission rate of UWB gets limited and the SNR at the receiver
becomes low, which deteriorates the performance of UWB systems. Researches
show that incorporating MIMO technique with UWB provides a viable solu-
tion to this bottleneck. This will help to achieve data rates more than 1 Gb/s
for wireless communications. This chapter discusses about such UWB-MIMO
antennas, which are coplanar in nature and the different antenna elements are
co-located on to a single substrate. One of the challenging task for such antennas
are to employ diversity technique in the co-located geometry, by maintaining low
mutual coupling between the antenna elements as well as keeping the overall size
compact, in the wide bandwidth.

This chapter investigates the performance of three different MIMO antennas,
designed using the combinations of two coplanar UWB antennas, discussed in the
previous chapter. The isolation mechanism and the antenna-element arrangement
are made in such a way that the overall size of the co-located antenna is very less.
The isolation mechanisms adopted in the respective geometries to attain minimal
inter-element coupling are also discussed. The surface current distributions on the
antennas together with their radiation characteristics for the different resonant
frequencies are analysed in detail. The performances of fabricated antennas
are then experimentally verified and are found to be in agreement with the
simulated results. In addition to this, the transfer properties and spatial-domain
characteristics of the antennas are investigated as they are bound to work in
UWB communication environment. Moreover, the MIMO/Diversity performance
of the antennas are also evaluated by computing the required figures-of-merit
governing the suitability of antennas for MIMO applications.

5.1 The Two-port UWB-MIMO antenna
For a two-port MIMO antenna configuration it is required to integrate two
antenna elements on a single substrate. This thesis discusses about the design
and development of MIMO antenna systems for UWB applications, and hence the
antenna elements must perform well in the 3.1-10.6 GHz operating band for UWB
communication systems, as per FCC regulations. Therefore, the UWB antennas
investigated in Chapter 4 are used as the antenna-elements for to accomplish a
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Fig. 5.1 Three different UWB-MIMO configurations

two-port UWB-MIMO antenna. These two elements must be isolated properly
to have seamless antenna performances. This isolation can be achieved either by
proper arrangement of antenna-elements and/or by placing decoupling structures
in between them. The UWB-I antenna, discussed in Section 4.1, is configured in
three different ways to obtain the UWB-MIMO operation, as shown in Fig. 5.1.
The dimensions of antenna elements are same as that of the optimized dimensions
of UWB-I, enlisted in the Table 4.2. In the Face-to-Face configuration, the
two UWB-I are placed facing each other and separated by a distance of G =
16mm, as shown in Fig. 5.1a. The overall size of this configuration is 25mm ×
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(a) Face-to-Face configuration (b) Side-to-Side configuration

(c) Back-to-Back configuration

Fig. 5.2 Simulated s-parameters of three antenna configurations

30mm (= L × W ) which is etched on a FR-4 substrate of relative permittivity
ϵr = 4.3, loss tangent tan(δ)=0.02 and thickness h=1.588 mm. The same FR-4
material is used for all the UWB-MIMO antennas in this chapter. In Side-to-Side
configuration, the UWB-I elements are arranged adjacent to each other with
a separation of G=7mm, as shown in Fig. 5.1b. For this case the overall size
became 57mm × 8mm (= L × W ). In the third configuration (Back-to-Back),
the UWB-I antennas are kept back to each other separated by a distance of G =
16mm, as shown in Fig. 5.1c. The overall size of this configuration is same as
that for Face-to-Face arrangement. Fig. 5.2a, 5.2b & 5.2c illustrate the simulated
S-parameters corresponding to the three antenna-elements configurations, which
are shown in the inset of figures. The S11 curves in the figures show that all
the configurations succeeded in achieving the UWB frequency band of 3.1-10.6
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GHz. It is to be noted that for a good MIMO antenna performance an isolation
of atleast 20 dB is required between the antenna elements. From Fig. 5.2a
it is clear that, for Face-to-Face configuration the magnitude of transmission
coefficient |S21| ∼= 10 dB in the entire UWB band, which is due to the strong
mutual coupling between the two antennas. This corresponds to the low isolation
between the antenna elements. For Side-to-Side configuration the |S21| goes
above 15 dB after 4.5 GHz till 9-9.5 GHz, and after that isolation is enhanced as
|S21| goes beyond 20 dB (refer Fig. 5.2b). Whereas, when the two UWB antennas
are connected Back-to-Back, the |S21| goes above 20dB for frequencies greater
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(a) UWB-I with isolation strip

(b) Reflection coefficient of UWB-I with & without
strip

Fig. 5.3 Simulated s-parameters UWB-I with and without isolation strip;
L=25mm, WS=0.4mm & G=16mm
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than 7.5 GHz, which guarantees a good isolation between the antennas for those
frequencies. But here also, the mutual coupling of the antennas is strong in
the lower UWB band. This high mutual coupling is due to the fact that the
port-to-port distance is < 0.5λ0 for frequencies between 3.1-7.5 GHz, where λ0 is
the free space wavelength at the resonant frequency. However, it can be resolved
by the use of a proper decoupling method in the MIMO antenna. Although, both
the Side-to-Side and Back-to-Back configurations are found to have considerable
isolations in higher UWB band, the possibilities of enhancing the isolation in
lower UWB band within a small profile is more in Face-to-Face arrangement of
UWB-I.

In order to enhance the inter-element isolation in lower frequency band,
a metal strip can be added in between the antenna-elements as a decoupling
structure,[112], between them. To check whether the addition of this strip
will deteriorate the impedance matching performance of UWB antennas, the
reflection coefficient of a single UWB-I is simulated by placing a metal strip of
width WS=0.4mm and length=25mm (=L) at a distance of 7.8mm from the port
of UWB-I. The placement of metal strip is shown in Fig. 5.3a and corresponding
reflection coefficient is plotted in Fig. 5.3b. It is clear from the figure that, the
strip deteriorates the reflection performance of the antenna slightly, but the
impedance matching is still lower than -10dB within the UWB band. Thus, in
the Back-to-Back configured UWB-MIMO antenna (Fig. 5.1c) a metal strip of
size L × WS is added as an isolation element between the two UWB antennas.
The antenna configuration of the two-port UWB-MIMO antenna with isolation
strip is shown in Fig. 5.4, where the metal strip is kept at half the way from port
1 to port 2.

A comparison of the reflection and transmission coefficients of the 2-port
UWB MIMO antenna with and without the metal strip is depicted in Fig. 5.5.
From the figure it is clear that the reflector effectively decreases the coupling
between the two antenna elements and thus drags the isolation level to stand
below -20dB in the 3.1-7.5 GHz band. So, the presence of reflector together with
the Back-to-Back configuration of the antenna elements helped the proposed
MIMO antenna to get an enhanced isolation level of -20dB throughout the band
of operation. In addition to this, the two-port antenna with isolation structure
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Fig. 5.4 Geometry of two-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L = 25mm, W = 30mm,
G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

Fig. 5.5 Simulated S-parameters of two-port UWB-MIMO antenna with and
without strip; L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

offered a 2:1 VSWR impedance bandwidth from 3.1 GHz to 11 GHz, satisfying
the frequency range needed for UWB radio systems as per the FCC strategies.

Parametric studies are conducted to investigate the influence of some impor-
tant parameters on the reflection and transmission characteristics of the two-port
MIMO antenna and thus to optimize their values. The effect of variation of the
distance between the two ports (G) and the width of the isolator strip (WS)
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(a) Reflection coefficient (S11/S22) (b) Transmission coefficient (S21/S12)

Fig. 5.6 Change in S-parameters with G, the separation between two antennas;
L = 25mm, W = 30mm, WS = 0.4mm

(a) Reflection coefficient (S11/S22) (b) Transmission coefficient (S21/S12)

Fig. 5.7 Change in s-parameters as WS is varied; L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G =
16mm

on the antenna impedance performance are carried out. In both the cases all
other parameters, except the parameter under investigation, are kept same. The
effect of the distance G on the impedance matching and the isolation is depicted
in Fig. 5.6a & 5.6b, respectively. From Fig. 5.6a, it is observed that when the
distance G between two ports is increased the reflection coefficient of the antenna
is improved. That means, the impedance matching can be improved by tuning G.
This is due to the fact that, as the two antenna-elements get closer, one element
will affect the performance of other adversely. This happens because of the re-
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radiations from the other passive antenna-element when it is closer to any active
element. Fig. 5.6b shows that, the mutual coupling between the two antenna
elements can be further reduced by increasing G. This is because, as G increases,
the port-to-port distance between two antenna-elements also increases, which
will help the antenna to satisfy the condition of separation ≥ 0.5λ0 between the
two ports, where λ0 is the free-space wavelength of the antenna at the frequency
of interest. This adequate separation will produce considerable isolation between
the two elements. However, due to the space constraints an optimum value of
G=16 mm is considered for the present antenna design.

Fig. 5.7a & 5.7b illustrates the influence of the isolator strip width (WS) on
reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively. Initially, the strip width
(WS) is set at 0.2 mm and then increased up to 1.2 mm, this change in WS has
got effect in the frequencies between 3.1 – 7.5 GHz only. Fig. 5.7a & 5.7b points
out an inverse relationship between the impedance matching and the isolation
level of the proposed antenna. That is, as WS increases, the impedance matching
decreases while the isolation between the two antennas increases. By considering
both the impedance and isolation requirements, an optimum value of WS=0.4
mm is selected for the final antenna design. For this value of WS, the antenna
possess a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of 3.1 -11 GHz and an isolation of greater than
20 dB throughout that bandwidth.

The optimized dimensions of the two-port UWB-MIMO antenna shown in
Fig. 5.4 are L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm and WS = 0.4mm. Both the
antenna elements along with the metal strip are printed on one side of a FR-4
substrate with a relative permittivity (ϵr) of 4.3, loss tangent (tan(δ)) of 0.02
and thickness (h) of 1.588 mm. The overall size of this two-port MIMO antenna
is 0.25λ0 × 0.3λ0 (where, λ0 is the free-space wavelength at 3.1 GHz), which
is very compact and smaller than most of the coplanar two-port UWB-MIMO
antennas reports in the literature. The planes corresponding to φ = 0◦ (X-Z) &
θ = 90◦ (X-Y) represents the two principal planes for all far-field measurements
of the antenna. The connections of outer and inner conductors of the coaxial
connectors to the individual antenna-elements are denoted in the figure as ‘A’
and ‘B’ (red dots), respectively.

The reflection coefficient of an antenna can only represent the antenna’s
behaviour as a lumped load at the end of a feeding line. The detailed electro-
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(a) Two-port antenna without isolation strip

(b) Two-port antenna with isolation strip

Fig. 5.8 Surface current distribution at 4 GHz & 9 GHz for each port excitation
(other port is passive); L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

magnetic behaviour of an antenna can be unveiled by inspecting the surface
current distributions in the antenna structure by exciting only one port at a time.
The mutual coupling between closely packed antennas is due to the large flow of
surface current from the excited port to the other ports. With the help of decou-
pling structures this migration of surface current can be blocked or attenuated,
and hence can reduce the mutual coupling. Here for the two-port antenna, a
simple metal strip is used for the isolation purpose and its effect on the surface
current distribution is shown in Fig. 5.8, at 4 GHz and 9 GHz. Fig. 5.8a depicts
the current distribution for port 1 & 2 excitations, when there is no isolation
strip between the antenna elements and Fig. 5.8b portrays the change in current
distribution while the isolation strip is added to the structure. It is inferred
from the Fig. 5.8a that the two-port antenna have large inter-element coupling
in the lower UWB band (at 4 GHz) and less coupling in its higher frequency
band (at 9 GHz). The low coupling at the higher frequencies are due to its
Back-to-Back configuration, resulting in adequate port-to-port distance between
the antenna elements. On placing the isolation strip the current distribution for
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the lower frequencies (4 GHz) are changed, as shown in Fig. 5.8b. The invasion
of surface current on to the other port is reduced tremendously because of the
presence of isolation strip. Whereas, distribution at higher frequencies (9 GHz)
remained same as the strip has no effect on those frequencies. Thus, the metal
strip acts as an isolator for lower frequencies and has great influence on the
antenna’s surface current distribution. But, for higher frequencies its decoupling
behaviour degrades slowly and its influence on surface current also decreases.
However, mutual coupling will not be increased for those frequencies because of
the configuration of antenna elements.

It is a well known fact that, a metal conductor placed at a distance of
0.10λg to 0.25λg away from the feeding point will act as a reflector and produces
high directive gain in the direction of propagation [22], where λg is the guided
wavelength of the antenna at resonant frequency. If it is ≥0.25λg also, this metal
conductor shows reflective nature, but will have destructive interference which
causes the directive gain of the antenna to fall off. Thus in the current case
of two-port UWB-MIMO antenna, the conductor strip present in between its
antenna-elements can be termed as a reflector for the frequencies between 3.1
GHz to 7.5 GHz. Also, this parasitic conductor strip is about 5% longer than
the resonant length of antenna elements for 3.1-7.5 GHz, which is yet another
metric for a parasitic element to become a reflector. The behaviour of the metal
strip as a reflector can be confirmed with the analysis of 3-D radiation pattern
of two-port antenna. Fig. 5.9 shows the simulated 3D radiation pattern of both
MIMO antennas with and without metal strip, at 4 GHz & 9 GHz for each
port excitation. On comparing Fig. 5.9a & 5.9b it is clear that the pattern goes
directive when the isolation strip is placed between the antenna elements. Also,
the front-to-back (F/B) ratio at the antenna-element is increased for the antenna
with strip, with a change in peak gain from 3.9 dB to 4.95 dB for 4 GHz. This
confirms the reflective nature of the metal strip at 4GHz. However, the metal
strip does not retain its reflective behaviour at higher frequencies (9 GHz), as
the pattern remained unchanged with slight change in gain. To establish the
behaviour of metal strip as a reflector, the peak gain of the antennas are simulated
and plotted against frequency in Fig. 5.10. It is noticed from the figure that the
gain of two-port antenna with isolation strip is increased for frequencies between
3.1 and 7.5 GHz as compared to that of antenna without strip. This points
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(a) Two-port antenna without isolation strip

(b) Two-port antenna without isolation strip

Fig. 5.9 Simulated 3D radiation pattern at 4 GHz & 9 GHz for each port excitation;
L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

out the range of operation of the isolation strip and its behaviour as a reflector.
Moreover, the radiation patterns of the two ports are 180◦ out-of phase with each
other, thus achieving angle diversity within the two-port antenna structure.
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Fig. 5.10 Simulated Gain of two-port UWB-MIMO antenna with and without
strip; L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

5.1.1 Experimental Results

A prototype of the two-port UWB-MIMO antenna is shown in Fig. 5.11 which
is fabricated using the optimized dimensions of antenna as in Fig. 5.4. The
radiation characteristics of the antenna is then measured, and for the analysis of
one port all the other ports are terminated with matched load.

(a) Top view (b) Bottom view

Fig. 5.11 Prototype of the two-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L = 25mm, W =
30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm
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(a) Without isolation strip (b) With isolation strip

Fig. 5.12 Measured s-parameters of the two-port UWB-MIMO antenna with and
without strip; L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

The measured S-parameters of the two-port antenna with and without the
decoupling strip are compared and is depicted in Fig. 5.12. The enhancement in
isolation for the antenna with decoupling strip is observed in the figure (refer
Fig. 5.12b). The measured reflection coefficients of Fig. 5.12b show that the
optimized antenna has a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 3.1 to 11.3 GHz for both the
ports, thus satisfying the impedance matching requirements for UWB systems
specified by FCC. It is also noticed from the figure that, the antenna posses an
excellent isolation throughout the UWB band with a minimum and maximum
isolation of 22 dB and 41 dB, respectively, which makes them suitable for UWB-
MIMO operation. The simulated and measured results are in good agreement
with each other and the slight discrepancies are due to their fabrication tolerances.

The Fig. 5.13 shows the simulated and measured radiation patterns of two-
port UWB-MIMO antenna for both port excitation (Ant1 & Ant2), at 4 &
9 GHz over φ = 0◦ (X-Z) plane & θ = 90◦ (X-Y) plane. Here, Eφ and Eθ

represents the φ and θ components of the E-field pattern along a particular plane,
respectively. On comparing the patterns of Ant1 and Ant2 at φ = 0◦ plane, it is
clear that the antenna possess angle diversity in its radiation patterns as they
are appeared to be spatially shifted by 180◦. The polarization isolation values of
the two-port antenna is summarized in Table 5.1, for two principle planes of the
antenna and for two different frequencies. The polarization purity of an antenna
element is calculated by taking the difference of power levels (in dB) of φ and θ
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components along the plane of interest and in the direction of propagation, for
a single frequency. It is observed from the table that the polarisation isolation
of both antenna-elements stood above 23 dB along φ = 0◦ plane and above 20
dB along θ = 90◦ plane, in the UWB region. On comparing the power level
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Fig. 5.13 2D Radiation Pattern of two-port UWB MIMO antenna for 4 GHz & 9
GHz; L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

differences along a plane of a single antenna-element for different frequencies, it
is found that, the values doesn’t differ much showing the polarization stability of
the antenna for a frequency band of interest. Thus, the two-port UWB-MIMO
antenna attained excellent polarization purity and have stable polarizations in
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Table 5.1 Polarization Isolation of two-port antenna (values in dB); L = 25mm,
W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

Freq.
φ = 0◦ (X-Z) Plane θ = 90◦ (X-Y) Plane

Ant1 Ant2 Ant1 Ant2

4 GHz 23.63 24.13 22.94 25.25

9 GHz 27.73 23.13 20.34 21.22

the 3.1-10.6 GHz band of UWB operation, which contributes a well defined pulse
response across the frequency band.

(a) Gain (b) Efficiency

Fig. 5.14 Measured gain and efficiency for each elements of two-port UWB-MIMO
antenna; L = 25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

A comparison of the measured peak gain of the two-port antenna with and
without reflector, for both port excitation, is depicted in Fig. 5.14a. The increase
in peak gain for lower UWB band (3.1 - 7.5 GHz), for the antenna with isolation
strip, is seen in the figure. The antenna with strip showed an increase in gain
of 1 dBi at 4 GHz as compared to the gain of antenna without strip. Thus, the
two-port UWB-MIMO antenna with isolation strip exhibits a stable gain across
the 3.1-10.6 GHz band with an average gain of 4.1 dBi for both the ports. The
radiation efficiency (ηrad) of the 2-port UWB MIMO antenna is measured using
the Schantz’s Wheeler Cap method, with one port excited and the other port is
matched with 50Ω load. From radiation efficiency, the total efficiency (ηtot) is
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calculated and both are plotted against frequency in Fig. 5.14b. It is understood
from the figure that the antenna elements have a good impedance matching and
high isolation, because the discrepancies in ηrad and ηtot are less. The two-port
antenna offers an average radiation efficiency better than 83% in theUWB band
of operation, for both the ports.

5.2 The Three-port UWB-MIMO antenna
In a three-port MIMO antenna there will be three antenna-elements co-located
on to single piece of substrate and are isolated to each other for their seamless
performance. Here, in this thesis the two UWB antennas discussed in Chapter 4
are utilized as the antenna-elements to make a three-port UWB-MIMO antenna.

We have seen a two-port UWB-MIMO antenna in the previous section of this
chapter (Section 5.1), using two UWB-I antennas and an isolation strip between
them. To make a three-port UWB-MIMO antenna the isolation strip of two-port
antenna is replaced with another UWB antenna (i.e., the third antenna-element).
Here, the UWB-II of chapter 4 is used as the third antenna-element. The antenna
configuration of such a three-element UWB-MIMO antenna is shown in Fig. 5.15a
and its corresponding simulated S-parameters are plotted in Fig. 5.15b. The
optimized dimensions of UWB-I and UWB-II (listed in Table 4.2 and Table 4.8,
respectively) are taken for the designing of antenna-elements. The space between
Ant1 (port1) and Ant2 (port2) are kept as G=16mm itself, as for two-port
antenna. The third-element Ant3 (port3) is placed between them, at a distance
of w1 = w2=3mm from Ant1 and Ant2, as shown in Fig. 5.15a. Thus, the overall
size of the three-port antenna remained same as that of two-port (25mm×30mm).

The simulated S-parameters plot in Fig. 5.15b shows the reflection (S11, S22 &
S33) and transmission (S21, S31 & S23) coefficients of the three port UWB-MIMO
antenna. The isolation between Ant1 & Ant2 (S21) is excellent at higher UWB
band because of sufficient port-to-port distance between them. However, the
isolation of them at lower frequency band is more than 15 dB, which is a fairly
good score, due to the presence of conducting patches of Ant3 between Ant1 &
Ant2. The radiation pattern of Ant3 (UWB-II) is found to be directive towards
the smaller conducting patch of it (here, towards port2 in the three-port antenna),
as discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2). This made the isolation between Ant2 &
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Fig. 5.15 Design of a three-port antenna and its simulated s-parameters; L =
25mm, W = 30mm, G = 16mm, w1 = w2 = 3mm

Ant3 (S23) so poor of about 5 dB in the UWB band, which is not at all acceptable
for a MIMO performance. The mutual coupling between Ant1 & Ant3 is also
large due to the insufficient spacing between them, thus having an isolation (S31)
of 10 dB only. The presence of large conducting patch of Ant3 deteriorated
the impedance curve of Ant1 (S11) due to the electromagnetic coupling between
them, as shown in Fig. 5.15a. Thus, it failed to cover the required bandwidth for
UWB systems. However, Ant2 (S22) managed to have good impedance coverage
favourable for the UWB systems. Due to the lack of enough space between the
antenna elements the 2:1 VSWR impedance bandwidth of Ant3 (S33) is also very
poor.

In order to overcome these drawbacks of inter-element spacing, the G (spacing
between Ant1 & Ant2) of three-port antenna is increased to 31mm and the
modified geometry is depicted in Fig. 5.16a. Thus, the overall size of the antenna
became L=25mm×W=45mm, with w1 = w2=10.5mm. The simulated reflection
(S11, S22 & S33) and transmission (S21, S31 & S23) coefficients of the modified
structure are shown in Fig. 5.16b. It is observed from the figure that all the
antenna-elements covered the required impedance bandwidth for UWB operation,
because of the adequate spatial separation between them. This three-port MIMO
antenna has a good isolation of 20 dB between Ant1 & Ant2 (S21) as they are
spatially well-separated. The isolation enhancement in most of the UWB band
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Fig. 5.16 Design of a three-port antenna with increased separation and its
simulated s-parameters; L = 25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm, w1 = w2 = 10.5mm

(4.5-10.6 GHz) is due to their enough port-to-port distance, which is greater than
0.5λ0. Whereas, the improvement in isolation for lower frequencies from 3.1 GHz
to 4.5 GHz is due to the presence of conducting patches between Ant1 & Ant2,
which attenuates the coupling between them. But, the antenna exhibits poor
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Fig. 5.17 Geometry of three-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L = 25mm, W = 45mm,
G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

isolation between Ant3 & 2 (S23) and Ant1 & 3 (S31), of the order of 9 dB and 11
dB, mainly in the lower UWB band. This is due to the polarization dependency
of Ant3 on Ant1 & Ant2. This drawback can be vanquished by increasing the
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Fig. 5.18 Simulated s-parameters of the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L =
25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

G further, but this is not advisable for the design of compact MIMO antennas.
Another solution to this problem is to make the third element in a different
polarization from Ant1 & Ant2. This can be accomplished by placing UWB-II
(Ant3) in such a way that its polarization becomes orthogonal to that of Ant1 &
2, as shown in Fig. 5.17.

Here, the overall dimension L × W of three-port antenna and separation
between Ant1 & 2 G is kept same as before as, 25mm × 45mm and 31mm,
respectively. The third antenna element, Ant3 (UWB-II) is placed at an offset of
Woff = 4.5mm from Ant2 and Loff = 7.5mm from the bottom of the antenna,
as shown in Fig. 5.17. The simulated s-parameters of the three-port structure is
plotted in Fig. 5.18. It is clear from the reflection coefficients (S11, S22 & S33)
that all the antenna elements covered the 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 3.1 to 10.6
GHz for UWB communication systems. The isolation between all the elements
(S21, S31 & S23) stood above 20 dB throughout the operation bandwidth. Thus,
this configuration helped to attain good UWB-MIMO impedance performance
and the optimized values of the antenna are L = 25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm,
Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm. The red dots ‘A’ and ‘B’ in Fig. 5.17 represents
the outer and inner conductors of the coaxial connector used to feed the antenna,
respectively. Ant 1 & Ant 2 are excited in its normal dipole mode and are
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polarised along Y direction, while Ant 3 has a polarisation along -Z direction.
All the three antenna elements are printed on the same side of a FR-4 substrate
with relative permittivity ϵr of 4.3, loss tangent tan(δ) of 0.02 and thickness h of
1.588 mm. The planes corresponding to φ = 0◦ (X-Z) & θ = 90◦ (X-Y) represents
the two principal planes for the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna for all far-field
measurements.

Fig. 5.19 Surface current distribution at 4.5 GHz & 8.5 GHz for each port
excitation; L = 25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

The enormous flow of surface current from the excited port to other ports is
the main cause behind mutual coupling between adjacent antenna elements and
hence poor isolation between them. Fig. 5.19 illustrates the simulated current
distribution of three-port antenna, at 4 GHz & 9 GHz for the excitation of each
port. It is observed from the figure that the flow of current from one port to other
ports is reduced significantly and hence prevented the coupling of electromagnetic
energy among the elements. In this three-port UWB MIMO antenna this surface
current migration is controlled by incorporating three MIMO antenna diversity
techniques : spatial, polarization and angle diversity.

The back-to-back arrangement of Ant1 & Ant2 with a spatial separation
of G=31mm to attain the port-to-port distance of greater than 0.5λ0 for 4.5-
10.6 GHz frequency band, is the spatial diversity in this MIMO antenna. The
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Fig. 5.20 Simulated 3D radiation pattern at 3.9 GHz & 9.3 GHz for each port
excitation; L = 25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

placement of Ant3 in orthogonal to Ant1 & Ant2, thus making the polarization of
Ant3 along -Z direction and that of Ant1 & 2 along Y direction is the realization
of polarization diversity in the antenna structure. The back-to back configuration
of Ant1 & 2 and the presence of conducting patches of Ant3 between them ,
made the radiation pattern of Ant1 and Ant2 to be directive to 180◦ and 0◦ in
the φ = 0◦ plane, respectively. This can be seen in the simulated 3D radiation
pattern of three-port UWB-MIMO antenna in Fig. 5.20. Figure shows the pattern
orientation of each antenna elements for the respective port excitation, for 3.9
GHz and 9.3 GHz. Moreover, the field pattern of Ant3 is slightly directive towards
the 90◦ in the θ = 90◦ plane, due to the radiation behaviour of UWB-II. Thus,
the three-port antenna attained angle diversity within its structure by having
the patterns of three antenna elements to three different directions, as seen in
Fig. 5.20.
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(a) Top view (b) Bottom view

Fig. 5.21 Prototype of the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L = 25mm, W =
45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

Fig. 5.22 Measured S-parameters of the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L =
25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

5.2.1 Experimental Results

The three-port antenna in Fig. 5.17 is fabricated with the optimized dimensions
and is verified practically for its radiation performances. A photograph of the
fabricated structure is shown in Fig. 5.21. All the measurements for one port of
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the antenna are conducted by terminating the other ports by matched load of
50Ω.

The measured S-parameters of the three-port antenna is shown in Fig. 5.22.
It is observed from the figure that, the antenna exhibits a 2:1 VSWR impedance
bandwidth from 3.1 to 11.3 GHz for all ports, thus covering the required band-
width for UWB operation. This three-element antenna offers an isolation above
19.5 dB, 19 dB and 20 dB between Ant1 & 2 (S21), Ant1 & 3 (S31) and Ant3 &
2 (S23) in the UWB band, respectively.

Fig. 5.23 shows the measured radiation patterns of three-port UWB-MIMO
antenna for all the port excitation, at 4 GHz and 9 GHz over φ = 0◦ (X-Z) plane
and θ = 90◦ plane. The planes at which measurements are taken are drawn on
the antenna geometry and is shown above the plots of radiation patterns (see
Fig. 5.23). On comparing the patterns it is found that Ant1 and Ant2 is directed
towards 180◦ and 0◦ in the φ = 0◦ plane, respectively. While pattern of Ant3 is
directed towards the 90◦ in the θ = 90◦ plane. This confirms the presence of angle
diversity in the three-port antenna structure, due to its tri-directional radiation
pattern. The polarization isolation of all antenna-elements in the three-port

Table 5.2 Polarization Isolation of three-port antenna (values in dB); L = 25mm,
W = 45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

Freq.
φ = 0◦ (X-Z) Plane θ = 90◦ (X-Y) Plane

Ant1 Ant2 Ant3 Ant1 Ant2 Ant3

4 GHz 24.78 21.54 -27.9 21.76 26.33 -27.06

9 GHz 20.14 20.52 -20.3 19.86 22 -20.47

antenna is summarized in Table 5.2, for φ = 0◦ & θ = 90◦ planes at two different
frequencies. It is noticed from the table that the polarization isolation for Ant1 is
>19 dB, Ant2 is >20 dB and Ant3 is >20 dB in both the planes. This shows that
the antenna has good polarization purity between φ and θ field components, for
a particular antenna element. It is noticed that the isolation values for Ant3 are
negative as compared to that of Ant1 and Ant2. This is because in both planes
the φ component is dominant over θ component for Ant1 and Ant2, whereas θ

component is dominant for Ant3. Thus the field components are complement to
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Fig. 5.23 2D Radiation Pattern of three-port UWB-MIMO antenna for 4 GHz &
9 GHz; L = 25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

each other for Ant1 & 2 and Ant3 in both the planes. This shows that Ant3 is
orthogonally polarized from that of Ant1 (and Ant2), which fulfils the polarization
diversity in the antenna. In addition to this, the power level differences of single
antenna-element along a particular plane shows only considerable variations for
different frequencies. Thus, the antenna gained polarization stability which is
required for good pulse handling capability.
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(a) Gain (b) Efficiency

Fig. 5.24 Measured gain and efficiency of the each elements of three-port UWB-
MIMO antenna; L = 25mm, W = 45mm, G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff =
4.5mm

The peak gain of the antenna across the operating band, measured according
to the gain comparison method, is shown in Fig. 5.24a. The antenna exhibits
stable gains across the UWB band, which makes it suitable for practical UWB
applications. The radiation efficiency (ηrad) of each antenna element is measured
using the Schantz’s Wheeler Cap method and the corresponding total efficiency
(ηtot) is calculated from ηrad and both are plotted in Fig. 5.24b. The antenna
exhibits an average gain of 3.65 dBi, 3.35 dBi & 3.64 dBi for Ant1, Ant2 & Ant3
and radiation efficiency better than 72% across the UWB band, respectively

5.3 The Four-port UWB-MIMO antenna

To realize a four-port UWB-MIMO antenna four UWB antennas need to be
co-located on to a single piece of substrate, with adequate inter-element isolations.
In this thesis, four UWB-I antennas are utilized to accomplish the quad-element
antenna. The dimensions for antenna-elements are taken as in Table 4.2. Here, two
antenna-elements are arranged in the back-to-back configuration along Z-direction
(as in two-port UWB-MIMO antenna), while the other two antenna-elements
are in back-to-back to each other along Y-direction. The spatial separation (G)
between antenna elements along the axis is kept as 29mm in order to isolate
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those elements properly and also to have the sufficient space needed for the
other two antenna-elements. The arrangements of four UWB-I elements Ant1,
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Fig. 5.25 A four-element UWB-MIMO antenna with L = 43mm, G = 29mm

Ant2, Ant3 & Ant4, corresponding to the port 1, port 2, port 3 & port 4, on
to a substrate of 43mm × 43mm is shown in Fig. 5.25a. Ant3 & Ant4 are
placed adjacent to Ant1 & Ant2, in an orthogonal way to attain polarization
of Ant1 & Ant2 along Y-direction and that of Ant3 & Ant4 along Z-direction.
The simulated S-parameters of the four-port antenna are shown in Fig. 5.25b.
Here, only the curves of S11, S21 & S31 are plotted because of the structural
symmetry. Due to this symmetry, it is verified and found that S11=S22=S33=S44,
S21=S43 & S31=S41=S32=S42. It is noticed from the figure that the 2:1 VSWR
impedance bandwidth of the antenna-elements covers the required 3.1-10.6 GHz
frequency bandwidth for UWB operation with an excellent isolation better than
20 dB between Ant1 & Ant3 (S31). This high isolation is due to the orthogonal
polarization of Ant1 & Ant3. But, the isolation between Ant1 & Ant2 (S21) is
less than 20 dB for the lower UWB band, whereas in higher band they show
excellent isolation. This low isolation in lower band is due to the high mutual
coupling between Ant1 & Ant2 because of the insufficient port-to-port distance
(<0.5λ0). This will be the same case for Ant3 & Ant4, since S21=S43.

This high mutual coupling can be reduced by placing a reflector of 25mm ×
0.4mm between the antenna-elements, as done for the case of two-port UWB-
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MIMO antenna. Since this problem lies for both S21 (Ant1 & 2) and S43 (Ant3
& 4) two reflectors must be added into the structure. Thus the reflector appears
to be in the shape of a cross (+) at the middle of the antenna structure. The
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Fig. 5.26 Geometry of four-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L = 43mm, G = 29mm,
W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

Fig. 5.27 Simulated s-parameters of quad-element UWB-MIMO antenna; L =
43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

modified four-port antenna with cross-shaped reflector is shown in Fig. 5.26. As
seen from the geometry, this reflector has two parts: Vertical Reflector (V R) and
Horizontal Reflector (HR). The V R helps in the isolation between Ant1 & Ant3
whereas, HR favours Ant3 & Ant4 to be isolated. The simulated S-parameters
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of the four-port antenna with cross-reflector is shown in Fig. 5.27. It is observed
from the figure that, the mutual coupling between Ant1 & Ant2 is reduced
at lower UWB band also, as the isolation curve S21 between elements 1 & 2
went down keeping the isolation to be better than 25 dB in the whole UWB
band. The S31 remained same, as the reflector does not influence the mutual
coupling between Ant1 & Ant3. Thus, the antenna geometry in Fig. 5.26 is a
good candidate for a 4×4 UWB-MIMO communication system. The optimized
dimensions of the antenna are L=43mm, G=29mm, S=12.3mm, W=0.4mm.
The four antenna elements and the cross-shaped decoupler is printed on the front
side of a 0.43λ0 × 0.43λ0 × 0.016λ0 (at 3.1 GHz) FR-4 substrate with relative
permittivity ϵr of 4.3 and loss tangent tan(δ) of 0.02. The connections of outer
(A) and inner (B) conductors of the coaxial connectors to the corresponding
antenna-elements are denoted in the figure in red dots. The two principal planes
of the four-port antenna are defined at φ = 0◦ (X-Z) plane and θ = 90◦ (X-Y)
plane for all far-field measurements.

Fig. 5.28 Surface current distribution at 4.8 GHz & 9.6 GHz for excitation of
port 1 and port 3; L = 43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm
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Thus, in the optimized geometry of four-port UWB-MIMO antenna, the
following three physical mechanisms work together to expedite the high isolation
between the antenna elements.

1. The antenna elements Ant1 and Ant2 are arranged in a back-to-back
configuration, separated by a distance of G, along the Z-axis. Similarly,
Ant3 and Ant4 are configured back-to-back along the Y-axis. Thus the
antenna elements along the axes are physically separated from one another
which helps to attain spatial diversity within the geometry, which enabled
high isolation between them. However, this mechanism fails to work for 3-5
GHz, as the port-to-port distance (G) at this frequency range is less than
0.5λ0. So, mutual coupling will be greater for these frequencies.

2. To reduce the mutual coupling for 3-5 GHz, a cross-shaped reflector is
placed at the center of the antenna, which is a combination of two reflectors:
V R & HR. This acts as an isolating structure for antenna elements for 3-5
GHz. We know that the inter-element coupling mainly occurs due to the
transfer of surface current from the excited port to the other ports. So, the
surface current distribution of the antenna for 4 GHz & 9 GHz, when port
1 & 3 are individually excited, are shown in Fig. 5.28. It is observed from
the figure that, V R attenuates the migration of surface current between
Ant1 and Ant2 only, while HR attenuates that of Ant3 and Ant4. This
is because, the current vectors in the HR get cancelled out when Ant1 or
Ant2 is excited. This is shown in the Fig. 5.29, which is the vector current

Fig. 5.29 Vector surface current distribution on four-port UWB-MIMO antenna
for excitation of port1 at 4.5 GHz; L = 43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S =
12.3mm
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distribution at 4.5 GHz while exciting the Ant1. It is noted that the current
vectors on the edges of HR is opposite to each other, which will be cancelled
out thus making that reflector to be inactive. Similarly, V R has no effect
when Ant3 or Ant4 is excited. Thus we can say that V R & HR serve as
reflectors for Ant1 & 2 and Ant3 & 4, respectively. This concept is derived
from the fact that, a properly spaced (0.10-0.25λg, where λg is the guided
wavelength at resonant frequency) metal conductor with same length or
slightly greater than that of the driven element will act as a reflector [22].
Here, the V R and HR individually is made 5% longer than the resonant
length ( for 3.1-5 GHz) of the antenna elements. Fig. 5.28 points out that
the influence of the cross-shaped reflector on surface current distribution,
and so on the isolation, is significant for 4.8 GHz and negligible for 9.6
GHz, denoting its operation as a reflector for lower frequencies.

3. The Ant3 (or Ant4) is orthogonal to Ant1 (or Ant2), as shown in Fig. 5.26.
This makes the Ant1 & Ant2 to be polarized along Y-direction and Ant3 &
Ant4 to be polarized along Z-direction, which reduces the mutual coupling
between adjacent elements (Ant1 & 3) throughout the UWB band since each
antenna-element has a stable polarization across their operation bandwidth.
This denotes the polarization diversity of the UWB-MIMO antenna.

Basically, each antenna element of the quad-element structure has an omni-
directional coverage for lower UWB band and slightly directional coverage for
higher frequencies, in the φ = 0◦ plane. But, due to the presence of cross-shaped
reflector in the middle of antenna structure, each antenna elements exhibit di-
rectional radiation pattern in the entire UWB band. For the lower frequencies,
V R points the main beam of Ant1 & 2 along the negative and the positive
Z-axis, respectively. While, HR directs the main beam of Ant3 & 4 along the
negative and the positive Y-axis, respectively. Hence, the quad-element antenna
can realize the angle diversity in its radiation patterns, for the whole UWB
bandwidth. Fig. 5.30 shows the simulated 3D radiation patterns for all ports at
4 & 9.5 GHz. The figure clearly depicts the angle diversity between the ports, as
all the patterns of antenna elements are directed to four different direction, for
their respective frequencies.
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Fig. 5.30 Simulated 3D radiation pattern at 4 GHz & 9.5 GHz for each port
excitation; L = 43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

Thus, the four-port UWB MIMO antenna attained a good inter-element
isolation over the entire operation band because of the spatial separation of the
elements along with the presence of cross-shaped reflector (for oppositely placed
antenna-elements) as well as the orthogonal polarization of adjacent antenna
elements.

5.3.1 Experimental Results

The quad-element antenna in Fig. 5.26 is fabricated with the optimized dimensions
and is validated experimentally for its performances. A photograph of the
fabricated structure is shown in Fig. 5.31. All the measurements for one port of
the antenna are conducted by terminating the other ports by 50Ω matched load.

The measured and simulated s-parameters of the four-port antenna are shown
in Fig. 5.32. It is observed from the figure that, the antenna exhibits a 2:1 VSWR
impedance bandwidth from 3.1 to 11 GHz for all ports with a fractional bandwidth
of 114%, thus covering the required bandwidth for UWB operation. This quad-
element antenna offers an isolation above 20 dB between both oppositely and
adjacently placed antenna elements, throughout the bandwidth of operation. The
simulated and measured results agree well with each other in the band of interest.
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(a) Top view (b) Bottom view

Fig. 5.31 Prototype of the four-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L = 43mm, G =
29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

Fig. 5.32 Measured s-parameters of the four-port UWB-MIMO antenna; L =
43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

Fig. 5.33 shows the measured and simulated radiation patterns of four-port
UWB-MIMO antenna for all the port excitation, at 4 GHz and 9 GHz over φ = 0◦

(X-Z) plane and θ = 90◦ plane. The planes at which measurements are taken
are drawn on the antenna geometry and is shown above the plots of radiation
patterns (see Fig. 5.33). On comparing the patterns it is found that Ant1 and
Ant2 are directed towards 180◦ and 0◦ in the φ = 0◦ plane, respectively. While
patterns of Ant3 and Ant4 are directed towards 270◦ and 90◦ in the θ = 90◦
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Fig. 5.33 2D Radiation Pattern of quad-element UWB-MIMO antenna for 4 GHz
& 9 GHz; L = 43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

Table 5.3 Polarization Isolation of four-port antenna (values in dB); L = 43mm,
G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

Freq.
φ = 0◦ (X-Z) Plane θ = 90◦ (X-Y) Plane

Ant1 Ant2 Ant3 Ant4 Ant1 Ant2 Ant3 Ant4

4 GHz 23.2 23.22 -28.98 -35.7 28.56 30.16 -38.5 -26.55

9 GHz 25.92 22.62 -29.56 -30.3 23.59 25.66 -36.97 -28.45
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plane, respectively. This confirms the presence of angle diversity in the four-port
antenna structure, due to its directional radiation patterns to four different
directions. The polarization isolation of all antenna-elements in the four-port
antenna is summarized in Table 5.3, for φ = 0◦ & θ = 90◦ planes at two different
frequencies. It is noticed from the table that the polarization isolation for Ant1 is
>23 dB, Ant2 is >22 dB, Ant3 is >28 dB and Ant4 is >26 dB in both the planes.
This shows that the antenna has good polarization purity between φ and θ field
components, for a particular antenna element. It is noticed that the isolation
values for Ant3 and Ant4 are negative as compared to that of Ant1 and Ant2.
This is because in both planes the φ component is dominant over θ component
for Ant1 and Ant2, whereas θ component is dominant for Ant3 and Ant4. Thus
the field components are in complement to each other for Ant1 & 2 and Ant3 &
4 in both the planes. This shows that Ant3 & 4 are orthogonally polarized from
that of Ant1 & 2, which fulfils the polarization diversity in the four-port antenna.
In addition to this, the power level differences of single antenna-element along
a particular plane shows negligible variations for different frequencies. Thus,
the antenna has excellent polarization stability in the operation band which is
required for good pulse handling capability.

(a) Gain (b) Efficiency

Fig. 5.34 Measured gain and efficiency of the each elements of four-port UWB-
MIMO antenna; L = 43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

The gain of each antenna element, measured using the Gain Comparison
Method, is depicted in Fig. 5.34a. As observed from the figure, the antenna
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offers a stable gain with a peak gain of 6.7 dBi at 8.5 GHz with a variations less
than 2.2 dBi, within the UWB. The radiation efficiency (ηrad) of the Ant1 & 3,
measured using Schantz’s Wheeler Cap Method, is shown in Fig. 5.34b, which
reveals that the efficiency is better than 80% in the UWB spectrum, with a peak
efficiency of 91% at 7 GHz. From ηrad, the total efficiency (ηtot) is calculated,
and is included in Fig. 5.34b. The similarity between ηrad and ηtot confirms the
perfect matching of the antenna.

5.4 Time-domain Analysis

In this section the transfer properties of the three UWB-MIMO antennas discussed
in the above sections are investigated and compared. Although the antenna-
elements were matched properly they may behave differently when non-sinusoidal
waveforms are transmitted/received, and hence this transient studies are very
important for antennas operating in UWB frequency band. The analysis setup
and underlying theory for the study are followed as discussed in Section 3.3.3.
For measurement & simulation setup, both the receiving antenna & CST virtual
probes are kept at a distance of 20 cm in far-field from the transmitting an-
tenna,where, the minimum distance for far-field (in the case of four-port antenna)
calculated at 3.1 GHz is 7.6 cm. Here, for the measurement of one port, all
the other ports are terminated with a matched load of 50Ω. The studies are
performed in the azimuthal(φ = 0◦ plane) and elevation plane(θ = 90◦ plane ) of
the MIMO antennas.

5.4.1 Transfer Function

The magnitude of the simulated transfer function H⃗Rx(ω, θ, φ) of the three UWB-
MIMO antennas at their azimuth and elevation plane in the frequency band of
interest are depicted in Fig 5.35 and Fig. 5.36, respectively. Fig. 5.35a shows
the simulated transfer function of Ant1 & Ant2 in the two-port UWB-MIMO
antenna for azimuthal plane. Its is observed from the figure that, for the case of
Ant1, the intensity of transfer function is high between 100◦ and 250◦ compared
to other angles, which conforms to the radiation pattern maximum at 180◦. A
similar behaviour is observed throughout the UWB range.
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Fig. 5.35 Simulated transfer function in the azimuthal plane for three UWB-MIMO
antennas

Similarly, for Ant2, the intensity is maximum between 285◦ and 75◦ compared
to other angles which is due to the radiation pattern maximum at 0◦. It is
noticed that due to the symmetry of two-port antenna structure the transfer
functions are similar for the two antenna elements, apart from the direction
maximum of respective radiation patterns. The plot indicates a 180◦ shift in
their intensity variation for Ant1 and Ant2, because of the 180◦ spatial shift of
their radiation patterns. Fig. 5.35b is the transfer function plot in azimuthal
plane for the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna. In this case, both Ant1 and
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Ant2 have similar transfer functions except their direction of maximum intensity.
That means, the only difference between the transfer functions of Ant1 and Ant2
are, one (Ant1) have maximum value between 100◦ and 250◦ whereas the other
(Ant2) have high values between 285◦ and 75◦. But Ant3 have a different transfer
function plot compared to Ant1 and Ant2, because of the utilization of a different
antenna-element and an orthogonal polarization from the other two. Here, Ant3
have a sharp nulls at 180◦ and 360◦ and has maximum intensity for other angles,
as shown in the third plot of Fig. 5.35b. For the case of four-port UWB-MIMO
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Fig. 5.36 Simulated transfer function in the elevation plane for three UWB-MIMO
antennas
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antenna, shown in Fig. 5.35c, the transfer functions of only Ant1 and Ant3 are
plotted because of the structural symmetry. Here, it is noticed that the transfer
function is maximum between 100◦ and 250◦ compared to other angles for Ant1,
while for Ant3 maximum is about 90◦ and 270◦ and have sharp nulls at 180◦ and
360◦. This is due to the polarization difference between Ant1 and Ant3 in the
MIMO antenna structure. Ant2 and Ant4 of quad-element MIMO antenna have
similar transfer function as that of Ant1 and Ant3, respectively. Only difference
will be Ant2 have intensity maximum at a range of angles which are 180◦ space
shifted with that of Ant1; similarly for Ant4 and Ant3.

Fig. 5.36 shows the corresponding transfer function of three UWB-MIMO
antennas in its elevation plane. For two-port antenna, both Ant1 and Ant2 have
sharp nulls at 90◦ & 270◦ corresponding to their radiation pattern nulls, as shown
in Fig. 5.36a. Similarly, the transfer functions of Ant1 and Ant2 along elevation
plane of three-port antenna are similar, whereas that of Ant3 is entirely different
due to the orthogonal polarization of Ant3 with respect to Ant1 & Ant2, as seen
in Fig. 5.36b. Ant3 have maximum intensity about 90◦ and have minimum values
at 270◦. Fig. 5.36c depicts the magnitude of transfer function for the four-port
antenna along its elevation plane, which showed only the cases of Ant1 and Ant3
due to the antenna structural symmetry. Here, it is seen that Ant1 have sharp
nulls at 90◦ & 270◦ corresponding to their radiation pattern nulls while Ant3
have maximum of transfer function about 270◦ and minimum about 90◦.

The corresponding measured transfer functions of all the three MIMO antennas
along azimuthal and elevation plane are plotted in Fig. 5.37 and Fig. 5.38,
respectively. The intensity variations in magnitude of transfer function agrees well
with the simulations across both azimuthal and elevation angles, and frequencies.
Only the magnitude variations at angles 0◦, 90◦ & 180◦ are shown for convenience.
In the case of azimuthal plane, the magnitude of transfer function of two-port
antenna is maximum at θ = 180◦ and minimum at θ = 0◦ for Ant1, whereas
magnitude is maximum at θ = 0◦ and minimum at θ = 180◦ for Ant2, as shown
in Fig. 5.37a. Similarly, for three port antenna, magnitude of transfer function
is maximum at θ = 180◦ for Ant1 and at θ = 0◦ for Ant2. In the case of Ant3,
transfer function goes higher at θ = 90◦, as seen in Fig. 5.37b. The Fig. 5.37c
shows the measured transfer function of four-port antenna, in which that of Ant1
and Ant4 are plotted at θ = 0◦, 90◦ & 180◦. Ant1 has maximum amplitude
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Fig. 5.37 Measured transfer function in the azimuthal plane for three UWB-MIMO
antennas

at θ = 180◦ and Ant4 has maximum at θ = 90◦. These measured intensity
variations of UWB-MIMO antennas goes in accordance with the simulated plots,
in Fig. 5.35. Fig. 5.38 shows the magnitude of measured transfer function along
the elevation plane of the antenna elements of respective UWB-MIMO antennas.

5.4.2 Impulse Response

From the complex values of simulated transfer function the impulse response
of the antennas are derived and its real values are plotted. Fig. 5.39 shows the
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Fig. 5.38 Measured transfer function in the elevation plane for three UWB-MIMO
antennas

simulated impulse response of three UWB-MIMO antennas along azimuthal plane
and Fig.5.40 shows that along elevation plane. Along the azimuthal plane, the
Ant1 of two-port system have sharp impulse response between 100◦ and 250◦ and
for Ant2 the sharp responses are between 285◦ and 75◦, as seen in Fig. 5.39a.
For the case of Ant3 of three-port UWB-MIMO antenna (see Fig. 5.39b), the
impulse response is very poor at 180◦ corresponding to the sharp null at its
transfer function in Fig. 5.35. This denotes that well formed impulse responses
are obtained at all angular regions where the transfer function have high values.
Along the elevation plane also the impulse response goes sharper as the intensity
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Fig. 5.39 Simulated impulse response in the azimuthal plane for three UWB-
MIMO antennas

of transfer function goes higher and have poor response for those angles where
the magnitude of transfer function have sharp nulls.

The impulse responses from the measured values of transfer function are
depicted in Fig. 5.41 along the azimuthal plane and in Fig. 5.42 along the
elevation plane. Here also, the impulse response for the angles at 0◦, 90◦ & 180◦

are shown for convenience. In both azimuthal and elevation plane the impulse
responses, shown in Fig. 5.41a, 5.41b, 5.41c and Fig. 5.42a, 5.42b, 5.42c, goes
sharper corresponding to the maximum values of transfer functions in Fig. 5.37a,
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Fig. 5.40 Simulated impulse response in the elevation plane for three UWB-MIMO
antennas

5.37b, 5.37c and Fig. 5.38a, 5.38b, 5.38c, respectively. The measured values of
impulse responses agrees well with those of simulated one across both azimuthal
and elevation angles.

5.4.3 Quality Measures of UWB antennas

The simulated and measured transfer properties are quantified with the help
of certain quality measures, as discussed in Section 3.3.3. One of the crucial
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Fig. 5.41 Measured impulse response in the azimuthal plane for three UWB-MIMO
antennas

quality measure is the group delay of the antenna. For an ideal scenario the
group delay will be flat, showing the linear variation of phase with frequency.
Here, the group delay of all the UWB-MIMO antennas are measured and plotted
in Fig. 5.44. In order to conduct the group delay measurement, a UWB link is
set-up using two identical antennas at a far-field distance of D. For the analysis of
one antenna-element, the same element of both the antennas are kept face-to-face,
at a distance of D. Fig. 5.43a, 5.43c and 5.43b shows the arrangements for the
group delay measurement of all the ports in the case of two-port, three-port and
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Fig. 5.42 Measured impulse response in the elevation plane for three UWB-MIMO
antennas

four-port UWB-MIMO antennas, respectively. For the measurement of one port
all the other ports are terminated with matched loads.

Fig. 5.44a shows the group delay of Ant1 and Ant2 in the two-port UWB-
MIMO antenna. For Ant1, the group delay varies from 0.46nS to 1.15nS, which
gives a variation of ≤0.69nS in the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz operation band. This satisfies
the tolerable range of ≤1nS. Similarly, for Ant2 the minimum value of group
delay is 0.52nS and maximum value is 1.18nS, which offers a variation of ≤0.66nS
only in the UWB band. The group delay values of three-port antenna is shown
in Fig. 5.44b, where Ant1 has variation ≤0.67nS, Ant2 has variation ≤0.83nS
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Fig. 5.43 Arrangement of UWB-MIMO antennas for group delay measurement

and Ant3 has variation ≤0.68nS, throughout the band of interest. For the case
of four-port UWB-MIMO antenna only group delay measures of Ant1 and Ant3
are shown due to the structural symmetry of the antenna. As seen in Fig. 5.44c
Ant1 has variation ≤0.93nS and Ant3 has variation ≤0.83nS within the UWB
band of 3.1 - 10.6 GHz. Thus, for all the UWB-MIMO antennas the measured
group delays are within the tolerable range of ≤1nS, denoting a linear change of
phase with frequency.

The Table 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 summarizes the values of FWHM, ringing and
fidelity factor of two-port, three-port and four-port UWB-MIMO antennas,
respectively. These values are calculated from the respective simulated and
measured transient responses across their azimuth and elevation planes. These
factors gives an idea about the dispersive behaviour of the antennas. It is
clear from the table that all the antennas have narrow FWHM and low ringing,
which manifests high fidelity factor for their respective planes. This shows that
the antennas gives only tolerable distortions to the pulses that are transmitted
through them. The measured and simulated values conformed well with each
other, in both the azimuthal and elevation planes.
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(a) two-port UWB-MIMO antenna (b) three-port UWB-MIMO antenna

(c) four-port UWB-MIMO antenna

Fig. 5.44 Measured group delay of the three UWB-MIMO antennas

5.5 Spatial-domain Analysis

Spatial-domain analysis gives the knowledge about the fluctuations in the radia-
tion properties around the antenna. This analysis can be performed by calculating
the correlation patterns and Pattern Stability Factor (PSF) of the antenna at its
respective planes, in the directions of interests, as discussed in section 3.3.4.

In this section, investigations carried out in the spatial-domain for all the
three UWB-MIMO antennas are explained in detail, with their simulated as well
as measured results. For the analysis of two-port and four-port UWB-MIMO
antennas, only the analysis of Ant1 is taken into consideration because of their
structural symmetry. The other antenna elements of two-port and four-port
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Table 5.4 FWHM, Ringing and Fidelity of two-port UWB-MIMO antenna

Angle FWHM (pS) Ringing (pS) Fidelity (%)

(θ or φ) Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas.

A
nt

1 A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 164.1 153 141.9 171.9 90.7 87.2

90◦ 152.9 141.2 109.2 132 93.9 90.3

180◦ 142 156 87.4 91 91.8 92.3

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 120.2 109.7 76.5 89.2 91.6 94.32

90◦ 152.9 169.3 109.2 130 68.8 87.2

180◦ 120.2 113.2 76.5 86.3 97.3 96.6

A
nt

2 A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 141.9 156 87.4 101.2 91.8 92.3

90◦ 152.9 171.2 109.2 132 93.9 96.7

180◦ 163.8 168 141.9 101.2 90.7 90.3

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 120.1 110 76.4 130 91.6 89.2

90◦ 152.9 178.1 109.2 234.6 68.8 73.43

180◦ 120.1 103.2 76.4 147 97.3 91.27

UWB-MIMO antennas have similar results as for Ant1. To identify the best
reference direction for system design, the correlation patterns of the antennas are
determined over the azimuth & elevation plane in the frequency range of 3.1–10.6
GHz, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.45, Fig. 5.46 and Fig. 5.47 . From the
correlation patterns the corresponding PSF values are calculated and are listed
in Table 5.7 . This gives an idea of the degree of stability the antennas possess
in their band of operation. For an ideal antenna the PSF values will be equal to
unity and PSF>0.9 is taken as a desirable value for a good all-round performing
antenna.

In the case of two-port UWB-MIMO antenna, the correlation pattern of Ant1
over azimuth plane ( X-Z plane) is constant, throughout the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz band,
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Table 5.5 FWHM, Ringing and Fidelity of three-port UWB-MIMO antenna

Angle FWHM (pS) Ringing (pS) Fidelity (%)

(θ or φ) Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas.

A
nt

1 A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 186.6 175.6 98.8 181.4 95.8 94.3

90◦ 142.7 132.7 87.8 110 95.4 92.6

180◦ 142.7 120.6 87.8 107.89 92.5 93.7

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 131.7 175 87.8 126.4 97.5 95.5

90◦ 142.7 217 131.7 168.3 68.9 78.6

180◦ 131.7 185 87.8 143.6 91.8 89.3

A
nt

2 A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 76.8 163 67.3 133.5 91.3 92.3

90◦ 120.7 183 88.7 198 87.2 90.1

180◦ 164.7 178 142.7 230 90.4 94.3

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 131.7 142.3 70.3 128.2 88.2 90.82

90◦ 263.5 197.3 147.1 192.3 90.7 92.9

180◦ 120.7 175.5 70.3 131.33 79.97 93.75

A
nt

3 A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 142.7 172 369 210 90.74 90.9

90◦ 120.7 111.3 130.3 125.3 95.27 96.1

180◦ 142.7 167 368.7 217 91.06 95.8

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 170.2 167.71 208.5 197.32 87.2 90.7

90◦ 121.3 145.3 109.8 131.12 91.6 93

180◦ 167.3 142.3 197.5 176.3 79.1 87.75

as they are more correlated with all directions on average (see Fig. 5.45). Also,
in this plane the antenna shows high values for correlation pattern in all the
directions concerned. However, in elevation plane ( X-Y plane) the correlation
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Table 5.6 FWHM, Ringing and Fidelity of four-port UWB-MIMO antenna

Angle FWHM (pS) Ringing (pS) Fidelity (%)

(θ or φ) Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas.

A
nt

1 A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 166.6 202 177.7 136 87.23 92.3

90◦ 155.5 187 89.7 163 94.3 91.7

180◦ 144.4 133.4 111.07 114.3 86.3 90.3

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 121.5 117.8 88.8 86.5 94.6 96.2

90◦ 144.7 192.4 110.9 173.6 82.5 86.6

180◦ 121.5 122 88.8 108 87.9 89

A
nt

4 A
zi

m
ut

ha
l 0◦ 155.3 231.2 244 207.3 67.5 73.21

90◦ 121.2 140 88.9 121.7 94.71 92.37

180◦ 155.4 246 244.4 223.2 67.5 81

El
ev

at
io

n 0◦ 144 188 111.2 112.3 94.9 90.1

90◦ 120.4 117 87.3 92.3 96.9 93.2

180◦ 155.5 206 111.2 87 94.24 86.7

pattern shows dips in the direction of 90◦ and 270◦, which are due to the presence
of nulls in the radiation pattern at those directions. This indicates that the
reference directions in all the range, other than at these two points at its elevation
plane, are the best to use. The PSF values of two-port antenna in Table 5.7 at
both azimuth and elevation plane points out an excellent degree of stability for
the antenna, as the values are > 0.949 in the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz frequency band.

Similar will be the case for Ant1 and Ant2 of the three-port UWB-MIMO
antenna, as seen in Fig. 5.46a and 5.46b, respectively. As Ant3 is in a differently
polarized position from that of Ant1 & 2, the correlation patterns of that antenna
element has dips at 180◦ and 360◦ over its azimuthal plane and is constant over
the elevation plane, as shown in Fig. 5.46c. This denotes that, in the case of
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Fig. 5.45 Simulated and measured correlation pattern of two-port UWB-MIMO
antenna; L = 25mm, W = 30mm G = 16mm, WS = 0.4mm

Table 5.7 PSF Values for 3.1 - 10.6 GHz band

UWB-
MIMO
antennas

φ = 0◦ (X-Z) Plane θ = 90◦ (X-Y) Plane

Sim. Meas. Sim. Meas.

2-port Ant1 0.969 0.963 0.949 0.952

3-port
Ant1 0.972 0.953 0.968 0.945

Ant2 0.97 0.965 0.947 0.932

Ant3 0.9 0.912 0.949 0.95

4-port Ant1 0.962 0.958 0.948 0.935

Ant3, the pattern are more correlated in all directions along the elevation plane.
Moreover, the PSF values are > 0.945 for Ant1, > 0.932 for Ant2 and > 0.9
for Ant3 (refer Table 5.7), along both the planes showing good stability in its
radiation characteristics.

The Fig. 5.47 depicts the simulated and measured correlation patterns of Ant1
in the four-port UWB-MIMO antenna, along the azimuthal and elevation plane.
Here, Ant1 has constant correlation pattern along the azimuthal plane in the
UWB band, whereas correlation pattern had dips in the direction of 90◦ and 270◦

along its elevation plane corresponding to the sharp nulls in its radiation pattern.
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(a) Ant1 (b) Ant2

(c) Ant3

Fig. 5.46 Simulated and measured correlation pattern of three-port UWB MIMO
antenna; L = 25mm, W = 45mm G = 31mm, Loff = 7.5mm, Woff = 4.5mm

The correlation pattern of Ant2 will be same as that of Ant1, whereas for Ant3
& Ant4 the only difference is that the dips will be present in the azimuthal plane
at 180◦ and 360◦. This is due to the orthogonal polarization of Ant3 & Ant4
with Ant1 & Ant2. The values of correlation pattern and PSF will be same as
that of Ant1. The PSF values of Ant1 along the azimuthal and elevation plane
is listed in Table 5.7 and it shows a value >0.935 throughout the 3.1-10.6 GHz
band. Thus, all the three UWB-MIMO antennas have stable performance in
their operation band, and both the simulated and measured results conform very
well with each other in the band of interest.
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Fig. 5.47 Simulated and measured correlation pattern of four-port UWB-MIMO
antenna; L = 43mm, G = 29mm, W = 0.4mm, S = 12.3mm

5.6 MIMO/Diversity performance Evaluation

The evaluation of MIMO/diversity performance of a multi-port antenna is im-
portant to analyse the credibility of that antenna as a candidate in MIMO
communication systems. Section 3.3.5 has discussed various figures-of merit to
evaluate the MIMO/diversity performance of a multi-element antenna. These
quality-measures analyse the impact of one antenna-element on to the perfor-
mance of other elements, which are co-located in the same MIMO antenna.
Envelope correlation coefficient (ρe

ij), Mean Effective Gain (MEG), Diversity
Gain (DG) and Multiplexing Efficiency (ηmux) are the main parameters to be
evaluated for the antenna performance in MIMO applications. The detailed
theory behind all these parameters and their calculation methods were discussed
in section 3.3.5. Here, the subscript ij denotes the figure-of-merit between ith

and jth antenna elements and all the results are obtained from the corresponding
measured data of antenna-elements.

The guaranteed values of envelope correlation coefficient and the results
of mean effective gain MEG of the three UWB-MIMO antennas are plotted
against frequency and shown in Fig. 5.48. For all the antennas in this thesis, the
correlation coefficient is calculated by incorporating the s-parameters, efficiency
and losses of the antennas, in equation (3.47). Thus, the values of correlation
coefficient obtained for different frequencies are the worst case values, which
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(a) Two-port UWB-MIMO antenna

(b) Three-port UWB-MIMO antenna

(c) Four-port UWB-MIMO antenna

Fig. 5.48 Envelope correlation coefficient and MEG of the three UWB-MIMO
antennas
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(a) Two-port UWB-MIMO antenna

(b) Three-port UWB-MIMO antenna

(c) Four-port UWB-MIMO antenna

Fig. 5.49 Diversity gain and Multiplexing efficiency of the three UWB-MIMO
antennas

implies that, the actual values are sure to lie below these calculated values.
This is termed as guaranteed correlation coefficient or guaranteed envelope
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correlation coefficient (ECCguaranteed or ρe
ijguaranteed

). Here, the ρe
ijguaranteed

and
MEG (calculated using equation (3.50)) are calculated between each antenna-
elements and are included in the respective figures. To promise a good channel
characteristic and a better diversity performance the MIMO antennas should
satisfy the criteria of ρe

ij<0.5 and MEGij < ±3dB through out the band of
interest. The Fig. 5.48ashows the ρe

ijguaranteed
(ECCguaranteed) and MEGij of

the two-port UWB-MIMO antenna, where the study is carried out between
Ant1 and Ant2. It is clear from the figure that, the guaranteed values of ECC
(ECCguaranteed) are below 0.2 and that of MEG12 (between Ant1 & 2) are less
than ±0.5dB, for all frequencies in the operation band. The same parameter
values for the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna is depicted in Fig. 5.48b, between
Ant1 & 2, Ant1 & 3 and Ant2 & 3. As observed from the figure, the three-port
antenna also shows good diversity performance as ρe

ijguaranteed
and MEGij for all

the antenna-element combination are below 0.2 and ±0.5dB, throughout the
UWB band. In the case of four-port antenna ρe

ijguaranteed
and MEGij between

Ant1 & 2, Ant1 & 3 and Ant1 & 4 are only shown in the Fig. 5.48c, because
of the structural symmetry. The antenna shows ECCguaranteed and MEGij

below 0.2 and ±0.5dB throughout the UWB band, for all the antenna-element
combinations. Thus all the MIMO antennas satisfied the required criteria of
ρe

ij<0.5 and MEGij < ±3dB through out the UWB band. This shows that all
the elements of UWB-MIMO antennas radiates uncorrelated waveforms that
indicates good MIMO/diversity performance. The polarization, spatial and angle
diversities obtained in the antenna is responsible for maintaining low correlation
coefficient and mean effective gain between the antenna-elements.

Another two important figures-of merit for the evaluation of MIMO antennas
are diversity gain (DG) and multiplexing efficiency (ηmux), which are plotted
in Fig. 5.49 for the case of all UWB-MIMO antennas, described earlier. The
DG obtained for the two-port, three-port and four-port UWB-MIMO antennas
from the measured results, using equation (3.59), at 99% reliability are depicted
in Fig. 5.49a, 5.49b and 5.49c, respectively. For all the antennas, the value
of DG is near to 10dB in the UWB frequency band, which is comparable to
the ideal scenario and thus validates the efficient diversity performance of the
antennas. Similarly, the ηmux obtained for the two-port, three-port and four-port
UWB-MIMO antenna, using equation (3.61), is shown in Fig. 5.49a, 5.49b and
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5.49c, respectively. It is evident from the figure that ηmux is similar to the ηtot

of the respective MIMO antennas; see Fig. 5.14b for two-port, Fig. 5.24b for
three-port and Fig. 5.34b for four-port UWB-MIMO antenna to have a look at
their total efficiencies. This similarity between ηmux and ηtot are due to the low
values of envelope correlation coefficient (ρe

ij) and also due to the much alike
total efficiencies (ηtot) of the antennas in the band of interest. This evaluation
study ascertained that all the UWB-MIMO antennas discussed in this chapter
are good candidates for the MIMO communication systems operating in the
Ultra-wideband frequency range.

5.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter discussed the performance characteristics of three UWB-MIMO an-
tennas, using the developed UWB-I and UWB-II antennas discussed in Chapter4.
A two-port UWB-MIMO antenna is realized by placing the antenna elements
back-to-back and adding one reflector strip in between them. These two isolation
mechanisms helped the antenna to attain reduction in mutual coupling between
antenna elements. A three-port UWB-MIMO antenna, having the third element
in orthogonal polarization with the other two antenna elements were also discussed
in this chapter. This antenna utilized both spatial diversity and polarization
diversity to attain adequate isolation between the antenna elements. By placing
four similar antenna-elements, a quad-element UWB-MIMO antenna is realized
and for proper isolation a cross-shaped reflector is also added in between the
antenna elements, in addition to the polarization and spatial separation between
them. Thus, an enhanced isolation is obtained for the four-port antenna with
the help of these three isolation mechanisms. The radiation characteristics of all
the UWB-MIMO antennas are investigated and the simulated results are verified
with the experimental results. All the three MIMO antennas acquired angle
diversity within their structure which is favourable for its MIMO performance.
To analyse the pulse handling capability of these antennas the transfer properties
of them are also studied in detail. The group delay of all the antennas are
within the desirable limit, which shows the phase linearity of the antennas. The
summarized values of quality measures reveals that all the UWB-MIMO antennas
have minimum FWHM, less ringing and reasonably good fidelity throughout
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their operation band. This verifies the good pulse handling capability of the
antennas. The spatial-domain analysis of these antennas are also carried out
in their principle planes. The frequency-domain correlation pattern helped to
select the best reference directions for the which offers better transfer properties.
The PSF values are also calculated and confirmed the stable performance of the
UWB-MIMO antennas, in the 3.1-10.6 GHz bandwidth. In addition to this, the
MIMO/diversity performance of the antennas are also studied and the results
are included in this chapter. All the antennas offered low correlation coefficient
and ample Mean Effective Gain (MEG) for all the ports. Also, DG and ηmux

validated the MIMO/diversity performance of the UWB-MIMO antennas in
the frequency band of interest, which shows that these antennas are potential
candidates for UWB-MIMO communication systems.



Chapter 6

Channel Performance of
UWB-MIMO antennas

In a wireless communication system which are operating in an urban and indoor
environments, the wireless terminals are often subjected to strong fading due
to the multipath propagation. In such environments the performance of these
wireless terminals can be improved by employing spatial. polarization and/or
pattern diversities for the transmitting/receiving terminals. This means that,
the signals from a wireless communication system having two antennas at their
terminals, which are differently positioned or polarized or have diverse radiation
patterns, are combined at the receiver in such a way that the combined signal will
have shallower fading minima. This corresponds to an improvement on the Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in the fading dips, which will in-turn reduces the fading
margins in the wireless communication link budget. This increase in SNR will also
increase the capacity of the communication channel. The wireless communication
systems having several antennas on both transmitting and receiving sides are
called as MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) systems. MIMO systems are
mainly characterized by their maximum available channel capacity, which depends
on the correlation between the signals on different channels. The correlation is
primarily caused due to the mutual coupling between the antenna-elements on
both transmitting and receiving terminals. This correlation should be made less
to guarantee a good MIMO operation with enhanced channel capacity. The multi-
antenna systems which are devoted for diversity performances are characterized
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by the diversity gain which is also affected by the mutual coupling between
the antenna-elements. Thus, to realize an effective MIMO/diversity system it is
necessary to have sufficient uncorrelated signals from isolated antenna elements, at
both ends of the wireless link. The degree of correlation or isolation between the
antenna elements can be evaluated by utilizing the scattering parameters of the
antenna, as discussed in section 3.3.5 and section 5.6 of Chapter 3 and Chapter
5, respectively. Even though, these evaluation studies give knowledge about
the credibility of a multi-element antenna for a MIMO communication system,
to understand the end-to-end performance of the system employing multiple
antennas, in a realistic environment, an Over The Air (OTA) test is essential. The
European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) 2100, 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) RAN WG4 and the Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association (CTIA) conducted numerous studies on different approaches
to perform this task. The currently available major test methodologies to conduct
MIMO OTA test are:

• Multi-probe anechoic chamber method, [146]: The principle behind
this method is to create an adequate channel model with the help of multiple
probe antennas, which are placed at arbitrary positions inside an anechoic
chamber, at equal distances from the Device Under Test (DUT). Thus, each
antenna will be faded by the channel emulator to obtain the desired temporal
component. A system level block diagram of multi-probe configuration

Fig. 6.1 Multi-probe OTA testing method (TR 37.976 [8])

method for OTA tesing is shown in Fig. 6.1.The key components in the for
this OTA tesing are:
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– Anechoic Chamber

– System Simulator (SS)

– N channel RF emulator, with OTA Channel Generation Features

– N antenna elements configured with V, H or co-located V & H or slant
X polarizations

– K azimuthally separated antenna positions with predefined angles at
radius R

– Channel Model definition for each test case

Fig. 6.2 N-Element Anechoic Chamber (Absorbing tiles and cabling not shown)
(TR 37.976 [8])

The anechoic chamber implementation is depicted in Fig. 6.2. It consist
of a number of source elements surrounding the DUT to create a realistic
geometric based spatio-temporal radio channel for testing MIMO perfor-
mance. A range of potential channels are emulated by making use of
specific geometries of test probes in an anechoic chamber. The number and
positioning of the antenna probes (source) will be optimized for the best
performance, while defining the OTA channel models. Thus, depending
upon the range of parameters required for testing and types of adequate
channel models, the possibly fewest number of probes are selected to attain
the best performance. Generally, the most flexible configurations require
the higher number of probes. As observed from the Fig. 6.1, the SS will
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generate the M branch MIMO signal, and an RF Channel Emulator with
an OTA Channel Generation Feature will properly correlate, fade, scale,
delay, and distribute the signal to each test antenna probe in the chamber.

An accurate selection of the number and positioning of the antenna probes
one can construct an arbitrarily complex radio propagation environment.
This is a conceptually simple method as it has a direct relationship between
the required angular spread of the channel and the position of antenna
probes. In its simplest configuration, the probes would be located along the
azimuthal plane to build a 2D (two-dimensional) environment. Complex
3D environment can also be created by placing additional probes along
different planes. In both the cases to test the DUT from all the required
angles, it must be mounted on a rotating and tilting platform.

A range of potential channel models and parametrizations will be used
to define the most versatile and generic source test probe configuration.
The channel model is proposed to be limited in scope or simplified for the
proper performance and conformance testing. This will optimize the design
and allow it to reduce the number of test probes needed. Therefore, the
number of test antenna probes will be picked to meet the best requirements
of the test so that the most economical and efficient design can be realized.
However, the major demerit of this methodology is the increase in complexity
and cost when the number of test probes are increased, compared to the
other testing methods.

• Reverberation chamber method, [45, 59]: This method is capable
of conducting the MIMO OTA testing hastily. It utilizes the intrinsic
reflective properties of a mode-stirred reverberation chamber to set up a
rich complex multipath signal from a test signal given as input. The pictorial
representation of reverberation chamber method is shown in Fig. 6.3. This
test setup for receiver diversity performance evaluation consists of a base
station emulator, a reverberation chamber equipped with fixed BS wall-
mounted antennas, a switch to direct the base station signal to/from
one of the BS wall mounted antennas, mechanical metallic stirrers and
a rotating platform to hold the DUT. The reverberation chamber is a
metallic cavity which can emulate an isotropic multi-path environment.
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Fig. 6.3 Single cavity Reverberation chamber setup for MIMO OTA testing (TR
37.976 [8])

This environment can act as a reference environment for systems designed
to work during fading. This is similar to how the free space “anechoic”
reference environment is used for tests of Line-Of-Sight systems. Creating
a Rayleigh propagation environment in a reverberation chamber is close
to the realistic urban and indoor environments. There is no quiet-zone in
reverberation chamber, but as long as the position of DUT is at-least 0.5λ

from the chamber walls or metallic stirrers, same result will be obtained
within the standard deviation of the chamber. This method produces
random spatial characteristics for the signal and thus, enables spatial
multiplexing gain due to the diverse signals on each antenna of DUT. The
in-built time-domain response of the chamber can be altered by the inclusion
of some RF absorptive materials in the reverberation chamber.With the
help of mechanical stirrers and corresponding switching of different antenna
terminals inside the chamber, the Rayleigh fading is simulated within the
chamber. By rotating the device holding platform the accuracy can be
further increased. Thus, each position of mechanical stirrers for different
platform angles and each fixed BS antenna can represent an arbitrary point
of the Rayleigh fading distribution in terms of the received power on the
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device antenna. Thereby, a Rayleigh fading is created artificially. From
this faded signal the various channel characteristics can be computed. This
method provides a fast and repeatable testing way, to evaluate and compare
multiple-antenna devices in the mostly using environment, which is crucial
for a multi-antenna OTA measurement standard.

• Two-stage method, [96]: This two-stage method takes a different ap-
proach to conduct the OTA testing of DUT. This method is based on
the assumption that the far-field radiation patterns of a MIMO antenna
can completely capture the mutual coupling between the antenna-elements
and their influence. Thus it is needed to measure the antenna patterns
accurately, and for an inactive device the chipset needs to support both
amplitude and relative phase measurements. As the name indicates it has
two-stages of operation.

In first stage the multiple-antenna system is tested in a traditional anechoic
chamber. The DUT is placed inside the chamber using proper positioner,
which makes it possible to conduct full three-dimensional far-field radia-
tion pattern measurements for both Txr and Rxr radiated performance.
Thus, the 3D far zone pattern are obtained using the conventional SISO
measurement way inside an anechoic chamber. Also, it should be possible
to measure two orthogonal polarizations (θ and φ components as shown in
Fig. 6.4) of the multi-element antenna system.

In the second stage, these patterns are convolved with the appropriate
MIMO channel model using a channel emulator to create a real channel
faded signal from the DUT. This signal is then utilized to evaluate the
channel performance of a system employing DUT. The MIMO OTA testing
based on two-stage method is illustrated in the Fig. 6.5. A commercial
Channel Emulator can emulate the integrated MIMO channel model with
both multiple-antenna effect & its multipath channel effect. These faded
signals are then send to BS emulator and then to MIMO DUT ports via
RF cables to evaluate the further channel characteristics.

This method is adopted to investigate the end-to-end channel performances
of the UWB-MIMO antennas discussed in this thesis. The detailed descrip-
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Fig. 6.4 Pattern measurement setup (TR 37.976 [8])

Fig. 6.5 Two-stage MIMO OTA testing method (TR 37.976 [8])

tion about the analysis methods using two-stage method is given in the
coming sections.
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6.1 The Two-Stage OTA analysis of UWB-MIMO
antennas

This section deals with the whereabouts of two-stage OTA method used for the
channel performance evaluation of the developed UWB-MIMO antennas. In
order to perform this Keysight SystemVue software [7] is utilized, which is a
powerful system architecture for analysing antenna performances in a propagation
environment. The MIMO Channel Builder of SystemVue can simulate the multi-
channel fading by incorporating the antenna patterns. Thus, this two-stage OTA
testing method is an efficient alternative to the live hardware method of OTA
testing, as it is both economical and repeatable. The two stages involved in this
method are depicted in Fig. 6.6 and they are:

1. The radiation patterns of each antenna-elements in a multi-antenna system
is obtained either by using the traditional anechoic chamber or using the
CST Microwave studio EM simulation software.

2. These radiation patterns are then loaded into the SystemVue MIMO Channel
models and these models are then emulated with the incorporated patterns.
The SystemVue MIMO Channel model Builder has two different approach to
integrate the radiation patterns with MIMO Channel model. One approach
is to use a correlation-based model and other is to use the WINNER
(Wireless world initiative new radio) II channel model.

After these two stages the real faded channel signal will be obtained, which
can then be used to measure MIMO channel capacity, throughput, BLER (Block
Error Rate), antenna correlation, CQI (Channel Quality Indicator) etc., [8], of
the multi-antenna system. These analysis can also be performed for the case of
two channel models: correlation-based channel and WINNER II channel. The
detailed description of both these channel models are given in the next section.

6.2 Different Channel Model Approaches
As mentioned above SystemVue’s MIMO Channel builder has two channel model
approaches, which are used to emulate the antenna patterns with. The two
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Fig. 6.6 Two-stage SystemVue analysis procedures

Channel models that are used to evaluate the developed UWB-MIMO antennas
are:

6.2.1 Correlation-based MIMO Channel Model

The correlation-based channel model is a flexible model for user, in terms of its
customization. In this channel model, a correlation matrix composing of the
correlations between the different paths of a given channel to be modelled is
formed. For the afore mentioned two-stage OTA testing method this model is
suitable as it can combine the spatial properties of multiple paths with the spatial
characteristics of the transmitter and receiver antenna arrays. Thus for the given
antenna radiation patterns, the spatial correlation matrix is given by, [169],

ρT x,mn =
∫+π

−π e−j2π dmn
λ

sin(θ)PAST x(θ)
√

GT x,m(θ)GT x,n(θ)dθ√∫+π
−π PAST x(θ)GT x,m(θ)dθ

√∫+π
−π PAST x(θ)GT x,n(θ)dθ

(6.1)
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ρRx,mn =
∫+π

−π e−j2π dmn
λ

sin(θ)PASRx(θ)
√

GRx,m(θ)GRx,n(θ)dθ√∫+π
−π PASRx(θ)GRx,m(θ)dθ

√∫+π
−π PASRx(θ)GRx,n(θ)dθ

(6.2)

where PAS(θ) is the power azimuth spectrum of the impinging signal, G(θ) is
the power gain of the radiation pattern. The basic Kronecker model assumes
that the transmitter and receiver terminals are uncorrelated and therefore, the
spatial correlation matrix Rs can be formulated as,

Rs = 1
tr{RRx}RT x ⊗ RRx (6.3)

where, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and RT x & RRx are the Nt × Nt and
Nr × Nr matrices of the spatial correlations of multiple antenna arrays at the
receiver and transmitter sides, respectively. The joint correlation matrix R is
then given by [34],

R = Rs • Rp (6.4)

where, Rs is the spatial correlation matrix and Rp is the polarization correlation
matrix. The channel coefficients Hs can be generated by

Hs =
√

RHu (6.5)

where, Hu represents the spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh fading sample and that
is temporal correlated by the Doppler spectrum.

The Kronecker assumption may not be valid for the generic antenna array.
Thus, SystemVue software improved the correlation model based on the basic
Kronecker model, by developing a proprietary algorithm that calculates the
spatial-polarization and joint correlation characteristics. This algorithm was
practically validated and shows that it is an good fit for realistic antennas, [7].

This expanded method can include the effect of different types of antenna-
elements and also is compatible with the basic Kronecker model. It offers a
flexible method to analyse the antenna performance and its channel effects. In
addition to these all, the correlation model admits the user to customize the
parameters such as, Angular Spread, different power angular spectrum, Power
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Delay Profile (PDP), antenna patterns etc., which helps the users to evaluate
their system and antenna performances under varying channel environments.

6.2.2 WINNER II MIMO channel model

The WINNER II channel model is a geometry-based stochastic channel model
and is also called as double directional channel model [7, 108]. This approach is
used mainly to create a radio channel model which helps in evaluating the link
level and system level performances of many wireless communication systems. In
this model the locations of scatters won’t be specified explicitly, rather it will
give informations on the directions of rays. This geometry based modeling of
radio channel enables insertion of different antenna configurations, separation of
propagation parameters & antennas and diverse patterns of antenna elements.
The time variant impulse response matrix of the U × S MIMO channel is given
by [7],

H(t; τ) =
N∑

n=1
Hn(t; τ) (6.6)

This is the channel impulse response from transmitter antenna element s to the
receiver antenna u, where, t is time, τ is delay, N is the number of paths, and n

is path index. The impulse response matrix is composed of the antenna array
response matrices FT x and FRx for the transmitter (Txr) and the receiver (Rxr),
respectively. Thus, the channel from the Txr antenna element s to the Rxr

element u for cluster n, can be formulated as

Hu,s,n(t; τ) =
M∑

m=1

FRx,u,V

(
ϕn,m

)
FRx,u,H

(
ϕn,m

)


T αn,m,V V αn,m,V H

αn,m,HV αn,m,HH


FT x,s,V

(
φn,m

)
FT x,s,H

(
φn,m

)


×exp

(
j2πλ−1

0

(
ϕ̄n,m · r̄Rx,u

))
exp

(
j2πλ−1

0

(
φ̄n,m · r̄T x,s

))

×exp

(
j2πυn,mt

)
δ

(
τ − τn,m

)
(6.7)

Where:
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– FRx,u,V and FRx,u,H are the antenna element u field patterns for vertical
and horizontal polarizations, respectively;

– FT x,s,V and FT x,s,H are the antenna element s field patterns for vertical and
horizontal polarizations, respectively;

– αn,m,V V , αn,m,V H , αn,m,HV and αn,m,HH are the complex gains of vertical-
to-vertical, horizontal-to-vertical, vertical-to-horizontal and horizontal-to-
horizontal polarizations of ray n, m, respectively;

– λ0 is the wavelength of the carrier frequency;

– φ̄n,m is the AoD unit vector;

– ϕ̄n,m is the AoA unit vector;

– r̄T x,s and r̄Rx,u are the location vectors of element s and u, respectively;
and

– υn,m is the Doppler frequency component of ray n, m.

If the radio channel is modelled as dynamic, all the above mentioned small scale
parameters are time variant, i.e. function of t.

The propagation environments used is WINNER II channel model are called
the propagation scenarios. The WINNER II model cover a wide scope of propaga-
tion scenarios and in SystemVue model for 18 such scenarios are developed, that
are classified into three: Local, Metropolitan and Wide area [7]. This WINNER II
channel model are independent of antennas and are appropriate for the evaluation
of transceiver techniques such as equalization, adaptive radio links, modulation
and coding. This model is also helpful for link budget calculation and network
planning.

6.3 Channel Capacity Measurements

The channel performance analysis and comparative study of the developed UWB-
MIMO antennas are carried out with the help of SystemVue software. The channel
capacity measurement setup of SystemVue has two steps of analysis. First step is
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the generation of correlation matrix by incorporating the radiation patterns of the
UWB-MIMO antenna, using the afore mentioned channel model approach. The
second step deals with the calculation of channel capacity utilizing the generated
correlation matrix corresponding to the Antenna Under Test (AUT). The detailed
explanations regarding these two steps are given below.

The correlation matrix generation follows the two-stage analysis method
depicted in Fig. 6.6. In the first stage the three dimensional radiation patterns of
the developed UWB-MIMO antennas are obtained either from anechoic chamber
or from CST Microwave studio simulations. The patterns of each antenna element
are saved in separate files. These radiation pattern files are then converted to
*.uan format as particularized by the SystemVue. This file format consists of
two parts: a parameter description section and a data section. The parameter
description section is the header section of the file and the parameter details
required for the proper data reading is explained here. An example of such a
parameter section used in this thesis is described below:

begin_<parameters>
format free
phi_min 0
phi_max 360
phi_inc 5
theta_min 0
theta_max 180
theta_inc 5
complex
mag_phase
pattern gain
magnitude dB
direction degrees
phase degrees
polarization theta_phi
NetInputPower 0.002309593
end_<parameters>
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(a) Correlation-based MIMO Channel model

(b) WINNER II MIMO Channel model

Fig. 6.7 MIMO Channel Builders in SystemVue

Thus, this section gave information about the maximum and minimum values
of phi and theta angles, the step size with which pattern is obtained, in which
format the data is present in the file (magnitude_phase or real_Imaginary),
polarization of the antenna, net input power etc.. The data section (corresponding
to the above parameter section) will have four columns: theta-angles, phi-angles,
theta-gain, phi-gain, theta-phase and phi-phase. Thus, this section has the
magnitude (dB) and phase (degrees) values of the far-field radiation patterns, for
different theta and phi rotations.
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These radiation pattern files and the information regarding number of antenna
elements are given to the MIMO channel Builder in the SystemVue software. In
this channel builder the user defined radiation patterns are convolved with the
channel models to generate the real faded correlation channel coefficients and
correlation matrix. Based upon the channel model with which the convolution
takes place, two types of correlation matrices are formed in SystemVue. They are
correlation-based channel matrix and WINNER II channel matrix. The analysis
setup of both are depicted in Fig. 6.7, for a 2x2 MIMO system. According to
the number of paths assigned by user, the generated correlation matrix will be
a K × N array, where K is No.of Txr antennas ∗ No.of Rxr antennas and
N is No.of Txr antennas ∗ No.of Rxr antennas ∗ No.of paths. Thus, the
so formed correlation matrices will be saved as three text files, in the specified
directory. Out of that, one will be the combined correlation matrix with MIMO
antenna gain and power imbalance information for all paths and for all drops.
The other two files corresponds to the real and imaginary parts of the correlation
matrix.

The channel capacity calculation model utilizes these real and imaginary
parts of correlation matrix to calculate the channel capacity of a system. The
two capacity models corresponding to the correlation-based channel model and
WINNER II channel model are shown in Fig. 6.8. Therefore, these models are
used to compute the channel capacity for the MIMO channel, based on the
channel correlation matrix and channel coefficients. This model reads two files
which have informations regarding number of samples of the drops and real
& imaginary parts of corresponding channel correlation matrix R, which is a
Kronecker product of transmit and receive correlation matrices. The R is of
size K × K, where K is No.of Txr antennas ∗ No.of Rxr antennas. This
channel correlation matrix R combines all the paths together. The length of the
generated channel coefficients is determined by the number of samples given as
input.

For the case of a 2 × 2 MIMO, the combined channel coefficient is
Txr1Rxr1 Txr2Rxr1

Txr1Rxr2 Txr2Rxr2

 (6.8)
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(a) Correlation Channel Capacity model

(b) WINNER II Channel Capacity model

Fig. 6.8 Channel Capacity models in SystemVue

and the combined correlation matrix is

Txr1Rxr1

Txr1Rxr2

Txr2Rxr1

Txr2Rxr2


×
[
Txr1Rxr1 Txr1Rxr2 Txr2Rxr1 Txr2Rxr2

]∗
(6.9)
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Thus, the 16 float elements of each file, which is the real or imaginary part of the
correlation matrix, is given by Txr1Rxr1×Txr1Rxr1, Txr1Rxr1×Txr1Rxr2, . . . Txr1Rxr1×
Txr2Rxr2, Txr1Rxr2 ×Txr1Rxr1, . . . Txr2Rxr2 ×Txr2Rxr2. Hence, the channel
capacity is then calculated by, [66],

C = log2 det
[
I + ρ

N
HHH

]
(bits/s/Hz) (6.10)

where, ρ is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in dB, N is the number of trans-
mitter antennas, H is the transfer matrix which is the Cholesky decomposition
of R multiply channel coefficients.

By following the above described steps, the channel capacities of the three
developed UWB-MIMO antennas (AUTs) are computed, and are compared with
the channel capacities obtained for an ideal 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems
employing half-wavelength separated omni-directional antennas. The channel
capacities obtained for ideal antenna systems are taken as the reference for
other capacity calculations, and these calculations incorporates the antenna array
performance as well as the correlation between them [221].

The three-dimensional radiation patterns of the two-port, three-port and
four-port UWB-MIMO antennas discussed in section 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are obtained
for 4 GHz and 8 GHz, respectively. These radiation patterns are then loaded
to SystemVue and the corresponding channel capacities are calculated for both
correlation-based and WINNER II MIMO channel models. These capacity values
are then plotted for varying SNR values from 0 to 30 dB, and are compared with
the respective ideal (or reference) scenarios. The channel capacity measurements
for correlation-based channel model of the two-port UWB-MIMO antenna (in
section 5.1) at 4 GHz and 8 GHz are potted in Fig. 6.9a and 6.9b, respectively. It
is observed from the figure that, the channel capacity increases from 1.4 bits/s/Hz
to 10.7 bits/s/Hz for 4 GHz and from 1.8 bits/s/Hz to 15.5 bits/s/Hz for 8 GHz,
for a SNR sweep from 0dB to 30dB.

The correlation-based channel capacity of three-port UWB-MIMO antenna
(in section 5.2) employing spatial, polarization and angle diversity is shown in
Fig. 6.10. For this antenna, the capacity stood at 3.2 bits/s/Hz at a SNR of 0 dB
and got increased to 23.5 bits/s/Hz while the SNR reached 30 dB, at 4 GHz (see
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(a) At 4 GHz

(b) At 8 GHz

Fig. 6.9 Channel Capacity of Two-port UWB-MIMO antenna for Correlation-
based Channel model

Fig. 6.10a). At 8 GHz, the channel capacity showed variation from 3.2 bits/s/Hz
to 23 bits/s/Hz for a 0-30 dB SNR variation, as shown in Fig. 6.10b.

For the quad-element UWB-MIMO antenna (in section 5.3) the channel
capacity for a correlation-based model showed improvement from 4.9 bits/s/Hz
to 28.2 bits/s/Hz for an SNR range of 0 dB to 30 dB, at 4 GHz. And, for 8 GHz
it ranged from 4.9 bits/s/Hz to 28.4 bits/s/Hz for SNR values from 0 dB to 30
dB.
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(a) At 4 GHz

(b) At 8 GHz

Fig. 6.10 Channel Capacity of Three-port UWB-MIMO antenna for Correlation-
based Channel model

Similarly, the channel capacities of the UWB-MIMO antennas for WINNER
II channel model are also computed for 4 GHz and 8 GHz. The results are
depicted in Fig. 6.12, Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 for two-port, three-port and four-
port UWB-MIMO antennas, respectively. It is observed from the figure that,
WINNER II channel model possess competitively less channel capacity than that
for correlation-model. This is because in WINNER II channel model an urban
macro-cell scenario is modeled, which is more closer to a realistic environment.
For a 2 × 2 MIMO system with the developed two-port antenna, the channel
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(a) At 4 GHz

(b) At 8 GHz

Fig. 6.11 Channel Capacity of Four-port UWB-MIMO antenna for Correlation-
based Channel model

capacity is found to be increasing from 1.3 bits/s/Hz to 12.5 bits/s/Hz for a SNR
range of 0 to 30 dB, at 4 GHz (Fig. 6.12b). In the case at 8 GHz, the capacity
stood high at 13.9 bits/s/Hz for a SNR value of 30 dB, as shown in Fig. 6.12b.

The channel capacity analysis of the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna at 4
GHz and 8 GHz is shown in Fig. 6.13. The figure shows values ranging from 2.2
bits/s/Hz to 19.3 bits/s/Hz for a SNRs ranging from 0 dB to 30 dB, at 4 GHz.
And, for 8 GHz the capacity increased from 2.2 bits/s/Hz to 19.5 bits/s/Hz for
SNR from 0 dB to 30 dB.
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(a) At 4 GHz

(b) At 8 GHz

Fig. 6.12 Channel Capacity of Two-port UWB-MIMO antenna for WINNER II
Channel model

The channel capacity of the four-port UWB-MIMO antenna using WINNER
II channel model with varying SNR values ranging from 0 dB to 30 dB shows a
capacity improvement from 2.2 bits/s/Hz to 24.8 bits/s/Hz, at 4 GHz. And, at 8
GHz this increment is from 2.2 bits/s/Hz to 25.5 bits/s/Hz for the same SNR
range of 0-30 dB. The capacity measures of this four-port antenna at 4 GHz and
8 GHz are shown in Fig. 6.14a and 6.14a, respectively.

From all the channel capacity calculations, it can be inferred that, the channel
capacities of the 4 × 4 MIMO system, using the four-port antenna, are greater as
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(a) At 4 GHz

(b) At 8 GHz

Fig. 6.13 Channel Capacity of Three-port UWB-MIMO antenna for WINNER II
Channel model

compared to that of 3 × 3 and 2 × 2 systems. Also, on comparing the capacity
performances of correlation-based and WINNER II channel models, WINNER II
shows low capacities for the system employing same MIMO antennas, as it is a
geometry-based model which corresponds well with the practical propagation sce-
narios. Thus, for a UWB-MIMO communication system employing the developed
antennas, the channel capacity increases with the number of antenna-elements at
both transmitter and receiver side.
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(a) At 4 GHz

(b) At 8 GHz

Fig. 6.14 Channel Capacity of Four-port UWB-MIMO antenna for WINNER II
Channel model

6.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter discussed the channel performance evaluation of the developed
UWB-MIMO antennas. The channel performances of the antennas in both
correlation-based channel and WINNER II channel were analysed. Also, the
channel response of the three UWB-MIMO antennas are compared with the
respective ideal scenarios with the help of antennas with omnidirectional radiation
patterns. From the above evaluations and comparative studies it can be inferred
that the developed UWB-MIMO antennas are capable of exhibiting satisfactory
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channel performances, needed for a good communication system. Moreover,
the analysis in the chapter validated that as the number of antenna-elements
increases the channel capacity of that system also increases. Thus, the 4 × 4
UWB-MIMO antenna system will perform with a better channel capacity as
compared to the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 UWB-MIMO systems. Also, the capacities of all
the multi-port antennas conform well with the reference multi-antenna system
having omni-directional radiation patterns.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future
Perspective

This chapter summarizes the conclusions and major findings came out of the study
conducted on UWB-MIMO antennas discussed in this thesis. This is followed
by some thoughts about the future scope of the works based on UWB-MIMO
antennas.

7.1 Conclusions

The main objective of the thesis was to develop multiple-element antennas for
UWB-MIMO applications, and to investigate their radiation characteristics in
favour of the aforesaid applications. This thesis presented the basic trends in
wireless communication which eventually lead to the invention of two leading
wireless technologies: UWB and MIMO. A brief introduction about the UWB
technology and their basic concepts were also discussed. The regulations that
were framed for their application in different propagation environment, were
included. Similarly, various aspects of MIMO technology along with different
MIMO communication techniques were discussed briefly in this thesis. Principally,
the thesis presented the scope of incorporating UWB technology with MIMO
communication and their benefits. Moreover, various methodologies adopted
to develop the antennas and to investigate them accordingly, were deliberated
concisely.
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For the realization of co-located UWB-MIMO antennas, two compact coplanar
antennas were built, which are capable of giving efficient transmission/reception
over the UWB range of operation. Utilizing these two UWB antennas, three
co-located UWB-MIMO antennas were developed and validated their capabilities
for operation in a MIMO communication system, for UWB applications. To
accomplish best MIMO/diversity performance, a combination of spatial, polariza-
tion and angle diversity techniques were applied to the MIMO antennas. Also, a
method of isolating the antenna-elements using a simple metal strip was included.
Moreover, the evolution of the antenna structure were discussed in order to get
an insight into their wideband, MIMO/diversity behaviour at each stage.

The performance analysis of UWB-MIMO antennas were carried out using
distinct quality measures in different domain of computations. These include
transfer properties, spatial-domain characteristics and figures-of-merit for effec-
tive MIMO behavioural evaluations. To have a knowledge about the channel
characteristics of the MIMO communications system, employing the developed
UWB-MIMO antennas, a two-stage OTA testing was conducted. A channel
emulator software aided in accomplishing this OTA test using the farfield ra-
diation patterns of the antenna and thus, evaluated the channel capacities of
the developed UWB-MIMO antennas for varying SNR values. It is found that,
the channel capacities of the communication systems increases as the number of
elements in the transmitter/receiver increased.

In this thesis, two-port, three-port and four-port UWB-MIMO antennas
were developed and analysed their performance characteristics. Their channel
performance evaluation studies revealed that the UWB-MIMO system with four-
port antenna at transmitter/receiver achieved more channel capacity compared
to the other two.

7.2 Thesis Highlights

The key findings of the study conducted on various antennas are summarized in
this section.

• CPS fed UWB antenna:UWB-I :- A coplanar stripline (CPS) fed UWB
antenna was realized on a FR-4 substrate of thickness 1.6mm, ϵr of 4.3 and
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tan(δ) of 0.02, in chapter 4. This antenna utilized the staircase-shaped
slots and shorted slit at the bottom of the antenna to realize the wideband
operation. The CPS-fed antenna is excited in its dipole mode, and a
wideband operation covering the required UWB band (3.1 - 10.6 GHz) was
obtained with the help of staircase-shaped slots and shorted slit at the
bottom of the antenna. This antenna is very compact which has an overall
size of 25mm × 7mm only. It offered a wide bandwidth from 3 GHz to
11 GHz with an average gain of 2.15 dBi and radiation efficiency better
than 75%, throughout the operation band. The antenna possessed omni-
directional coverage in its lower UWB band and slightly directive radiation
behaviour in the higher UWB band. The transfer properties of the antenna
verified the capability of the antenna to handle pulse transmission/reception,
without impinging any distortion to it. Moreover, the antenna retained
stable radiation characteristics towards the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz band with the
pattern stability factor (PSF) of 0.96 along azimuth plane and 0.93 along
elevation plane.

• ACS fed UWB antenna:UWB-II :- Another coplanar UWB antenna
using asymmetric coplanar strip (ACS) feeding technique is presented in
chapter 4. The antenna is realized on a small profile of FR-4 substrate
of size 25mm × 10mm × 1.6mm, with ϵr of 4.3 and tan(δ) of 0.02. This
antenna also utilized the principle of step-slots on its asymmetric lateral
strips to achieve wide bandwidth. It offered a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 3
GHz to 12.5 GHz, thus covering the required 3.1 - 10.6 GHz bandwidth for
UWB radio systems. Antenna showed partially omni-directional pattern in
its lower UWB band and slightly directive patterns in its higher frequency
band. Within the UWB band the antenna obtained an average gain of 2.6
dBi and radiation efficiency better than 75%. The time-domain analysis
validated the antennas pulse handling capability and has group delay ≤1nS
for Face-to-Face and Side-to-Side mode of transmission/reception. The
antenna obtained PSF values of 0.97 and 0.9 along azimuth and elevation
plane, respectively. This denoted that the best direction of operation of
this antenna along its azimuthal plane.
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• Two-port UWB-MIMO antenna :- By arranging two CPS-fed UWB
antennas (UWB-I), one two-element UWB-MIMO antenna was realized and
their performance characteristics was investigated in chapter 5 (section 5.1).
The two antenna-elements are arranged back-to-back with a spatial separa-
tion of 16mm. This diversity in space reduced the mutual coupling between
the elements across 7.5 - 11 GHz bandwidth. In addition to this, a metal
strip of size 25mm × 0.4mm placed between them provided an isolation
improvement of about 10 dB across 3.1 - 7.5 GHz band, as compared to
the geometry without metal strip. The two-port MIMO antenna for UWB
application was realized on a small prototype of size 25mm × 30mm, and
in-spite of its small size it obtained a minimum isolation of 20dB between
the antenna-elements, throughout the UWB operation bandwidth of 3.1 -
10.6 GHz. Both the antenna-elements succeeded in reproducing the input
pulses efficiently, as their transfer properties met the requirements. The
metal strip between the elements acted as a reflector for the lower frequency
band and improved the gain of the antenna for those frequencies. Due to the
presence of reflector and the antenna configuration, the radiation pattern of
both elements are slightly directive and are spatially separated by an angle
of 180◦. This helped the MIMO antenna to attain angle diversity across the
UWB band with an average gain of 4.1 dBi and radiation efficiency better
than 83% for both the ports. The addition of reflector strip made a gain
improvement of 1 dBi possible, in the lower UWB band. The PSF values
>0.96 in X-Z plane and >0.95 in the X-Y plane proved the pattern stability
of the antenna in 3.1 - 10.6 GHz band. The ECC values of the two-port
antenna is below 0.2 and MEG is found to be ≤ ±0.5dB throughout the
UWB band. Also, the diversity gain (DG) matched well with the ideal
scenario of 10dB and ηmux conformed well with the total efficiency of the
antenna, which guaranteed good MIMO/diversity performance.

• Three-port UWB-MIMO antenna :- A three-element antenna suitable
for the UWB-MIMO communication is realized by including the UWB-
II in between the two-port antenna, discussed above. With the three
UWB antenna-elements the overall size of the MIMO antenna became
25mm × 45mm and achieved 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 3.1 GHz to 11.3
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GHz. Two antenna-elements were arranged back-to-back with adequate
spatial separation and the third antenna element is placed orthogonally
between them. This configuration of antenna-elements ensured a minimum
isolation of 19dB between all the elements. All the radiation patterns are
slightly directive and are directed towards three different directions, thus
providing angle diversity for the MIMO antenna. Spatial, polarization and
angle diversity mechanism are utilized in this MIMO antenna to obtain
adequate inter-element isolation within the small profile. An average gain
of 3.5 dBi and radiation efficiency >72% is obtained for the three-port
antenna. Good transient transmission/reception were exhibited by the
antenna and has stable radiation characteristics in the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz band.
The antenna has PSF values of 0.95, 0.96 & 0.9 along X-Z plane and 0.95,
0.93, & 0.95 along X-Y plane for Ant1, Ant2 & Ant3, respectively. The
criteria for good MIMO performance such as ECC<0.5, MEG≤ ±3dB,
DG∼=10dB & ηmux

∼= ηtot has been fulfilled by the three-port antenna.

• Four-port UWB-MIMO antenna :- By arranging four UWB-I antenna-
elements, a quad-element UWB-MIMO antenna is created and its overall
size is only 43mm × 43mm on the FR-4 substrate, which is presented in
chapter 5. This antenna exhibited good impedance matching from 3.1 GHz
to 11 GHz, which enabled it to cover the required bandwidth for UWB
radio systems. In addition to the four antenna-elements, one cross-shaped
reflector is placed in the center of the antenna to isolate the antenna-
elements along the axes. Moreover, two antenna elements are arranged
orthogonally with respect to the other two elements. These arrangements of
the antenna-elements and the cross-shaped reflector enabled the antenna to
attain slightly directive radiation patterns to four different directions. Thus,
along with the cross-reflector, the spatial, polarization & angle diversity
enhanced the inter-element isolation of the antenna to be better than 20dB
within the small size. The antenna offered a stable gain with a peak gain of
6.7 dBi and variation less than 2.2dBi within the UWB band. The radiation
efficiency is found to be better than 80% in the UWB spectrum. The group
delay of all the antenna-elements are below 1nS and PSF values are <0.95
in X-Z plane & <0.94 in X-Y plane. These ensured excellent transient
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characteristics and stable patterns for the four-port UWB-MIMO antenna.
Moreover, the ECC and MEG stayed below 0.2 and ±0.5dB, respectively.
Also, DG and ηmux conformed well with the ideal scenarios. These results
ensured better MIMO/diversity performances of the four-port antenna.

• MIMO Channel performance Evaluation :- Using the two-stage OTA
method the MIMO channel performance evaluation of the developed MIMO
antennas are conducted from their far-field radiation patterns. The correlation-
based and WINNER II MIMO channel models in the SystemVue are utilized
to compute the channel capacities of the MIMO system employing these
antennas. The channel capacities are obtained for different SNR values
from 0dB to 30dB to authenticate and compare the performances of all the
three UWB-MIMO antennas. The two-port UWB-MIMO antenna show a
channel capacity of 10.7 bits/s/Hz at 4 GHz and 15.5 bits/s/Hz at 8 GHz for
a SNR value of 30 dB, in the case of correlation-based MIMO channel. For
WINNER II channel, the capacity is found to be 12.5 bits/s/Hz at 4 GHz
and 13.9 bits/s/Hz at 8 GHz for a 30dB SNR value. In a correlation-based
channel, the three-port UWB-MIMO antenna exhibited a channel capacity
of 23.5 bits/s/Hz at 4 GHz and 23 bits/s/Hz at 8 GHz of operation, for
30dB SNR. Whereas, for WINNER II channel model, the capacity stood
at 19.3 bits/s/Hz at 4 GHz and 19.5 bits/s/Hz at 8 GHz for a SNR value
of 30dB. The channel capacity of a MIMO system with the quad-element
UWB antenna exhibited high values of 28.2 bits/s/Hz at 4 GHz and 28.4
bits/s/Hz at 8 GHz for 30dB SNR, in the case of a correlation-based chan-
nel model. And, for WINNER II channel model the capacity remained at
24.8 bits/s/Hz at 4 GHz and at 25.5 bits/s/Hz at 8 GHz. The channel
performance studies revealed that the capacities obtained for two MIMO
channel models are different as well as the results of each UWB-MIMO
antennas differ from one another. The correlation-based MIMO model
exhibited better channel capacities compared to WINNER II model. This
is because the WINNER II model is close to a real channel for an ur-
ban environment. It is concluded from the results that, the quad-element
UWB-MIMO antenna possessed higher channel capacities for both channel
models, compared to the other two. This capacity increase is attributed
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to the principle of increase in channel capacity with increase in number of
antennas at transmitter/receiver.

7.3 In Future...
The future of an antenna designing lies in fulfilling the upcoming needs of the
modern wireless strategies. One of the crucial challenge is to make antennas,
which possess the requirements such wide bandwidth, high efficiency & gain, high
isolation & low correlation between the antenna elements etc., all in a small space.
A trade-off between these basic requirements escalates the challenge mainly for
wideband antennas. This results in many design constraints regarding the size
and performance of the antenna.

In this thesis the time-domain analysis of UWB-MIMO antennas was carried
out by taking measurements in frequency-domain and then undergoing Fourier
Transform. The results will be more accurate if direct time-domain measurements
are possible using pulse generator and spectrum analyzer.

As a future design technique the UWB-MIMO can be designed on Low Tem-
perature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) substrates which makes the direct integration
of the antenna with monolithic microwave circuits possible. This makes the
antenna module designing simpler and accurate.

Active integrated UWB-MIMO antennas are an interesting aspect as they
proved to be beneficial in terms of gain and diversity performance. Integrating
pulse generator with the antenna avoids the need of a transmission line between
RF device/generator and the antenna. This eliminates the need of balun as it
prevents the excitation of common-mode currents. Another future interest will
be integrating Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) with UWB antenna, which is proved
to be effective in its receiver mode. This is because a typical UWB receiver needs
a LNA to detect signals as the UWB systems operate with very low power levels.
These integration can enhance the overall performance of the communication
system employing these antennas.

Another future investigation for the UWB-MIMO antenna will be the detailed
channel evaluation, which will be beneficial for the MIMO antennas. This can be
accomplished by using real test equipments and realistic propagation scenarios
which will give an idea about the actual channel effects, improvement in reliability,
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spectrum efficiency etc.. By selecting the actual urban or noisy environments,
realistic antenna solutions can be drawn at the design stage itself. The main
limitations faced for the channel evaluation in UWB-MIMO antennas are the
availability of adequate equipments that can operated in the UWB range of
operation. Most of the MIMO testing equipments will be of narrow band range,
which can test the channel effects for certain frequencies only.

UWB-MIMO antennas can be incorporated with RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification Device) technology to enhance the reliability as well as speed of
transmission/reception. The challenge in this scenario is to examine the near-field
characteristics thoroughly for its performance analysis.

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is devoted mainly to short-range
communication, and employing UWB-MIMO antennas in those systems will
increase the reliability and data rate of it tremendously. This opens up a fresh
area to ponder, and to come up with efficient systems that can aid the fast growing
requirements of the medical field. In addition to this, a further reduction of
overall size of the antenna can be accomplished by using high dielectric substrates,
DGS based surface, metamaterials etc.. This is a future investigation for the
antenna discussed in this thesis.
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Appendix A

Modified Bowtie Antenna for
DVB-H application

The rapid development of various wireless protocols increases the needs for
antennas having low profile, compact size and light weight with ease of fabrication.
Many techniques have been developed to achieve compactness in the antenna
design such as integrating shorting walls on the radiating element, using stacked
structures and fractal geometries [1–4]. Recently, Composite Right/Left Handed
(CRLH) Transmission Lines (TLs), composed of shunt inductors and series
capacitors periodically loaded along the host TLs, have drawn increasing attention
because of its many unusual properties [5–7]. One of the unusual properties is
the zeroth-order resonance at which the phase constant, β is zero for a non-zero
frequency. This enables the resonant frequency to be independent of the antenna
dimension [8–10]. A 75% reduction in the footprint area of the structure can
be achieved compared to a conventional patch antenna by using meander-line
inductor [11]. In CRLH TLs, the quasi lumped element implementation of shunt
inductance and series capacitance are obtained by vias to ground plane and
inter-digital capacitors respectively [12]. This makes the fabrication difficult and
tedious. In [13] and [14], a chip inductor was embedded in the printed monopole
antennas, which results a decrease in the resonant length of the fundamental
mode.

In this chapter, a Zeroth Order Resonant Antenna (ZORA) using a chip
inductor is discussed and studied. The chip inductor reduces the overall antenna
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size. Here the unique property of the CRLH TLs, i.e., zeroth order resonance, is
accomplished on a bowtie structure, since it is simple to fabricate. The features
of the bowtie include wider bandwidth, higher gain, lower front-to-back ratio,
lower cross-polarization level and smaller size [15]. A conventional CRLH TL is
composed of a series inductance and capacitance as well as shunt inductance and
capacitance. The zeroth-order mode is determined by the shunt components in
the case of an open ended transmission line and by series components in short
ended transmission line. By increasing the shunt inductance, the zeroth-order
resonant frequency can be decreased, so that the antenna size can be made much
smaller. In this proposed structure, the shunt inductance is accomplished by
embedding a chip inductor on one of the strip of the bowtie antenna. Thus
it omits the need for vias to the ground. The series capacitor of a traditional
CRLH TL is taken away in order to reduce both size and structural complexity,
which makes the system devoid of left-handed (LH) transmission but retaining
the zeroth-order resonance and right-handed transmission [16]. The proposed
antenna with dimension 0.0186λ0 X 0.020λ0 X 0.003λ0 mm3 has a zeroth order
resonance at 503MHz, which makes it electrically very small [18], where λ0 is the
free space wavelength corresponding to the resonant frequency. In addition the
high gain wide band of the original bowtie antenna at higher frequencies [15] is
retained. The optimization of the antenna dimensions is carried out using Ansoft
HFSS.

A.1 Antenna geometry
Fig.A.1 shows the modified bowtie antenna with an inductor. The prototype
is fabricated on a substrate of relative permittivity (ϵr) 4.3 and thickness (h)
1.588mm. The antenna requires a small footprint of 0.0186λ0 X 0.020λ0 X 0.003λ0

mm3 only.
A 0603CS 120nH Coilcraft surface mount inductor is mounted on one of the

arm of bowtie antenna as shown in Fig. A.1. The effect of the loaded chip
inductor is an increase in the electrical length of the bowtie antenna, and thus
lowering the resonant frequency.

The circuit model of the bowtie antenna loaded with inductor is shown in Fig.
A.2a. The parasitic components can be modeled using series inductance (LR)
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Fig. A.1 Geometry of modified bowtie antenna; Bl=11mm, Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm,
Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm, L=11.1mm, W=12mm
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Fig. A.2 Circuit model and dispersion diagram of modified bowtie antenna

and shunt capacitance (CR). The bow (flaring) corresponding to the inductor
loaded strip, acts as a metal patch and provides a capacitance Cg to the ground.
When Cg is large, it provides a virtual ground voltage [19, 20] and thus realizes
the shunt inductance (LL). This condition triggers the zeroth order mode of the
structure at lower frequencies. At higher frequencies the virtual ground effect fails
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as the inductor impedance increases and results in the right-handed transmission.
Fig. A.2b shows a schematic representation of the proposed dispersion diagram
corresponding to the circuit model.

A.2 Theory

The modified bowtie antenna with inductor suppresses the left handed trans-
mission (phase advance) but possess zero phase constant and right-handed
transmission (phase delay) [6]. The suppression of LH transmission took place
since there is no series capacitance (CL) [16] as in Fig. A.2a

By applying boundary condition related to Bloch-floquet theorem [12] to the
structure, the dispersion relation, β(ω), of the simplified TL in Fig. A.2a, is
obtained as

β(ω) = cos−1(1 + ZY

2 ) (A.1)

Where the series impedence (Z) and the shunt admittance (Y) are given by

Z(ω) = j(ωLR) (A.2)

Y (ω) = j(ωCR − 1
ωLL − 1

ωCg

) (A.3)

when ωLL» 1
ωCg

then Y (ω) approaches the admittance of LLCR tank resonator
and therefore Cg has less influence on the propagation characteristics[18]. By
applying Taylor series approximation, (A.1) becomes

β(ω) =
√√√√ω2LRCR − LR

LL − 1
ω2Cg

(A.4)

As the propagation constant approaches zero, the zeroth order resonance (infi-
nite wavelength resonance) results. Here the structure acts as an open ended
transmission line, so the zeroth mode frequency is determined by shunt circuit
[18].

ω = ω0 =
√

ω2
sh + ω2

g (A.5)
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where ωsh = 1√
LRCR

and ωg = 1√
LLCg

As LL, CR and Cg are increased, the resonant frequency decreases. It is more
effective to increase LL rather than CR and Cg, by simply increasing the value of
the chip inductor. When LL becomes larger, the zeroth-mode resonance shifts to
lower frequency region, making the antenna more compact in size.

A.3 Simulation and Experimental results
Agilent PNA E8362B network analyzer is used for experimental analysis. The
modified ZOR antenna with a 120nH chip inductor was fabricated and measured.
A photograph of the antenna is shown in Fig. A.3. Fig. A.4 shows the simulated
and measured reflection coefficient as well as the transmission coefficient of the
antenna. The slight discrepancy in the S11 curve is due to the coupling of the
SMA connector, which is not considered in the simulation.

Fig. A.3 Photograph of the fabricated prototype; Bl=11mm, Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm,
Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm, L=11.1mm, W=12mm

Fig. A.5 depicts the comparison of reflection characteristics at higher frequency
region, between the bowtie antennas with and without inductor. A bowtie antenna
without embedding any chip inductor has only n=+1 mode. From Fig. A.4 & A.5
it is clear that for the proposed antenna the higher resonance is still determined
by the bowtie structure while the lower resonance is due to the presence of a
120nH inductor. For this inductor-loaded antenna, n=0 mode is the lowest mode,
because it does not support backward wave like the CRLH TL. The n=0 mode
resonates at 503MHz with a reflection coefficient of -35dB and a 3:1 VSWR
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Fig. A.4 Transmission and reflection characteristics of modified bowtie antenna;
Bl=11mm, Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm, Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm,
L=11.1mm, W=12mm

Fig. A.5 Reflection coefficient of bowtie antenna with and without inductor;
Bl=11mm, Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm, Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm,
L=11.1mm, W=12mm

bandwidth of 39MHz and for n=+1 mode the resonance is at 9.15GHz with a
reflection coefficient of -17dB as shown in Fig. A.4 & A.5

The electric field distribution for n=0 (β=0) and n=+1 (β>0) are analyzed.
At 503MHz (n=0) the electric fields are uniformly distributed and are in-phase
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Fig. A.6 Vector electric field distribution of modified bowtie antenna for two
modes of operation; Bl=11mm, Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm, Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm,
Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm, L=11.1mm, W=12mm

as in Fig. A.6a. This verifies the infinite wavelength resonance condition [16, 17].
While at 9.15GHz (n=+1) the electric field is sinusoidally distributed and are
out of phase corresponding to a half-wavelength, as in Fig. A.6b. This shows the
right-handed wave propagation through the structure.
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Fig. A.7 Surface current distribution at 503MHz; Bl=11mm, Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm,
Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm, L=11.1mm, W=12mm
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The surface current distribution on the antenna at 503MHz is depicted in
Fig. A.7. It is found that the surface current at the slot edges are anti-parallel
to each other. So an inductor placed across that slot have a shunt effect which
makes the chip inductor to represent the shunt inductance (LL) in the equivalent
model of the antenna.

Fig. A.8 Resonant frequency variation with chip inductor value; Bl=11mm,
Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm, Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm, L=11.1mm,
W=12mm

Rigorous parametric analysis has been conducted to find out the effect of
various antenna parameters on the radiation performance. Fig. A.8 shows the
variation of the resonant frequency with the value of chip inductor. The resonant
frequency does decrease with increased inductance value, while the antenna size
is maintained the same. The resonant frequency is inversely proportional to the
square root of the chip inductance. The effect of flare length(Fl), strip gap(Sg)
& strip width(Sw) on the resonant characteristics are shown in Fig. A.9a, A.9b
& A.9c respectively. A lowering in the resonant frequency is obtained when
CR and Cg is increased, which is accomplished by an increase in strip width
and/or decrease in strip gap. But this will lead to the re-fabrication of the whole
structure. Instead resonant frequency can be tuned by simply changing the value
of chip inductor.

The measured radiation pattern of the modified zeroth order bowtie antenna is
shown in Fig. A.10a & A.10b. An omni-directional radiation pattern is obtained
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(a) Varying flare length (b) Varying strip gap

(c) Varying strip width

Fig. A.9 Change in reflection coefficient of the modifies bowtie antenna while vary-
ing various parameters; Bl=11mm, Sl=4mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm, L=11.1mm,
W=12mm

at the zeroth order frequency (503 MHz), since the electric field distribution
for n=0 mode does not change much within the bandwidth. The monopolar
radiation is maintained over the bandwidth. The cross polarization level for
E-plane is 12.8dB and for the H-plane it is 12.5dB. The measured peak gain
of the antenna using three antenna method is -9.2dBi and measured radiation
efficiency using Wheeler Cap method [21] is 37% at 503 MHz. Both the gain and
radiation efficiency stands within the DVB-H specification [22]. The physical area
of a circular patch antenna fabricated on the same substrate and operating at
the same frequency is 15836.76 mm2, while that of the proposed antenna is only
133.2 mm2. Thus a 99.1% reduction in the overall physical area of the structure
is obtained compared to circular patch antenna.
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(a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane

Fig. A.10 Measured radiation pattern of modified bowtie antenna at 503 MHz;
Bl=11mm, Fl=8.4mm, Sl=4mm, Sw=3mm, Sg=0.2mm, Iw=0.3mm, h=1.6mm,
L=11.1mm, W=12mm

A.4 Summary
In this chapter a novel low profile, extremely compact, zeroth order bowtie
antenna for DVB-H application, with less structural complexity is presented. By
loading a chip inductor on one of the bowtie strip a lower resonance independent
of the antenna size is obtained. A 99.1% of overall size reduction is achieved
as compared to a conventional circular patch antenna operating at the same
frequency. The operating principle of the antenna is explained in terms of circuit
parameters. The antenna exhibits a zeroth order resonance at 503MHz with -35
dB reflection coefficient and has 3:1 VSWR bandwidth of 39MHz with a gain of
-9.2dBi and radiation efficiency of 37% which are in agreement with the DVB-H
specification.
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Appendix B

A Compact Coplanar Stripline
fed Antenna for Wireless
Applications

Recently, owing to rapid developments in WLAN and ISM communications,
high gain compact planar antennas operating in 5-6 GHz band are becoming
demanding in practical applications. The United States Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) has allocated new frequency bands in the 5-6 GHz range
under the Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure (U-NII) for high speed
WLAN at low cost. Among the IEEE 802.11 group, IEEE 802.11a uses the
U-NII band. The U-NII operates over four frequency ranges and they are named
as U-NII Low (U-NII-1): 5.15-5.25 GHz, U-NII Mid (U-NII-2): 5.25-5.35 GHz,
U-NII Worldwide (U-NII-2e): 5.47-5.725 GHz and U-NII Upper (U-NII-3): 5.725-
5.825 GHz [1]. ISM 5.8 uses the U-NII Upper band. On the other hand the
HIPERLAN2 specifies two bands of 5.15-5.35 GHz and 5.47-5.725 GHz [2–4].

Combining resonant structures with microstrip line slot antennas for efficient
radiation in some desired bands has been studied before [? ]. In [13], a wideband
rectangular slot antenna with U-shaped strip for WLAN application is presented.
The overall size of this antenna is 75 × 75 mm2 and is not well suited for
practical applications. Another multiband antenna with U-shaped resonator
is presented in [14]. It has a moderate gain and a high dielectric constant of
10 is needed to improve broadband matching. A wideband packaged antenna
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that can support the IEEE 802.11a WLAN bands is presented in [15]. But
its fabrication is arduous and also the peak gain is only 1.8dBi. Whereas [16]
proposes coplanar waveguide fed slot antenna with high gain in spite of its
low bandwidth performance. In addition, due to steady growth of wireless
communication systems, antenna providing more operational bandwidth with
high gain has been considered crucially. In this chapter a novel, open stub loaded
planar antenna which meets the bandwidth requirements of many application
bands, while belonging to the class of simply-structured and compact coplanar
strip fed antennas. In the proposed antenna the actual radiation element is the
arc shaped structure and hence it excites the un-guided mode of propagation. An
open stub of length λg/4 is used for impedance matching. To reduce the overall
size of the antenna a slanted stub is used in this study. The antenna has a 2:1
VSWR bandwidth of 23.6% from 4.6-5.38 GHz covering IEEE 802.11a (5.15-5.35
GHz, 5.725-5.825 GHz), HIPERLAN2 (5.45-5.725 GHz), HiSWANa (5.15-5.25
GHz), WiMAX (5.25-5.83 GHz) and ISM 5.8 (5.725-5.825 GHz) communication
bands.

Fig. B.1 Geometry of the proposed antenna; W=23mm, L=24mm, Sl=24mm,
Sg=1mm, Sw=3mm, Rl=8.85mm, Rw=2.83mm, Rp=9.25mm, Ar1=6.5mm,
Ar2=8.5mm, As=1.5mm, h=1.6mm
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B.1 Antenna geometry

Fig. B.1 depicts the geometry of the proposed antenna and its optimized parame-
ters. The arc shaped strip of radius Ar1, at the left side of the coplanar strip
is employed to produce the resonance between 5-6 GHz, while a quarter wave
(λg/4) open stub connected to the right side of the coplanar strip improves the
impedance matching for the above produced resonance. The open stub of size
Rl × Rw is placed at a distance λg/4 away from the feed point in X-direction to
obtain adequate impedance matching. Stripline gap (Sg) and stripline width (Sw)
is optimized for getting maximum impedance matching. The resonant frequency
is inversely proportional to the stripline length as expected. The prototype is
fabricated on a FR-4 substrate of relative permittivity (ϵr) 4.4 and loss tangent
(tan(δ)) 0.02. The antenna requires a small footprint of 24mm × 23mm × 1.6mm

only and is fed by a 50Ω coaxial cable.

Fig. B.2 Simulated reflection characteristics of different antenna structures

B.2 Results and Discussion

The stub loaded asymmetric coplanar stripline antenna is simulated using Ansoft
HFSS. Various parameters of the proposed antenna are optimized to obtain
the resonance in the above mentioned application bands. The variation in the
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reflection coefficient with the evolution of the present antenna from the guided
coplanar stripline is shown in Fig. B.2. It is clear from figure that the conventional
coplanar stripline antenna hardly has a resonance in the 5-6 GHz band, while
by introducing an arc on the left side, the resonance in the 5-6 GHz band has
been introduced, with poor impedance matching. The bandwidth improvement
with better impedance match is achieved by inserting a slanted quarter wave
(λg/4) open stub on the right side of the coplanar stripline. The optimized design
is fabricated and experimentally verified using Agilent PNA E8362B network
analyzer.

Fig. B.3 Measured reflection and radiation characteristics of the proposed antenna;
W=23mm, L=24mm, Sl=24mm, Sg=1mm, Sw=3mm, Rl=8.85mm, Rw=2.83mm,
Rp=9.25mm, Ar1=6.5mm, Ar2=8.5mm, As=1.5mm, h=1.6mm

Fig. B.3 depicts the measured reflection and radiation characteristics of the
proposed antenna. It is evident from the graph that the proposed antenna can
effectively operate over 4.6-5.83 GHz frequency band, with 2:1 VSWR bandwidth
of 23.69% about the center frequency 5.35 GHz.

The influence of open stub position (Rp) and length (Rl) is exhibited in
Fig. B.4a and B.4b, respectively. It is observed that the location of the stub
has large influence on the impedance characteristics of the antenna. The stub
should be placed at proper location at which the impedance is matched with
50Ω. Impedance matching of the antenna with the length of the stub is shown in
Fig. B.4b. It is found that the position of open circuited λg/4 stub from the feed
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(a) Open stub position (Rp) (b) Open stub length (Rl)

Fig. B.4 Change in reflection coefficient while changing the open stub parameters

should be around λg/4, where λg is the guided wavelength corresponding to the
center frequency of the antenna.

Fig. B.5 Surface Current Distribution of the antenna at 5.35 GHz;
W=23mm, L=24mm, Sl=24mm, Sg=1mm, Sw=3mm, Rl=8.85mm, Rw=2.83mm,
Rp=9.25mm, Ar1=6.5mm, Ar2=8.5mm, As=1.5mm, h=1.6mm

The surface current distribution of the proposed antenna at 5.35 GHz is
illustrated in Fig. B.5. It is evident from the current density plot that the
resonance at 5.35 GHz is due to the arc shaped strip.

Fig. B.6a and B.6b represents the measured radiation patterns at the center
frequency. It is apparent that the radiation pattern is omni-directional in nature
with reasonable cross polarization level in the proposed application band. The
cross polarization level for E-plane (Y-Z plane) is 16dB and for H-plane (X-
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(a) E-plane (b) H-Plane

Fig. B.6 Measured radiation pattern of proposed antenna at 5.35 GHz

Z plane) is 19dB. A small tilt in the E-plane radiation pattern is due to the
asymmetry of the structure.

(a) Gain (b) Radiation Efficiency

Fig. B.7 Measured gain and radiation efficiency of the proposed antenna

Measured gain and radiation efficiency of the proposed antenna is depicted in
Fig. B.7a and B.7b, respectively. A high gain of 5.20dBi and a good radiation
efficiency of 84.75% are obtained. The radiation efficiency is measured using
Wheeler Cap Method [17]. The proposed antenna is small in size and provides
high gain.
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B.3 Summary
A novel open stub loaded asymmetric coplanar stripline antenna for wireless
communication has been proposed and studied experimentally. With the use
of an arc shaped strip and an open stub on either side of coplanar stripline,
a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of 23.69% is achieved. This is enough for covering
IEEE 802.11a, HIPERLAN2, HiSWANa, WiMAX (IEEE 802.11e) and ISM 5.8
application bands. The proposed antenna also provides high gain and good
radiation efficiency.
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